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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Thursday, October 20, 1921.

20.

PREPARA TIONS FOR MOVES
TO HALT THE THREATENED
RAIL WALKOUT COMPLETED
CARRIERS DEPRECATE
THE NECESSITY OF A
WAGE SLASH-CUYL- ER

CDMFERENGtSTO
BEGIN TODAY IN
EFFORT TO STOP
RAILWAY STRIKE
"Big Five" Representatives
and the Railroad Labor
Board Will Discuss the
Situation in Chicago.

.

11

OTHER UNIONS
TO HOLD MEETING

Both Sides Arree That Out
of These Parleys Will
Come Final Decision in

Regard to Walkout.

mm
IILI1II

ROUSING WELCOME FROM CROWD
the Italian Hero Rides to His Hotel in New
York He Is Showered With Confetti. Paper
and Ticker Tape; Thousands of His Own
Countrymen Are in the Throng.

As

(BY THE ASSOCIATED MtESS.)
New York, Oct. 19. General Ar- - cession With confetti, naoer and
mando Diaz of Italy was welcomed flying Streams of ticker tane.
crowded the sidewalks
;o
America today by cheering Shopper
to hall the passing hero with such
srowda, including thousands of his an enthusiasm
that General Diaz
wn countrymen.
As the visitor
rode to his hotel, office workers remarked the spirit was akin to
ft skyscrapers showered the pro- - that of his own' countrymen.
The city, stato and nation were
represented In the party that welcomed General Diaz as he stepped
from the gangway of the Giuseppe
Verdi to the army tug Lexington
which brought him past the statues
of liberty to a landing.
Six deFORECAST.
stroyers escorted the general up
Mexico-Thurtho
19.
sday
This
New
Denver, Oct,
short trip was herbay,
and Friday, fair; warm-i- r alded by the booming of a cannon
in extreme northeast portion, salute from Fort Jav and cheers
illghtly cooler In southeast portion from Italians aboard harbor craft
Thursday; warmer east of moun-ain- s in the flotilla of welcome. The new
Friday.
battleship Maryland,: passing close
Arizona Thursday and Friday, by, dipped her colors in salute
not
much change in tempera, while her crew was drawn ud at
'air;
,

WEATHER

.

aire.

liOCATj REPORT.
Conditions for tho twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. to. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
S3
rlighest temperature
lowest
45
38
!lange
"

,,,,,

Mean

.

i

jlumldlty at 6 a. m
Sumldlty at 6 p. m.
?reclpltatlon
Unxlmum wind velocity
Direction of wind
Character of duy . .,.

quarters.
standing upon the bridge of the
Lexington the general, surrounded
by his aides and American

mili-

tary and naval officers, saluted the
statue of liberty.
Short In stature and agile as
one half his 60 years. General Diaz
bore a happy mien, smiling always
64 and recognizing salutations with
.. ,
28 bows.
Tomorrow he will go to Oyster
yH
None Bay to place a. wreath upon ,the
.. 15 grave of Theodore Roosevelt, and
North then devote the afternopn to en.
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,.f

Clear joying the sights of New York,
i
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idenre to The Journal.)
N. M., Oct. 19.
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Outim pinning the Croix de
Guerre on her own son,
Mine, Outim, a chevaHer of' the
Legion of Honor, has been accord
ed the unusual distinction of being
permitted to decorate hor own son
With the Croix de Guerre.
The
ceremony took place at Lander- neaux, a channel port of France.
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I
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S
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President of B. of L. E. Replies to President of U. S.
C.

of

C,

Denouncing

Threatened Walkout.
.

(By The Anoelated

I'rrm.)
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Mme.Melba In her garden.
Mme. Melba, oneof the world's
leading prima donnas, has returned
to her home, Coonibe Cottage, at
Goldstream, near Melbourne, Australia, after a lengthy tour. Tills is
the most recent photo of the famous singer, having been taken
since her return home.
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Taris, Oct. 19 (by the AssociatA bomb exploded toed Press.)
day In the house of Myron T. Her-rictho American ambassador, seriously injuring the valet who
opened the package containing it.
Tho room in which the explosion
occurred, was wrecked.
Ambassador Herrlck arrived at
the house two minutes after tho
bomb blew up.
Tho bomb explosion followed receipt of threatening letters which
have been coming to the
dor in the last few days In conneu- tion with the cases of two Italians
recently convicted of murder in
Massachusetts.
Necntrd to lie a Gift.
The bomb was contained in a
carefully made package, delivered
this morning and addressed personally to the ambassador, who, It
appears, might well have opened it
himself, as It seemed to be a gift
designed for him. The ambassador's valet, however, happened to
open it.
Immediately after the explosion
the ambassador went to the Hotel
Crlllon, where General Pershing is
The prefect of police
stopping.
Joined the general and, ambassador
there, and this evening they were
conferring on the case, while the
entire detective ervice of Tarls
was at work in an attempt to trace
the origin of the bomb.
Considerable damage was done
the ambassador's residence.
Hoar the Explosion.
Tho bomb was brought from the
chancellery of tho embassy by a
secretary who thought it a present
for the ambassador.
The ambassador and his daugh
Mrs. P. W. Herrlck. and
her son, aged 7, wore mounting
tho stairway and heard tho explosion. Immediately the valet came
down crying:
"A bomb has exploded. I am

s,

ram-ilio-

COLLEGE IN

Washington, Oct. 19. The compromise tax revision bill was assailed today in the senate by dem- President Made Doctor of
ocrats and republicans.
Laws at Exercises InSenator Underwood of Alabama,
democratio
loader, characterized
stalling New President At
the measure as the worst presented
Williams
and Mary,
to congress. No one understood it,
he declared, except tho few treasury experts who drew it, and he DELIVERS ADDRESS
predicted if the bill beeamo law
the courts woiild be several years
ON HISTORIC
SPOT
in interpreting it.
Charging republicans with a failure to lie candid with the Ameri- Speaks From Where Lord
can people, he said they were tryCornwallis
ing to have it get out that taxes
wore to be reduced, when as a matin 1781; Praises Aid Givinter of fact, they would be
en America By France,
creased through operation of the
administrative revisions of tho revenue measure and the proposed
(By The
Tpcw.)
American valuation plan in the
Williamsburg.
Va., Oct. 19.
tariff bill.
President
was
Harding
glen the
Pays Respects tn Hloo.
.Senator Mopes, republican. New honory degree of doctor of laws
to
the College of William and
by
Hampshire, paid his respects
the committee bill and also to tho Mary today at exercisos of installs
amendments sponsored by the ag Hon of Dr. J, a. C. Chandler
ricultural bloc, which ho termed president of the institution. In M)
a play on the
the
gown Mr, Harding, in an adf
names of Senators KenJ'on of
appealed for increased pa
Iowa and Capper or Kansas, lead- dress,
trlotlc attention to the national ed
ers in the bloc.
ucational system and praised the
Supreme court decisions In tax
In AroerVan history
cases got Into the debate, Senator parttheplay
by
instituflon, which Is t:
Minnesota, second
Nelson,
republican,
oldest collcce of tho. councomplaining about opinions holding try.
state and municipal bonds exempt
Before
coming hore the presifrom the federal taxation.
dent delivered an address from the
The senate, after a long techniWhere Lord
cal discussion, voted down, 56 to spot in Yorktown
1781,
12, a committee amendment under Cornwallis surrendered in
and
a
announced
policy of
which treasury experts had figfor
all
future
friendship
ured the government would receive
taxes on about 85 per cent of the time.
Amity Among Nations.
earnings of "rloso'1 corporations
The United States and Great
accumulated prior to March, 19U.
he asserted, had conseBritain,
Senntor Lafollette,
republican,
crated a long time friendship by
his
renewed
Wisconsin,
fight
in the common sacriagainst provisions of II. - bill, which association
would exempt (from taxation tha' fice of the world war and found
themselves
of
"arrayed together" in
pr.rt of the income
foreign
traders and foreign trade corpora- a trusteeship for the preservation
tions derived from sources outside of civilization. Ho ..poke also a
word of gratitude for the aid given
the United States.
by France In the revolution and
Defends Irovlsioni.
Senator MeCumber, republican, declared time hnd come for worldNorth Dukota, again defended the wide
and amity
provision on behalf of the finance among nations.
of
Torktown
That
tho
that
committee, contending
part
they
wero necessary so that American speech devoted to
concerns might do business abroad relations was In the form of a
on an eoual footing with foreign brief declaration of policy on which
the president did not elaborate.
corporations.
Senator King, democrat, T tan,
Delegates were present at the
Introduced an amendment which William and Mary exercise from
would authorize the president to all colleges in the country more
invite the states to appoint repre than 100 years old and honorary
sentatives to confer with represen degrees were also conferred on
tat,ve t0 be appointed by him to Judge Alton B. Parker, democratic
cooperation between the candidate for president In 1904,
federal and state governments In and on Governor Davis of Virginia.
the levying of taxes, and particuHarding Head Procession.
for the - President
larly to recommend means
Harding, in academic,
elimination Of ronfllot between-feder- al
beadeH' the ""procession
robes,
and sate inheritance taxes.
around the college campus prior to
in
the exercises which were
the sleove of the Wrenn halldlng,
SOLDIERS WITH RAIL
counthe oldest college hall In t,he
EXPERIENCE BEING
try still in dally use. It was built

Surrendered

,,,,

Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 9 (by the
Associated Press) President Warceive immemaie
ren 8, 'Stone, of the "Brotherhood
and Moral Support.
of LoooBiotivfl'Engtneers, last night
. .
.,
issued iu uigned statement jii, reply h'.l.".,:
to statements made by Jos. li:
In the Toom, and demolished,
(Ily The Awirlated t'ternt.)
Columbus, Kans., Oct. 19. The
president of the chamber of with it, were presents Ambassador
commerce of the United States in Herrlck had received on his birth- miners can win their fight against
tho industrial court if they receive
Washington Monday, denouncing day, October 9.
tho threatened railroad strike ns
The belief is expressed, by the the immediate support, financial
"a most cruel and unJufrtlfl'iblo prefect of police, that the bomb as well as moral,-othe working
class of the country, Alexander
attack on tne people and govern was a time contrivance.
,
ment oi tne united states."
Howat, president or the Kansas
Act of a Coward.
Miners' union, declared In a state
The titatement follows.:
"The act was that of an irment issued at the county Jail to
"In the beginning, it would na
responsible toward, who was
out
come
Mr.
without courage to
day.
turally he assumed that
Howat pointed ovt that he has
the
chamber
ambassador
of
for
in
the
the open,"
speaking
several times been pronounced
commerce of the United States
said.
would be voicing the opinion of
The package, about eight Inches "out" and has come back stronger
He denied that the
all American citizens, but in view long, four Inches wide and live than ever.
d
of the
statements, it is inches deep, came by registered Kansas miners wre planning a dual
the judgment of thu railway work- mall, and was labeled "perfume." organization opposed to the United
ers that he is simply speaking for
The valet, Walter Blanchard. a Mine Workers of America.
"When I get out of Jail," he said
the millionaire element created by
COMMERCE
CHAMBER OF
Englishman, opened the
the late war, and now posing as package. Upon opening the lid, a "I am coming back once more and
IS ON THE TRAIL OF great and patriotic citizens with spring was released, and Blanch John L Lewis and his friend, Gov
out regard to the many crippled ard, immediately
suspecting Its ernor Allen and his Industrial
ADVERTISING FAKERS and
unemployed, who at this time significance, threw the package court and last, but not least, the
to them the war is away, rushed from the room but coal operators1 association, will
appreciate
(Spwlnl Correspondence to The .loiinnl I not over.
was hit in the back by a fragment hear from me again.
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 19. Ad
"Mr. Defr.ees states that the an
A Communist Plot?
"George L. Peck says any one
vertising fakers, beware!
Mr. Herrlck expressed the be- assisting the Kansas miners to es
ticlpated withdrawal from the serv
The Vigilance committee of the Ice contemplates a most cruel and lief that the
was a sequel tablish the principle of industrial
Las Cruces Chamber of Commerce unjustifiable attack on the citizens to threateningexplosion
letters he had been freedom is assisting an outlaw oris on the trail of
and government
of the United receiving from French communists ganization.
The statement Is a
program, directory and special edi- States. This creates the Impres because of the conviction of two malicious falsehood Intended to de
tion hounds and "easy money'" slon that the railroad, workers are communists in the United States ceive the people and poison the
not loyal citizens and is an unwar for murder.
minds of the working class against
grafters of all kinds.
Business and professional- men ranted and undeserved accusation
"These outrages should cease,' the mine workers of district 14.
and the public generally are ad- on a body of men who have proven he said. ."Any reasonable man
"While it is true that they can
vised that in the future all so- - their loyalty. We point with pride knows neither the embassy nor the put a few men in prison for vlo
called advertising proposals will be to the r.umber of railroad employes American government
anyhas
Industrial court
lating the
i;
fully Investigated by members of who volunteered their services in thing to do with Saeco and
law, yet Governor Allen with all
for
the committee.
the great war.
crime
a
cannot
his
at
command
committed
the
power
they
The directors of the chamber at
"Mr. Defrees calls attention to which they must suffer."
enforce the Industrial court law in
r
the
ambas-adowould
bv
adopttribunal
said he
congress
created
this state.
Monday evening's meeting,
The
ed a resolution, which empowers which augmented the possibility of keep an engagement for dinner,
"If the great working class of
the publicity committee to act as an. amicable settlement. He lays but
remarked that he would be Americans and all of those who be
on
funall proposals emphasis on the fact that the
a vigilance board
nnahln to nut on evening clothes lieve In the principle of justice to
submitted by solicitors for other damental principle of this tribunal as most of his wardrobe had been all, will give their support to dis
than recognized legitimate me- was to obviate the condition that torn by fragments of the bomb.
trlct 14, without further delay, th
now exists and reminds the rail
diums.Mr. Herrick was anxious that all Kansas miners will whip the whole
Business men will understand road workers of (heir great Injus other American embassies bo In- damned hunch."
that the proposals of solicitors who tice, and their ability to distinguish formed as soon as possible of the
do not posses letters signed by Between the present time and I9l
outrage, so ss to prevent any pos
the chairman and secretary of the and charges them with the respon- slbillty of similar outrages in case TRAINMEN ON PENNSY
committee have either not been in sibility with deliberately floutins the explosion was pari or a pioi.
ORDERED TO STRIKE
decisions of the
vestlgated or endorsement is with- and disregarding
The emoassies m jonoon, Brus
held for good reasons, however, board. ' It is said that Mr: Defrees sels, Madrid and Rome were im
(Uy Tha Auoclated I'rut.)
the fact that a proposal bears the Is not Informed as to the situation, mediately Informed by telegraph.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 19. Traincommittee's endorsement does not therefore not qualified to express
men
on
the Pennsylvania lines west
n opinion, or he is deliberately
can the medium is to bo used.
Today's incident In the home of of Pittsburgh and Erie have been
The movement which has the attempting to mislead the publio. Ambassador Herrlck follows ex ordered
to strike, according to a
support of leading business houses. If Mr. Defrees will take the trouble pressions of protest which have statement issued here
today by It.
Is designed to shut out the faker. to look into the facts he will find occurred Intermittently
in Italy A. Knoff, general chairman
of the
Thus It will be the means of saving that the railroads are the ones since immediately after the convic Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen
a who did flout the authority of the tlon of Sacco and Venzetti by
several thousands, of dollar
of
Pennsylvania Lines West.
United states railroad labor board. Massachusetts court (last summer. The the
year to the people of Las Cruces. and
was issued In annot jthe railroad organizations but have only recently manlfes'ed swer statement
to one by C. E. Musser, chairwe
Mr.
and
Defrees
that
suggest
France.
in
ATTENDANCE
themselves
man of the brotherhood for tho
1,500 IN
look into the case of the A. B. and
At first the protests In Italy were lines east of Pittsburgh last night,
A. M. and N. A., Erie, Pennsyl
AT PARIS RECEPTION
and apparently Insignifisporadic
that the Pennsylvania
vania, and other railroads for light cant, but the spirit of antipathy are"Reports secret
agreements with
TO GENERAL PERSHING on this subject.
After satisfying toward the conviction found larger its making
employes asking them io tign
himself as to the truthfulness of expression at a meeting railed In
not
to
strjke are nothing
the statements herein, he should Milan on October 3 by a committee pledges,
(Bj The Awoclntwl Pren.)
new on this property, ana wntie
Paris, Oct. 19. The reception at write a supplemental statement of the chamber of labor, when these reports may
not be true they
the city hall, in honor of General giving the public the benefit of communist orators
denounced do not surprise any one who has
Pershing today was elaborate ana tne tacts."
bourgeois capitalism" in connec been associated with, the PennsylSome .. 1,500
persons
impressive.
tion with their conviction.
vania," he said.
, l
.1 : ..
P,.nM'a
A few days later, the Italian so- CONDUCTED GAMBLING
tn
leading military figures, members,
clalst
Milan,
congress,
meeting
or ine aipiomauc corns. renreBi-n- PROTEST
voiced dissatisfaction over the ver- COMMUNISTS
HOUSE
IN
JUDICIAL
tatlves of th,e various embassies
dict of the Massachusetts
court,
AGAINST
CONVICTION
and a large contingent front the
this was followed last week by
CHAMBERS, ALLEGED and
American colony.
a hostile demonstration in front of
OF ITALIANS IN U. S.
At the planting of an oak tree
the American embassy in Rome,
(Br Ths Amocliited PfrM.)
n
In honor
of
more
made
than
Walter when the police
(By The AMoclnttd I'ru'i.)
Milwaukee,' Oct. 19.
amity in the Trocadero gardens.
Oct.
19.
Protests
Brussels,
Koenlg, Wauwatosa, Wis., justice were arrests before tne crowds
General Pershing threw in a of
these
Despite
dispersed.
the peace, and five young mem drastlo measures
against action of a Massachusetts
shoveful of French soil, which he
the
by
police,
court
in
bers
Nicolo
Sacco
of prominent Wauwatosa
convicting
said, "Is also American soil be
were arrested in a raid on however, other demonstrations - fol and Bartolomeo Vanzetti two Ital
cause American blood was shed
,ians of first degree murder was
Mr, Koenig's home today. Koenlg lowed,
on it"
was charged with conducting a
voiced at a meeting of Belgian
TIED WITIT A
Communists
After the
gambling . house in his judicial PACKAGE
CORD MARKED "PERFUME meeting 200 today.
MISS LEITCH SETS A
chambers and was released on $10
persons joined In a
ball.
were
to
The
others
the
em
American
charged
procession
COURSE RECORD OF 76 with
Paris, Oct. 19. (By the Asso bassy, whero they held a demon
being Inmates.
ciated Press). A small oblong stration
until
dispersed by the
New York. Oct.
LeItch.
package wrapped In white paper,
. ,
tied with a strong cord and police.
holder of the British. French and
TO SHUT HEADQUARTERS.
Canadian women's golf champion"
marked f'perfume" lay. on a table
Cincinnati. O., Oct. :9.
NEW PRO OFFICER.
J3. H.. Fitzgerald, grand In the American embassy air this
ships, today a set a woman's course
Phoenix. Ariz.. Oct. 18. It. K.
record of 76 for the Belloclaire president, and G. S. Levi, grand morning. It was addressed to the Parsons,
formerly chief clerk in
links In winning her match In the secretary of the Brotherhood of American ambassador, Myron T.
of the collector of Inclub Invitation tournament, agalnrt Railway Clerks, Freight Handlers, Herrlck, and ha-- been delivered the office
ternal revenue here and later audi
Mrs..M. Iloekcher. Miss LeitJh. Express and btatjon Employes, will by regietered post.
tor
a
local
of
theater, today aswho won by 6 and 4, bettered the' bo temporarily shifted from CinThinking It a gift, the ambass.
his duties as assistant proformer mark by two strokes, anu cinnati to Chicago Sunday, it was sdor's secretary, Lawrence Norton, sumed
hibition director for tho state or
took only, tliroo more than par.
,
announced tonight.
(Continued on" Page Two.)
Arizona- 3

SECOND OLDEST

(Bj The Aaaorlnifd Prmn.)

Entire Detective Service Is
at Work in An Attempt to
Locate the Perpetrator of
the Crime.

ding Alleged

jence has come to my
jllcitation among Ma-s- o
jT I fleers of Masonic lodges
ir
.nd Jurisdiction for mem-- 1
the organization known
as
Ku Klux Klan, for which
reason I deem it my duty to adto all
dress this communication
Masons in this grand Jurisdiction
Trartcls E. Lester of Mesllla
Park, Las Cruces, grand master of
Masons in New Mexico, says this
e
among other things In a
to subordinate
letter addressed
lodges in this state, adding:
"It Is not material to this discussion whether or not the Kit
Klux Klan is responsible for all tho
occurrences charged to it. The
practices of the organization ?.r.
generally known and understood
and it must be apparent to any
man who thoughtfully considers
tho relationship that should exist
between our citizenship or.,1 our
government, that these practices
are contrary to the true principles
of Masonry and of good governv
ment,
"Our government Is a democracy that governs through the law.
None of these principles Is moro
vital than the maintenance of law
and order through our constituted
authorities.
Our system of government is opposed to the administration of punishment in disguise
and to the theory and practice of
secret punishment of any eimllar
form of tyranny. It guarantees to
every citizen charged with an offense pfair hearing before punishment can be Inflicted.
"Judged by our recognized standards of good government, masked
violence, mob rule, the setting up
auof any secret
thority of law, or the substitution
of the reign of the tar bucket for
tho reign of the law of the laud,
and
are absolutely
Any body of men, any
elnn or any organization that seeks
to Independently arrogate to Itself
the functions of government ana
the enforcement of the laws of our
country, is unpatriotic and directly opposed tu ttiose principles of
Masonry that we teach and prac
tice.
"The excuse that our laws fail
at times to administer deserved
punishment falls to the ground In
a free government that is no better and no worse than what we
mak,e lt; 1and if. ?xa.mpI?u occr
Justice they should
a miscarriage
serve as a cimin'nso i" rieruiaoL-for
ry to more actively function
good government."
,.

Democrats and Republicans
Assail Measure; Latter
Charged With Failure to
Be Candid With People.

ENVOY'S VALET IS
SERIOUSLY
INJURED

KuW f Jtivities..

Lodgr

IS

Explosion' Follows the Re
ceipt of Threatening Let- -;
ters By the American Am- -;

-- r.

Ey

COMPROMISE TAX
HARDING GIVEN
BILL FLAYED IN
SENATE DEBATE DEGREE BY THE

MADAME ME LB A
IS HOME AGAIN
AFTER LONG TOUR

Of BOMB BLAST

ULLIMIIO

U

HERRIGK

EDITION
Dally by Carrier or Wall, 85c a Month
Single Uoples- - lie

BADLY DAMAGED

crmiie

iq

MASONS,

titude of these groups probably
ciated Press.) Preparations for will be made known.
which
Tho maintenance of way executhe various moyes through
it Is hoped the threatened rail tive council met only informally
the formal meeting coming
strike will be averted, were com- today,
tomorrow, '
peace
pleted today and tomorrow
"Do Not Want a Strike."
efforts will be In full swing.
"I cannot Bpoak for my entire
Tonight heads of the unions and organization now, but personally 1
of the carriers were silently alert will say we do hot want a strike,
that we would never strike on the
with figuratively
speaking one wage question unless forced
to,
eye, on the conference tomorrow and that
we will not go into any
between the "Big Five" rail union walkout with
brotherhoods
leaders and the railroad i labor unless wo have the
definite promises
board, and tho other on meetings of
so far have
which
of officials of eleven unions which not been
from them,"
have not yet joined the conductors, said J. C. forthcoming
Smock, maintenance of
firemen
trainmen,
englnemen.
vice president, tonight.
and switchmen In a strike order, way
Mr. Jewell repeated his statefor both sides were agreed that ments that
hq was opposed to the
would
out of these conferences
come the final decision as to strike.
ull
l
SupKrt Promised.
whether a general walkout of rail
The labor bourd will go Inya conemployes would materialize.
ference
with
the assurance of full
Important Meetings.
In the conference with the labor support from every interested govdepartment its members
board rested the possibility of the ernmental
to said tonight following an executive
"Big Five" being persuaded
session.
One
member intimated
for
order
cancel their
the walkout,
whllo in tho meetings.of the eleven that hou believed tho board had
found
method
of enforcing
legal
unions, which actualy started to- its
Heretofore tho board
day, was to be decided whether has ruling.
maintained it had not power
these organizations,
holding tho
carry out its decisions and unbalance of man power through to
ions
and railroads each have
of the
numbering
000, 000 rail workers In charged the other with violating nearly
rulings. , JLegai!y, jamtheir membership, would Join the the board's
powered to enforce its decrees, the
'HIg Five" If they walked out Uc board
could easily avert
probobly
nlanned.
tnher SO
W. 8. Stone, president of the tho walkout, which is scheduled as
protest against the wage cut orKrotherhood of Locomotive Engi adered
'
by it.
neers; W. O. Lee, president of the
board had no announcement
Brotherhood of Railroad Train- to The
make tonight as to its procedure
of
men; VV. S, Carter, president
tomorrow other than to say that
the Brotherhood of Locomotive the
situation "would bo gone over
Firemen and Englnemen; T. C. thoroughly.''
C'ashen, president of the Switch however, that Ita was understood,
plan similar to
men's Union of North America,
proposed by the publio group
and E. P. Curtis, vice president that
in
for accept- Washington
culling
if the Order of Railway Conduc anee of the
last wage cut and can- tors, left Cleveland tonight for cellation
of the strike order by the
Chicago to meet with the labor
immediately
board at tho latter's request, L. men, with the roads
reducing
freight rates and temE. Sheppard, president of the con
further
wag.3
porarily
postponing
ductors' organization, also is
cuts 'would be the basis of
pected tomorrow.
Boo Signs of Pence.
Fighting for Its Lite.
While this conference was looked
Board members admitted they
on as the most important of the realize
that the board really is
men topeace moves, railroad
fighting for Its life and that much
night professed to see sins of of its future depends on Us ability
a peaceful settlement of theB. diffi-ST. to handle the situation.
culties In the attitude of
In connection with the possibility
Jewell, head of the 476,000 memconference averting a strike,
bers of tho six railway shop crafts itof this
was pointed out, however, that
organisations, and of J. C. Smock, many railroads
have announped
vice president of the maintenance
the public group
which
numbers positively Isthatimpossible,
of way union,
,in their
proposal
SOO.000 men.
opinion, while few labor leaders
The shop crafts executive coun- have
warm approval
cil met today but took no action of it. expressed very
other than to call in the conferS. O. Dunn,
In
this
connection,
ence committee of one hundred.
editor of Railway Age, issued a
The committee, while having statement
tonight following a con
power to call a strike, also Is ex- ference with
local rail heads,
pected to defer action calling In
the
plan as "Involving a
the 1,000 general chairmen forat-a(Continued on Page Two.)
meeting Friday when the final

ARRIVES IN AMERICA AND GETS

MEDAL ON OWN SON

bassador

(By The Amnelateil Frew.)
Chicago, Oct. 19 (by tha Asso-

GEN. ARMANDO DIAZ OF ITALY

HOUSE OCCUPIED

MEMBERS AMONG

New York, Oct. 19. The Association of Railway Execut
Uvea
today in a statement
given out ' by Its chairman,
Thomas DeWitt Cuyler, declared railroad managements "deprecate the necessity of reducing
wages" and a:e "not seeking
to place the who'o burden of
the situation on labor." Railroad owners, too, tha statement
asserted, "have niada sacrifices
and are not making
high,
charges against the public on
one hand, and refusing on tho
other to pay high wages." The
public, the statement continued, "is the real paymaster"
and the. public "simply cannot
pay rates necessitated by present labor costs."
The statement carried a digest of statistics on 1921 earnings of the roads, tending to
show that, but for drastic reductions in expenditure
for
maintenance, tho roads would
have had an actual deficit of
more than $70,000,000 for the
first eight months.

three-fourt-

FRENCH MOTHER IS
PERMITTED TO PIN

CITY

n

lie-I-

LISTED

In 1004.

AT N0GALES

Later he went to Jamestown. We
the first '.nglish settlement In
America, and placed a wreath on
the grave of Govern : Yardley,
who, in 1619, called the first legislative assembly hold on this contiof

(B? The Auorlnlrd Prem.)
Nogales, Ariz., Oct. 19. It was
announced tonight at Camp Stephen D. Little here, where the Twenty-fifth
infantry Is stationed, that

"

nent.
The president and Mr Harfiing.
accompanied by government offt- a
elals. came from Washington
Yorktown on the presl Juiitial yacht
delivered
Mr.
Mayflower.
Harding
his address Immediately 'after the
welcome speech, speaking at the
monument erected In 1881 to mark
the 100th anniversary of Cornwallis' surrender. A guard of United
States marines acted as the honor
escort and many Virginians cheered him as he rode through the

instructions had been received from
the Eighth army corps headquarters at Fort Sam Houston,. Texas,
to check up on soldiers experienced
In operating railroad trains and
those who have had other experience In railroad work. It was said
the checking would be started in
the morning.
There are only a few motor
trucks at the camp that could be
used as freighters in case of n railroad strike, It was said. The number of trucks was decreased recent,
ly when a number were turned over
to tho Arizona state highway department, It wns said.

streets.

Inspects College Grounds.
From Yorktown the party motored to Lee hall, where thejr
boarded a special train to go to
Mr. Harding took
Williamsburg.
lunch at the home of Dr. Chandler
and later made an Inspection af
the college grounds.
Late in the day he visited Motoric scenes In x'orktown, tnsect- (Continued on Page Two.)
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SPORT PROMOTER DEAD
KenMontreal, Oct.
nedy, sport promoter and former
of
champion
lightweight wrestling
Canada, died today after a long
illness.
He wrestled under the
name of George Kcnnal.

GUARANTEEING THE RAILROADS
A FIXED RETURN IS 'UNWISE,'
SAYS GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE
Repeal of Clauses in the Esch - Cummins
Transportation Act Is Urged; Resolutions
Also Ask a "Substantial Reduction" in
Freight Rates; Arms Cut Conference Is
Approved.
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Des Moines, la., Oct. 19. Repeal conceivably be held In some degree
10 influence interstate trafflo ad- of clauses In tho
uaiiHiwriauun aci directing tne in versely.
conference finally worded
terstate commerce commission to theTheresolution
so as to make
a
fix freight rates on a basis that simple request to con press for itrewill give thu railroads 6 per cent moval of doubt as to the
of
righteon-trreturn on tneir valuations, was the several states to exercise
urged In a resolution adooted hv
over state rates and service.
the conference of middle west govThe resolution
lower
ernors at its closing session here interest rates wasdemanding
introduced yestooay. Guaranteeing the ra Iroadx terday by Oovernor McKelvie of
a nxed return is unwise and un- Nebraska. It declared the war fieconomic, the conference declared. nance corporation, by rules it has
uosoiutions wore adopted asking promulgated to govern extensions
a "substantial reduction"
in pres- of credit under the agricultural
ent freight rates, advocating con credits
act, has indicated that
gressional action to remove doubt it believes nearly three years will
as to state Jurisdiction over state be required to fully liquidate agrailroad rates and services, urging ricultural loans. It said great benreduction of federal reserve bank efits will result from the work of
discount rates in agricultural dis- the corporation, provided the biltricts, endorsing the movement lion credit fund Is promptly adfor limitation of armaments , and ministered.
The resolution urges
asserting that the government of that the federal ,reserve banks in
the United States should collect tho agricultural districts reduce
the Interest on its foreign loans an- the interest rates to 5 per cent.
nually.
Governor N. E. Kendall of Iowa,
Governor Blaine expressed
who called the conference,
was
with tho original form sponsor both of tho resolution on
In which the
urging vin- dinarmament and that relating to
dication of state rights over state collection of interest on
foreign,
rates was cast. It said state loans. The former
declared
the
Jurisdiction (mould stand except conference ''viewed with high apwhere rate rulings would injurious- proval the movement recently in
commerce. augurated by the president for the
ly . affect interstateSuch a limitation, tho Wisconsin limitation ot armaments,
and hones
governor declared, would open tho the approaching conference may ac.
door to comp.ete' destruction of complish much toward relieving
state powers.' since any action by' the world of the burden of oppres-a- ,
otute railroad commission might give military eaUbUshiuea,U."
I

ol

OCCUPIED
BY HERRICK IS
BADLY DAMAGED

HOUSE

STATE PUTS ITS
1LAST EXPERT OfT

I

STAND

Organs of Mrs. Southard's
: Previous Hubrnds and a
Brother-in-La-

Showed

w

: Poison, They Assert.
(fif fill" Awneinlrrt rro t
I Twin Falls, Ida., Oct. 19. The
lout of the expert witnesses which
the state will use In the trial of
charged
Lyda Meyer Southard,
P.
With the murder of Edward
Meyer, her fourth husband, occuEdstand
today.
pied the witneps
ward V. RodonhaiiRh, state ehera-- it
of Idaho, and Herman Harms,
state chemist of Utah, placed in
evidence the results of their analysis of specimens from the bodies
three previous huspf the woman's brother-in-laIn
band's and a
case
the
analysis showed the
ipvery
presence of poison in the organs
iamined, they each testified,
to
failed
,. Cross examination
shako the testimony of either wit- ness. Samples of insect exterminator which it was alleged was
tised by the defendant to poison all
five men, specimens of the body
which was also analyzed was also
to
submitted for examination
The
Chomist Harman Harms.
analysis showed the presencepois-c-ot
ubstantial quantities of the
witnesses testified.
i fc)r. Wilson of Twin Falls, who
treated both Ed and Robert C.
.Pooley, respectively, brother-in-laand husband of the defendant, up
io the time of their deaths In 1915,
declared on the witness stand that
ho? assigned typhoid fever as the
cause of death. He never was sat- Jaded with his own diagnosis of the
cases, he said.
ts

I

n;

'

'

w

,

Appeals to" public

-- for volunteers in
A

STRIKE

p,
EVENJJJF
(Br
)f New The Auoclutrd
rrmj
Oct. 19. An appeal
!

York,

(Continued from Page One )
carried to the ambassador's resiAvenue uo
.dence, at 1Uovfinlmr.
the ambass- !ador;s val'et. Ulanchnril, saw the
uupackage on a (lekic, anu
onen it. ltemoval of the paper
snmll
pasteDoara oox,
ji
Almost immediately a spring was
lid,
released, and as he lifted the
a.
Ulnnchard, who formerly was
heard
British
army,
bomber in the
the
a familiar noise, lie hurled door
box through the bathroom
J no nomu
exiuuucu
and ran.
two fragments hit
i tin
He was
back.
the
in
him
ting
not seriously injured.
The ambussador, his daughter- Mrs, Parmelcy nerncn anu
son, wore ascendher - year-ol- d
ing thn'stalrwav. RIanchard came
running out as the ambassador
'
reached the top,
"A bomb has exploded and I
"Thank
am hit!" he shouted.
finrt vou weren't in the. room,"
was
and
Blanchard
collapsed
carried down stairs, Mne amDass-ado- r
motored immediately to the
Hotel Crillon to ask General
to do, and
Pershing the best thing was
sumthe perfect of police
moned.
Is
believed by the
The bomb
police to have been sent by French
eommunists as a protest against
the conviction of two communists
in the United States charged wttn
murder; It contained the deadliest
of explosives, according to the
police.
The bathroom was wrecked,
much damage was done In the bed
room and seven fragments went
through a thick steel wardrobe,
while others made deep dents In
the metal doors of a cablnot.
The ambassador's first thought
was to ignore the matter but
General Pemhlng and othors advised him to make the full
publio because of the possibly of other bomb outrages.
President Mlllerand was among
the first to congratulate the ambassador on his escape. He assured Mr. Horriek that the outrage was deeply resented by every
Frenchman worthy of the name
and that the greatest efforts would
be made to apprehend the guilty.
Premier Briand, Leon Bourgeois
and many members of the diplomatic corps sent similar messages,
and throughout Paris the vmost
intense Indignation is expressed at
rtnur-ivnv-

7-

de-tai- ls

tho publio for volunteers to man
trains in the event of a strive was
Issued today by the Erie railroad.
The message,' addressed to the pub- the attack.
Mr. Herrlclt
had refused to
lic) said: out take seriously scores of letters he
i !'The Erie railroad will carry and
received protesting against the
Its- obligations to the public
conviction of the two alleged
jfiesirea cooperation of Its patrons
In i recruiting necessary train em- - communists in the United States.
ployes. It is desired to maintain Some were politely phrased, but
full passenger service and we feel others made threats to "get the
and blow up the
hls can be accomplished with the ambassador,"
cooperation of our patrons in vo- embassy.
As typical of the campaign the
lunteering for engine and train
Ho

ervico,"

V30 YARD LOCALS VOTE
i
i

.

TO STAY ON THE JOB
(By The Annorlated

I'reM.)

New York, Oct, 19. Railroad officials nrnfesseri to tie little con
cerned about their yard forces, on
fctinouncenibnt that 30 locals of the
Railroad Yardmasters association
tied voted to stick. At the same
time J. F. Welsh, an organizer for
the seamen's union, hinted that the
Railroads need not look to coastwise shipping lines to move passengers atranded by the strike, as he
said members of the union would
coastwise vessels in
refuse to
t,he event of a railroad strike,
n

FLOUR PRICES BREAK
;T0 NEW LOW LEVELS

'

''
i
(Br The Aawirlntrd PrtM.t
Minneapolis, Oct. 19. Following
yesterday's decline in wheat, flour
broke to new low levels here today, touching J7 a barrel for the.
first time in about six years. Mills
posted prices of $7 and f 7.15 a barrel for family patents today, a reduction of 40 to 05 cents lrom

'
'

communist press has been conducting in connection with the
conviction of the two men, the
following appears In the Journal
du Peuple:
"A machine so powerful as
America can not be fought with
wandering words and party manifestations. We need something
else. Here Is an Idea: Let every
reader write Ambassador Herrlck:
'We protest against the judicial
error which is about to kill two
'innocents.
Pardon tiacco and
Vanzetti." Your letters will bring
unbearable remorse to Americans."
M. Cachln, editor of L'Huroanlte,
communist
official organ, concludes his editorial:
"In reply to the resolutions
passed and the letters apd telegrams which the French workers'
organizations have sent to it, the
American embassy In Paris has
answered nothing.
Such silence
implies that the official world of
the United States is powerless before the universal conscience to
Justify the execution of two Innocent men. Let us therefor raise
our protests more and more vigorously and unanimously In favor
of the unhappy men."

COXFEIt
Chicago, Oct. 19. Tex Rickard,
conferred wtth
boxing promoter,
Jack Reams, manager of Jaok
MAY USE STUDENTS TO
Uernpsey, heavyweight champion,
today In an effort to obtain DemD- iKEEP TRAINS RUNNING sey's
signature to a contract for
a championship contest with Jess
tn ' (By Ths AMflelattd I'iwm.)
Willard next July. The men will
"Philadelphia, Oct. 19. A. T. confer again tomorrow, Rickard
Xhce, president of the Reading, said.
announced today students at LeWeaving has been practised
high university have announced
their willingness to help keep from the earliest times: the aid
trains running on the Raiding rail- of machinery dates from 1783
when the fly shuttle was Invented.
way In case of a strike.
RICKARD-KEARX-

S

;

II

J
r
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Ban Antonio, Texas.
the past twenty
years Dr. Pierce's Fahas
vorite Prescription
been my standby as a
I
took
It during my
onio.
first expectancy and it
relieved me of nauseating
Conditions and I had pracno suffering. I do
tically
'.not . believe there Is a
tonlo on the market that
can come up to Dr.
S-

JFor

farce's

Favorite
for girls

scription

'(Women."
K

IMEIl.

MRS.

,m

Pre-

and

E. D.

South St.

w.

The crown of womanhood is
motherhood. But many women
face the ordeal of maternity
without sufficient preparation.
At such times and later the
mother should take a vegeta
ble tonic,' sold by druggists and
known in almost every home
as Doctor Pierce's Favorite
Prescription. It is put up in
both fluid and tablet form. If
you wish to give it a trial send
your name and address to Dr.
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y., enclosing ten cents,
and a trial package will be
sent you. Thousands of women
have testified as to its efficacy.
Read the following:
San Antonio, Texas.

Favorite Prescription

Is

"Dr. Pierce's

an

excellent-medicin- e

n
for women In a
and weakened condition or during
and after expectancy to give them
strength and to keep them In a good
healthy condition. I took 'Favorite
Prescription' before my youngest
child came and It kept ma In
strong, healthy state and my suffer
Ing was much less than at previous
times. 1 also took It afterward and
It did me all the good in the world.
I have always thought well of Dr.
Pierce's medicines and always recommend them." MRS, S. LEE, 214
Reddla Bt.
run-dow-

CRUCES C. OF C.
BACKS MOVE TO
CUT ARMAMENTS
rorrespan'lonre lo The Journal )
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 19.
Joining with American business
men In assuring President Harding
of their support in his effort to relieve the world of its staggering
burden and, to enforce salutory
economy for the benefit of the
people, the directors of the Las
truces Chamber of Commerce
uanlmously endorsed the follow.
Ing resolution at their meeting
(Sneclnl

er

17:

"That this organization attributes the decline of our. for- ulgn trade and the reduced domestic consumption of manufactures and luxuries to excessive taxation and to the exhaustion of capital and credit.
It places hope of a substantial
and world wide recovery upon
the success of the conferences
for the limitation of armaments and urges the administration to uso every uffort to
bring about a drastic reduction of naval and military expenditure, so that all countries
and classes may be relieved of
a staggering burden, which
' threatens some with insolvency and confiscation and all with
trade stagnation and unem
nlnvment
their
The directors instructs'
seoretary. W. H. Brosddus, to urge
the Un ted States cnamDer oiuom- mercs to act with them and to
sond a copy of the resolution to
President Harding.,of the
C. F. Knight, president
chamber of commerce, said today
there is no doubt that the heavy
taxation for unproductive purposes has hegun' to restrict consumpThe people generally are
tion.
spending less because the tax collector Is taking more.
"The
present depression
cannot he expejted to disaphe
added, "unless the
pear,"
burden of armaments - Is substantially diminished.- Public
retrenchment certainly
essary at this time."

Is nec-

SAYS FRANCE SHOULD
BE REPRESENTED AT
ARMS CUT MEETING
' WM- (By The AMOt'leted

Frew.)

Paris, Oct. 19 (by the AssociatIn the
ed Press.) -- Opposition
chamber of deputies seized on the
proposed Washington trip of Premier Briand as a basis of attack
in the debate on interpellations today, drawing from the premier a
declaration that he thought Trance
must be represented.
'If Mr. Lloyd Oeorge goes," ne
aid, "it will be a pleasure to meet
him In Washington, but if circumstances should prevent him from
going, I do not understand why
ourselves with
the fact in this debate. But here
do
to
me, and I
with
have
you
consider that It Is in the Interest of
France that I go,"
Deputy Maillard asked M. Briand if he thought It prudent to
leave France when so many Important Internal and European ques'
tions were Jn suspense,
M. Brian d replied;
'I think It
indispensable that I go to Washington. Of course, It Is for the
chamber to make Its own Interpretation of what IS to the best
Interests, of France."

NEW MACHINE GUN IS
INVENTED BY GERMANS
London, Oct, 19. The Munich
of
the London
correspondent
Times is informed that the Germans have perfected a triple
barreled machine gun, electrically
twenty-tw- o
weighing
operated,
pounds nnd capable of spreading
In a
minute
2,000 rounds per
circle. The three barrels could
be operated by a gunner a half
mile distant.
This is cited as instancing how
German industries are devising
engines of war, and the correspondent declares Germany Is concealing her armies under civilian
guise and that chemists are con
ducting researches Into poisonous
gases and bacteriological possibilities of destruction.
The correspondent asserts he
has heard the conviction expressed
by "more than one authority" that
the Oppau explosion would not
have occurred "had no experimental wbrk connected with the
manufacture of engines of war
been Indulged In there."

CONFERENCES TO
IN
BEGIN
TODAY
RAILWAY STRIKE

V

ALBUQUERQUE

GLASS, PAINT,
HFMFNT PI ASTFR
LUMBER COMPANY

423 NOHTH 1'IKbT fcTKIiKl'.
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"

J. H. DeFrees, president of the
of the
complete surrender by the roads to chamber of commerce
the labor unions." The statement United States expressed confidence
paid "Labor leaders' opposition to today that, in the event of the
the plan was a bluff, as it was ex- strike commercial
organizations
would take the lead "In maintain
actly what the unions want."
life."
the
national
ing
Presidents Confer.
Possibility of immediate steps to
bring about a labor board hearing HARDING GIVEN
on the proposed 10 per cent wage
cut which the roads recenlly anDEGRFE BY THE 2ND
nounced they would seek was ro.
OLDEST COLLEGE
ported in rail circles, but localiy
no action yet has been taken, Informal meetings of presidents of
"Continued from Paga. One.)
railroads entering Chicago are be.
ing held almost
wars. One
of
landmarks
three
Ing
announceand it was said definite
of his interesting experiences was
ments would be made shortly.
wnson house, which
to
a
the
visit
Presidents of railroads centering was used byCornwallls
'urlng the
here have not yet advertised for
of Yorktown. The president
men to man the trains In case of siege
was
tnere.
tea
at
guest
a strike, as has been done in New
Yorktown tonight on
York, but this action, also will be theLeaving
the party is to roach
Mayflower
U
was
taken within a few Uuys,
the capital early tomorrow.
said.
At the Informal meetings plans
for combatting the strike have C0NGREGATI0NALISTS
been discussed but, it was said, no
FAVOR CHURCH UNION
complete final method had yet
Recall of all men
been adopted.
on pension, appeals to the public
(By The Anrlntel Press.)
to help upon traliis, ultimatums to
Colorado Springs, Colo.. Oct. 19.
the unions that men who do not
Worldwide disarmament was In- return to work within a specified dorsed by the Congregational
time after the walkout will be churches of the Arkansas valley
virtually blacklisted and distribuconference in session in Manitou
tion of circulars emong the men today, A resolution passed
has
pointing out that they lose their been sent to President Harding.
seniority rights are some of the The conference also wept on record
steps contemplated, rail heads as fdvoring union of all Christian
said.
Rev. Fred Staff of
denominations.
Colorado Springs was elected pres'BIO FIVE'' I.FADKRS
R.
J. Jones, Pueblo,
Rev.
ident;
EN ROUTE TO CHICAGO vice
president, and Rev. 6. C, DickColorado Springs, secretary.
Cleveland. O.. Oct, 19. Four of inson,
the "big five'' railroad transportation chiefs left late tonight for Chi- WILL RESIST ATTEMPT
cago where tomorrow they will be
TO LESSEN POWER OF
Joined by L. EJ. Sheppard, president
of the Order of Hallway ConductULSTER PARLIAMENT
ors, and confer with the railroad
labor board.
(By Ths AuMwIntefl Press.)
Prior to the conference vlth the,.
Belfast, Oct. 19. Any attempt
labor board the five chief execu-ii.- to lessen the power and authority
in VinM a meet In? to dlSCUSS
would be
of the Ulster
plans resisted to theparliament,
the situation and
last ditch, H. M.
governing their action when they Pollock, finance minister ot the
with the board.
. Ulster government, declared yes9go Into . session
t
ji J Hn.
i'"- hair.
The eniers sam jiney om
He added there was no
terday.
the valid
any idea of what proposals
reason that he could see why
to
submit
to
labor board Intends
Ireland should
Thnlr attitude "North and South side
..at..
.i
in perfect
- not live side by
was one of receptiveness and dlsln.
amity and friendship."
cllnation to aiscuns u;y mus
might? be prejudicial to any concilDIVIDEND DECLARED.
iatory move contemplated. of the
rtii.ivn rtrt 19 The Pullman
T. C. Vashen, president
ftAmnnnv tnrinv declared the USUsl
Switchmen's Union of North Amer- v dividend of 13 a quarte for the
late
Buffalo
ica, arrived from
rsovemoa
Me accompanied W. G. Lee. periods ending
of February 15,
Brotherhood
of
tho
president
-.
Kallroad Trainmen: w. ?. .oi- of
of the Brotherhood
president
. i ....
.
rn.lnp.n nnd W. a.Carter, president of the Blatherhood of Firemen sua
to Chicago.
It was announced that the memthe
bers of the advisory board ofcom-...
engineers and the executive
remain
will
ho fromen
here pending further instructions.
INTEREST CENTERS IN
TODAY'S CONFERENCE.
daily,-howeve-

Me-o-m- y,

how you'll take to
a pipe and P. A.!

.

--

Before you're a day older
you want to let the idea slip
under your hat that this
is the open season to start
something with a joy'us

and some

jimmy pipe

Prince Albert t
Because, a pipe packed
with Prince Albert satisfies
a man as he was never satisfied before and keeps him
satisfied! And, you can
P. A.'s
prove it! Why
flavor and fragrance and
coolness and its freedom

-

--

to-a-

Oct, 19. Interest
Washington,
here in the strike situation was
centered today In the conference
of brotherhood leaders and the
railroad labor board tomorrow In
Hope that a definite
Chicago.
program to avert the strike would
result was general In government
circles.
With President' Harding snd
several members of the cabinet
nut- nt the cltv. there was no an
nouncement of further initiative by
The interstate
the government.
commerce commission also mainon
tained silence
reports that the
tentative program of the Chicago
conference would Include provis
ions for a reduction in railroad
freight rates In proportion to the
July wago cut.
General
Daugherty
Attorney
said that the department of Justice
was giving "considerable attention
to the matter" of the threatened
strike. He declined to elaborate.
but there have been reports that
department agents have submitted
reports based on Investigation of
the activity of both Bides.
The suggestion
that certain
provisions of the Adamson act and
railroad bill
of the
were Impeding ' a prompt return
to normalcy In railway rates and
service," was made to Chairman
Cummins, of the senate commerce
committee by the American Farm
Bureau Federation which served
notice that "we will move at an
early date for the repeal of these
two measures,
in whole or In

iW

of all conceptions of government."
The telegram declared railroad executives
could
"not
bargain
away the rights of the publio by
giving assurances that they would
not ask for further wage decreases," that the way to bring about
government operation of the railroads was "by appeal to congress
and not by a bludgeon."

from bite and parch (cut
out by our exclusive patented process) are a reve- lation to the man who never
could get acquainted with a
pipe! P. A. has made a
pipe a thing of joy to four
men where one was smoked
before!

Ever roll up a cigarette
with Prince Albert? Man,
man but you've got a
party coming your way!

Talk about a cigarette
smoke; we tell you it's a
'
peach!

ALBERT'

PrTnea Albtrt
oli in toppy rtd
tidy rtd tint,
bag,
handaomm pound
mnd hclt pound tin
humidort and in tho

gloit
rtund cryttal with
scenes moitttntt
tog.

Cepyriflit 1921
J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

fcy JR.

Wiuston-SaU-

the national joy smoke

LATTERIES

The Impulse to Fly"
and country homes; and
on the land, Exide Batteries propel street vehicles, supply the current
for tie telephone system,
and in a score of ways
assist in America's commercial supremacy.
The Exide made for
your automobile is the
result of the. longest and
widest experience; and it
will give you exceptionally
long and reliable service.
You should find the
nearest Exide representative a useful man to know.

The propeller revolves
and, like a liberated bird,
an airplane soars into
space. The spark of ignition comes from an Exide
Battery used in so many
of our airplanes.

Not only inthe air, but
on land and sea and under
the land and sea, Exide
Batteries play an active
part in the affairs of men.

Esch-Cummi-

They propel submarines
when beneath the surface ;
they run the locomotives
used in mines ; they furnish
current for lighting farms

mm

Albright

mm?

The Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia

&

Anderson
PRINTERS
BINDERS
STATIONERS
3

WOMAN IS ARRAIGNED
ON CHARGE OF FRAUD

08

Weal Gold Ave

El Paso, Tex., Oct. 19. Mrs. W.
owner of a sanitarium
here, was arraigned before the
United States commissioner today
on a charge of defrauding the gov.
crnment by rendering fal-- e vouch- DAY AND NIGHT SESSIONS
ers. Complaint was filed by the
chief of the Investigating bureau of
Attend a school that la surthe United States veterans' bureau,
rounded wltb an Atmosphere
Allegation is mado that money waa
of Business.
collected ..for the care of veterans
who were not actually In the InstiA thorough coarse In .this
tution during the period covered by
school would prepare you for
the vouchers. Mrs. Wiley was rea worth-wliil- o
position.
leased on $1,000 bond.
ENROLL NOW.
MARTIN IS CHOSEN.
Charleston, W. Va., Oct. 19.
Robert
(Fighting Bob) Martin,
heavyweight champion of the A.
Wind Shield Glass-LumbE. F., who resides at Terra Alta,
en
West Virginia, has been named one i .1
mi iiuiiuiv llMllirn
A99
Vkiuu in
Ma
of three vorld war veterans by
Governor E. F, Morgan to repreV
sent West Virginia at the cereon
Incident
monies
Armistice day
to the burial of America's
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
soldier" in Arlington cemerrmwn
HaliermaMrm
tery.
S. Wiley,

r

er

fi- -l.

HIsV4lIt
1

Tou e k confldKit of ikllful
ropair work en eveiy inakiirf

s

' '

''VVI 'TY V

..

'fffj

f f ffmrislllii
Cf I jif Vyy
t

1

"

'

"un-kno-

I

Tel.

tlOO 8. Second St.

LUMBER

Cummins said, adding that the
petition would be accompanied by
a request for "reflection or all re.
ductlons of operating expenses in
lower rates until the freight ad
vance since August, 1020 is elimln

ated."

Continued from Page One.)

RIGHTS OF THE PUBLIC
part."
The federation plans to file to
CANT BE BARGAINED morrow
with the Interstate commerce
commission, a petition askAWAY, SAYS C. OF C.
ing "immediate reduction in rates
on haslo commodities of from 10
(Br The AMOcltf(l rrnt.)
to 20 per cent." the letter to Mr.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 19. Directors of the Boston Chamber
of
Commerce tonight sent a telegram
to President Harding, In which
they asserted 'refusal" by railroad
MIMEOGRAPH
employes "to abide by a decision
TYPEWRITER
of a tribunal to whom they subCARBON PAPERS
mitted their side" was "subversive

HATE CUT RCSrENDEI)
Oct. 19.
Washington,
28 '4 cents per ton In rates
on bituminous, coal moving from
Kansas, Missouri. Arkansas and
Oklahoma points to Kansas City
and contiguous territory, filed by
railroads In ti region, were suspended today until February 22 by
the interstato commerce commission,
Reduc-tioiis--

1
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l'ajre Two

i

1B4T

of

C. H. CARNES
SI'liCIAI IK1 tM
107 8.

(K'tUB

KKMM1TION.

fourth.

Phone

I0B1--

VISIT THE
ALBUQUERQUE Arno Hunlng Electric Co.,
418 West Central Ave. .
,
DELEN C. N. Cunningham. .
CLAYTON
Pioneer Auto Co.

NEAREST

EXIDE SERVICE STATION

'EAST LAS VEGAS F. C. Orth. 1111 Douglas
Avenue.
FORT SUMNER Fort Sumner Motor Co.
GALLUP Watsen-Palg- e
t
;
Garsge.

GREXVIIXE L. a. Gueler, (
FE Closson & Closson.
IEXICO TexlCQ Garage.

SANTA

October 20, 1921.
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DEATHS ANDFUNERALS

MINE HEADQUARTERS
IN KANSAS IN CHARGE
OF TWO GOVERNMENTS

SOt'THWICK
Funeral services
for Katherine T.ucile Southwick
were hold at Stronrr Brothers'
chapel
yesterday mcrnlng at 11
o'clock, Rev. Maham of the Baptist
church officiating. Interment was
In Fairvlew cemetery.

(NlMtrlal Correspondence In The Joorniil.l

Oct.
Pittsburg, Kans.
District Headquarters oC the

19.

Kan-bu-

PLAN RQOEQ

s

here tonight
Mine Workers
were in charge of two governmenta
one, the administration of Alexander M. Howat, suspended last
week by John L. Lewis, international president of the union, and
the other provisional administration set up under Lewis1 suspension order. Neitaer would admit
the sovereignty of the other.
John Fleming, acting president
of the suspended, administration in
the absence of Howat, who Is
serving a Jail term for violating
the state industrial law, said he
had no objection to sharing headquarters w,ith the provisional adbut that the old
ministration
regime would transact all busiA pimilar statement
ness.
from
Van A. Bittner, International orwith
ganizer sent to
George L. Peck, provisional president, with the difference that IJitt-nasserted the new order would
prevail.
Bittner and other officials of the
provisional administration went to
district headquarters today and
took charge.

BARELAS FIELD

URGED AS MEANS
OF HALTING WAR

at the Immaculate
Conce tion
church yesterday afternoon at 3
ofCowboys Wi'l Ride to He'p
Mandalarl
Rev.
Fatl.er
o'clock,
Interment was In Calficiating.
Pay Debt Incurred By R.
Brothers'
vary cemtery.
Strong
were In charge.
D. Garrett on Disabled

Yesr's Campaign Conduct- -'
ed By the Government

ON

MEXT-SUHD-

Would Be More Effective
Than Cruisers, Declares.

Soldier Benefit.

POGUK Edgar Pogue died at
his apartment
ster ay morning.
The cowboys of the recent rodeo
His home was in Maysville, Ky.
His father Is on the way to Albu- will ride at Barelaa ball park on
The body was taken to Sunday, October 23, as a benefit
querque.
Strong Brothers' mortuary.
for n. D. Garrett, who lost several
hundred dollars in putting on that
r,
Schreib-eSCHREIBER
Adolph
66 years old, died i.t his home. enterprise.
The Disabled
Soldle-- s'
leaeue.
511 Fast Garfield avenue, at 3
Mr. which received 25 per cent of the
o'clock Wednesday morning.
of the gross receipts of the rodeo.came
Schreiber was secretary
laborers' organization of out with a considerable fund, but
building
Chicago for the last thirty years Mr. Garrett, who bore all expenses
and held the office until three out ot his portion, lost money cm
months ago. when he came west the venture.
The riders have agreed to help
for his (health. He Is survived by
his wife, one son and one daugh- cover this deficit by ridine Sunday
About
a dozen wild horses will be
ter, Mrs. H. F. Hollingrarry of this
NOTICE
mule will
services will be held ridden. A
Funeral
city.
United
In the District Court of the
from
French's chapel
Friday be ridden as a part of the performNew
of
for
the
District
States,
morning at 10 o'clock. Rev A. M. ance. Had cattle willbe be roped.
Mexico.
a feature.
Knudsen officiating. . Burial will Wild soat roping will
I;i the Matter .of William Braff, be In Fairview cemetery.
The entertainment will end with
a ball game.
Pankrupt.
Notice is hereby given thnt the
Mr. Garrett's connection with the
KIMBALL--Funeral
services for rodeo
first meeting of creditors of said
was honorable. He is a poor
MonM.
died
who
Fred
Kimball,
office
man and unable to meet the defl
bankrupt will be held at the
day morning, will be held a the cit. This entertainment Is given to
of the undersigned, Rooms
Cromwell Bldg., at Albuquerque, residence at 801 West Silver ave- liquidate the remainder of the In
New Mexico, on October 31st, 1921, nue at 2:30 o'clock Friday after- debtedness.
at 10:00 a. m., at which time cred- noon. Rev. Mayhan of the Baptist
Mr. Garrett will make a more
itors may attend, prove their church will have charge at the detailed announcement tomorrow.
claims, examine bankrupt, elect a home and the local Masons will
trustee, and transact such other fnmtsh pall bearers and have had this to gay concerning the matbusiness as may come before the charge at the grave. Burial will ter:
C. T.
be In Fairvlew
cemetery.
meeting.
This Is to certify that In the reFrench is In charge of arrange cent
GEORGE C. TAYLOR.
rodeo conducted by Mr. R. D.
' Referee
in Bankruptcy. ments.
Garrett for the benefit ot the National Disabled Soldiers league in
this city, Mr. Garrett suffered o
financial low of about $1,000 and
that at this time there remains an
unpaid, balance of (1,000.
On Sunday
afternoon, October
23, Mr. Garrett will put on an' entertainment in the Barelas ball
field for the purpose of raising
to assist him in the payment
'm. funds
of unpaid bills.
his
Mr. Garrett has fulfilled
promises to the National Disabled
has delivered
Soldiers league
to us funds derived from the yross
feel tha.
we
therefore
and
receipts
injustice ti. hl.n jve invite the public to patronize this benefit.
NATIONAL DISABLE1" SOLTherris no denying that ulsterettes are
DIERS LEAGUE,
because
season.
It's
this
they
popular
n. A. REHM,
overcoats.
make good
Post Commander.
T. A. CHENEY,
Chairman Rodeo Comm.' '3e,
We anticipated this popularity with an
er

man-killi-

'

,

'

ii

OLSTERETTES

$18.50

ad

UP

--

all-arou-

unusuallyextensive line of all wool coat3
of this style, at prices ranging from $18.50

FOREST SERVICE

MAN

All colors, popular mixtures, all sizes.

Pre.)

Oct, 19. ComHonolulu, T.
munication facilities and freedom
of the press were
outstanding
topics today before the press consession
In
of
here.
the
world.
gress
V. S. SIcCIatchy of Sacramento.
Calif., urged thnt the governments
of countries bordering the Pacific
open routes for unchecked Inter- .linnira tt nnna anil r prnmraWldPfl
that the congress put forth strong
efforts .to assure maintenance oi
the present system of handling
rifca lonatrhiia nf InW rfllfH OVer
the United States naval radio. He
intimated powerful Interests mignt
seek to prevent continuation of this
practice.
A resolution urging the cheapening, broadening and Improvement of facilities for handling news
and pledging the delegates to work
for these was Introduced.
A. Chung of Korea, discussing
the ethics of newspaper work and
the standing of newspaper workers, praised the Associated Press
highly for the "splendid service"
It was rendering to American newspapers.
Riley Allen, editor of the Honolulu
urged that governments turn to paid advertising,
rather than Ij military armaments,
as a means of preventing strife.'IIe
declared newspapers should not be
asked cr expected to fill their columns with propaganda but that "a
of advertising,
year's campaign
conducted By the governm nts of
more effective
be
would
world
the
in
than a fleet of battle cruisers cost
the cause of icace" and would
less.
Col.

,

Frederick Lawson

Edward

h. T n.nn Da v TelecraDh.
speaking in favor of a reduction of
the tolls charged on press dispatches, said:
"The world's Ills result largely
from International misunderstandings, the surest remedy for which
is greater knowledge of each other.
Only the absence of r sufficient
quahtitv of free, cheep news enables the baser elements in every
We
nation to foster prejudice.
Journalists have ho conception of
our
power to secure world peace.
'
James Wright Brown, publisher
of the Editor and Publisher, urged
publication of "more accurate and
newspapers,
more
dependable
in
the
righteously administered
the
denlored
He
Interest."
public
ot "scandals nnd
publication
"vital
of
crimes" to the exclusion
international and domestic prob- 11

.

HA$ ODD SOUVENIR OF
WARTIME OCCUPATION

to $50.00- -

By Tbe Ananelnlrd

and Interesting
tO
nf th nnirntion9 of the for
arA ynfarroA finRClfiCallV
estry engineers in France is in the the Hnmon. Stillman and Arbucklo
..neuoseion nf Malm- John D. Guth
cases in this connection.
serv-trie, of the United States forest
im.tianfl Thn Hntivenir is
a fiox or humidor made from the USE OF "BLOODLESS
An unusual

sou-iran- ir

-

A

BROTHERS

EUBANK
Pj

$Z

, Phone

118 West Central

m
Wa

first board sawn by tne ursi oi
American sawmills
thJ 20,000-foto start cutting war timber in
France,-

-

Major Guthrie went ovr as captain nt r.n. r. 10th engineers, his
regiment landing in France on Oct.
arriveu m
7, 1917, Ms company
the maritime pine region of south-M-to op
was
ifrimrp. where it
erate, on October' 26, and his men
began to cut piling on Oct 29, and
Bhipped the first load on Nov. 1,
11917, to Col. J. U. ivavanas". '
the 18th engineers, at Bordeauxat
for use In dock construction
Bassins. Delays in arrival oi puvia
for the sawmill kept it from start-- I
Ing until Feb. 28, 1918, when the
mills startfirst of the 20,000-foed to cut at the La Broquette site.
sawn out,
board
first
From the
box, or humidor was made by
'rivate R. E. Butin, of Co. C, from
!olumbus, Ohio, and presented to
The staining and
lapt. Guthrie.
Iron work were done
"bid
French cabinet
titer by an
The wood is maritime
maker.
found
(Pinus pinaster)
j ine
in ex.
throughout southwest France
reas
the
tensive forests largely
sult of planting
by French fores'
i
ters, t
In
Major Guthrie Is well known
spent more
ibuquerque, having southwestern
ban 10 years In the
istrlct' of the forest service where
he was successively supervisor of
he Apache forest at Sprlngervllle.
FJag-taf- f,
riz., the Coconino forest at
Aria., and the Carson forest
never
,t Taos, N. M. While heheis well
!ved In Albuquerque,
ememberod through his frequent
justness trips to the city. Major
e,
'luthrie is still with the forestofserv-'cthe
being 'now in charge at Portoffice of public; relations
land, Qre.

DMCRETI

ot

Jiand-wroug- ht

'

pr"""!"

yt

Safety is one" of many ad-- Y
vantages of concrete pave- -'
ment. Wet
you drive
with security on Concrete.,
or-dry-

,

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
7b Improve and Extend Vaet of Concrete
'

Atlanta
Chicago
Dallaa
Denver
Dea Moinea

Write for Good Roade Booklet

.

i

LoaAnsde

Detroit
Helena
IndianapoUa
Kama! Citr

Milwaukae
Minneapolla
New York

.

Prlrborg
Pitu

Sab Laka City

Waahfaajtoai

burgh
Portland, Oreg. Vancoinar.BA

BURNERS

We have just received, stock of substantial wire
Rubbish Burners. We offer these' at the following
'
low prices:
i

at top, 20 inches; Bottom,

Size,

Height, 25 inches.

.. ... ,v
i

at top, 24 inches; Bottom, 16 inches;
Height, 31 inches.
..:i
$8.50
!
Phone 76. We Deliver

Size

.....

!

IYIIITIIEY

NOW IS

HARDWARE

CO.

THE TIME TO GET SOUR WINTER BEDDING AT

THE ARMY

and I1AUY STORE
:

323 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

'
.

-

,

BLANKETS BLANKETS BLANKETS
Reclaimed

sZh

$2.50
$3.00
We also carry a full line of new and
,,'

Mall order

shipped

'

2tR
&l0)a:
i ft ttiaiiT

O. D.

$5.00

V

AT

T

fPaiiii

-

JLlALl.XI.LAI.1

second-han- d
army goods.
.
tame day received,

(fly The Aanoclnted

Preaa.)

Mexico City, Oct. 19. Thomas
W. Lamont, tho New York financier, said today ho expected to.
He
leave for New York Friday.
gave no intimation as to whether
Mexican
his negotiations with the
government had been completed
or whether an understanding had
been reached.
He declared, however, that a formal statement
would be Issued prior to his de-

parture.

Want

Try a Journr

Ad.

Tssa

h

Appreciated

SEE

SUITS AND

,

Made to Order
KA

Values....
.

,

Pt)U

Ready-to-We-

$30.00

Values.
$35.00

$34.50

Values.

J?QQ KA

Values.

vOO.Dl

..$48.50

SITS

and
always pure
and efficient. It leavens at just the right
time and in just khe
right way.
excellent

$40.00

Values.
Values.

ar

$23.50
..$26.50
$31.50
$36.50
$39.50

. .

. . .

Tjf

sjjT

I

mil

i

m

r

y

I
. i.i

S5c

ot

Fox-Tro-

4

85c

ot

Fox-Tr-

ot

85c

e,

For.-Tr-

ot

85c

:

;$i.25

Guido Dciro
on Loving You
Guido Deiro f
Crooning
Soldier's Joy Massa's in the Cold, Cold Ground
Turkey in the Straw (Medley of Jigs and Reels)
Little Yaller Gal 01(1 Black Joe
Jock Tamson's Hornpipe (Medley of Jigs and Reels)
Don Ricluxrdson.
Dansa Arabe
Oriental Orclialra
Danse Orientals
Oriental Orcliestra

85c
85c
0

85c

Song
Hits
Broadway Quartet
My Sunny Tennessee
Tuck Mto Sleep in My Old Kentucky Home
Dale and Rcardon
I'm Looking for a Bluebird (to Chase My Blues
Marion Harris
Away)
Marion Harris
Sweet Cookie
Van & Schenck
In the Old Town Hall
What's-- Gonna Bo Next
Van & Schenck
Who'll Be the Next One (to Cry Over You)
Charles Harrison
Edwin Dale
If You Only Knew
Dale and Rcardon
Sleepy Head
Fare Thee Well, Love, Fare Theo Well
Columbia Stellar Quartet
Southern Quartet
I Ain't Givin' Nothin' Away
Sweet Mamma (Papa's Getting Mad)
Southern Qucrlel

'

85c
85c
85c

a

85c
85c
85c

Opera and
Concert
Clicrks Hackeli

La Forza

del Destino (Pace, Pace Mio Dio)

I

79379

1

498S9

i$1.00

Rosa PonseZ;c;$ 1.50
49740
Samson and Delilah Love, Lend Me Thy Might
Jeanne Gordon J 1 .50
j
Oscar Seagle)A 3448
Gentle Annie
Oscar Seaglc and Male Quartet ) $ 1.00
01 Car'lina
j .
Those Songs My Mother Used to Sing
34n6
Carmela Pontile
J
of
Ponselle
v
You
Carmela
Thinking

$1,50
$1.00

Monastery Bells. Key of "F Sharp Major
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
from Cavalleria Rusticana
Intermezzo Sinfonl
Gino Marinuzzi and Hit Symphony Orchestra
March Boccaccio
When the Grand Old Flag Goes By

Prince's Band)
Prince's Band

DidTymi ltniiw tfiat

Gounod, the cum- fMJtcrnf t'tuit,vm in

I

I
I

j

JVu Columbia Rcord
it Sal at aH Columbia
Dmalmrm
thm 10th and
20th of Evry Month

COLUMBIA

III

j

HI

jiohti'i siiter; that
he nearly hname a

A--

6

m

the

Lure o( Musk

IB

f

J
U,

"

tiwink; and that an- rthcr woman, Kreiil

195

$ 1,25

WniiT,pcTiuiklltim
tu live end pin the
world hit mmic

love with Mrndels--

.

$1.50

katXCT"

GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY, New Yors

$5.00 Fibre

Silk...

,

flQ QT
tPO.OD
JK QT

November

or
D.0J

RIEDLING

..pDoD
flr7

Columbia

Records

All Above List Can Be Obtained at

MUSIC

COMPANY

221 WEST CENTRAL

IT
mum

"

i!!

or
or
PaO0

AH Furnishing Goods Greatly Reduced.

il'
Irf

Value..

$10.00 Pure
Silk

Layton

Fox-Tr-

tM.OD

$7.50 Pure

Ly tonal

ot

.

Silk..-- .

Bake with

85c

ot

Paraphrase on Tachaikovsky's Flower Waltz
Percy Grainger
Percy Grainger)
Wedding Day at Troldhaugen
Eddy Brown
Solveig's Song
Eddy Brown j
Serenade Espagnole

OVERCOATS
$35.00

85c

ot

Instrumental
Music

or.

ical

The Columbians
ot

THEM TODAY

All Haberdashery and Furnishings Included
$2.00
ODC
Value
fr-i
$3.00
Value
$4.00
&e

Powder-econom-

ot

The Happy Six
South Sea Isles. Medley Fox-trIn a Boat. Medley
The Happy Six
YcrkesJaiarimbaOrchestra
Emaline. Medley
Sally, Won't You Come Back. Medley Fox-TrTed Lewis and His Band
Second Hand Roae. Medley
Ted Lewis and His Band
t.
Ted Lewis and His Band
V.Tang Wang Blues.
Ted Lewis and His Band
Home Again Blues. Fox-TrArt Hickman's Orchestra
Molly O.
Good-byPretty Butterflies Art Hickman's Orchestra
I Ain't NobodyJs Darling. Song
Biese Trio and Cnimti
Frankic and Johnny
Prince's Dance Orchestra
Remember. Waltz
In My Tippy Canoe. Medley Waltz
Prince's Dance Orchestra

Because

Values

reliable

Fox-Tr-

I'll Keep

--

$60.00

THE

Dance
Records
Sweet Lady. Medley

"It sounds unreasonable, but I
have actually gained 20 pounds in
less than a month's time by taking
Tanlac, and the wonderful benefit
I have derived from the use of this
medicine is simply
astonishing,"
said Mrs. Rose M. Brown. Ill Third
Street. Manchester, N. H.
"Why, I am so happy to be relieved of my troubles I can really
never praise this medicine enough.
Up to the tirr- - I begaif ta'diT Tanlac, I suffered for something over
two
rs with a very bad torjm of
stomach trouble.
"My appetit was so poor I cpuld
scarcely eat a thing. My stomach
would be so badly bloated with gas
sometimes I was almost afraid to
go to bed for fear I would actually
smother. I felt tired and worn out
most of the time and bee ne terribly discournged ov r my condition.
I often had such violent headaches
I was unable to be out of bed for
two or thre days a a stretch.,
"Four bottles of Tanlac comand anypletely restored my het-ltone can see at a glance the wonderful change that hafl taken place In
I have a splendid
my condition.
appetite now and the stomach trouble has entirely disappeared. 1 can
eat Just anything I want without
ever feeling a sign of indigestion.
MItS. HOSI3 M. BROWN'.
The best of all, I am nevor bothered any more with headaches and
this was the greatest relief of all.
I want to tell everybody what this the Alvarado Pharmacy and by all
medicine has done for me."
everywhere.
leading
druggists
Tanlac is sold in Albuquerque by (Adv.)

Values....

Theaterr Today
,"B" . Theater "Jjlfc," the. great
Paramount picture which has had
a big run at the "B" the past two
days. Is being shown for the last
time .today; also repeating the
Holmes "Travelogue"' and "Current
Events" pictures.
Lyric Theater The great Norma
Talmadge is at the Lyrio today for
the last time as the star in "Th
Sign on the Door;" also repeating
for the last time the great racehorse event, "Man O' War vs., Sir
j -Barton." v
Pastime Theater Harry Garson
presents the popular Clara Kimball Young as the leading star in
Sada Cowan's photoplay, "Straight
From Paris;" also presenting a
Sunshine somedy, entitled "Three
Good Pajg."
.
'
bo
will
greatly
Egg production
Increased, add the health and vigor
of poultry promoted through the
use of International Poultry Food
Tonic. Used by, poultry raisers
Sold by Valo Bros..
everywhere.
JO 7 North First street

NEW YORK ON FRIDAY

Declares It's Simply Astonishing To See The Wonderful Benefits She Has
Derived From Tanlac
Says Terrible Headaches
Have Disappeared.

$50.00

i.t.in

Complete November List
NOW ON SALE

LAM0NT TO LEAVE FOR

Mrs. Rose M. Brown
Gained 20 Pounds
In Four Weeks Time

$45.00
Values

Roseburg, Ore.. Oct. 19. The
case Of Df. R. M. urumuem,
charged' with the murder of Dennis
Russell, whose headless body was
found beneath Dr. Brumfield's au- a
tomobile, was given into the Jury s
hands late today after the state
ViaA mnria a nlpfi for In
fliction of the death penalty..
The defense In Its final summing
up, asserted it had not been proved
that murder was committed,' while
the prosecution declared that Dr.
Brumfield. killed Russell, left the
that it might bebody in a manner,
Ma" nwn.
. then disapmiouiixvii fnw "
of clearing
means
peared "as a
of
himself
tangled financial ar
fairs."

!)2ll3affilf$aftSLt

Fox-Tr-

into

tion of Sloan's.
Kheumatisi
neuralgia, stiff joints, lame back won
fight long against Sloan's Liniment.,
For more than forty years Sloan'i
Liniment has helped thousands, th
world over. You won't be an exrer
tion. It certainly does produce result:
It penetrates without rubbing. Kef
this bid family friend always ham
for instant Use. Ask your neighbor
At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.

'to

hearty cooperation with the Columbia Uraphophone company entile them.
"With 35 years of Columbia success and progress in phonograph
development behind the company,
the management is not at all discouraged by the recent business
slump.
"There is no doubt in the minds
of the management that the continued future of the Columbia
Graphophono Co. is assured and
that an uninterrupted flow of
Grafonolas and Columbia records
will continuo to you."

Fox-Tr-

big pa!
LITTLE wardedgrow
off by an applic

.$6.50

.

bia Graphophono company, In a
letter to Columbia dealers, calls attrition to certain rumors bearing
the earmarks of organised propaganda regarding policies ot the
company, price reductions, etc. He
believes dealers will again reap
profits at the close of H21 and beginning of 1922, and holds no doubt
that the future of the company is
assured. The letter follows:
"The management desires at this
time, and once and for all, to set
at rest any such rumors that may
have, come to your attention.
"No price reduction is contemplated, as present prices are fixed
without consideration of labor and
material costs: but with a view of
offering, at a time when low prices
are expected, the biggest possible
Phonograph value, both for the
benefit of the buying public and
the Columbia dealers..
No new
standard types will be put out without giving dealers ample notice in
advance, and in no case until after
April, 1922.
"The recent business slump has
been an unusually severe one, but
I believe the corner
has been
turned and that loyal and efficient
Columbia dealers will in the closing months of 1921 and early In

profits

their splendid efforts and

We Are Offering Must Be Seen to Be

WARD OFF PAB
aches

New York. Francis S. Whitten,
chairman ot the board of Colum-

tho

renp

again

THE VALUES

OSE SLOAN'S TO

-

16 inches

.....

"bloodless surgery" on the
was described In papers read toof the
day before the convention Opthal-malogy
American
Academy of
and
Otolarnygo'ogy.
Inthe
Radium needles are among
struments used in this work, ns
exnlained by speakers. With them.
the speakers said, birth marks,
and other malignant growthH
may bo made to disappear.

(Br Tbe Aaaocifttrd rreee.)

R-- S

RUBBISH

of
face

BRUMRELD CASE IS
GIVEITTOTHE JURY

Sm Fnadaco
Seattle
St. Louis

SURGER1TDESCRIBED

(By The Aeswlated Preae.)
Oct. 19. Use
' Philadelphia,

which

IS CONTEMPLATED

y

MAZOCCO
Funeral services for
Mrs. Glovanna Mazocco were held

1S.22

NO PRICE REDUCTION

ADVERTISING !5
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Maker of Clothes That Satisfy
TWO STORES
.114 West Central
Branch Store

Albuquerque, N. M.

Amarillo, Texas.

Above November Listed Records
NOW ON SALE AT

nOTHM Afl'S
MUSIC AND JEWELRY STORE
117 South First.
Phone

$

917-- J
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FARLEY PROVES

MITS

OF THE

fill

ESIHIR

i

His

Farm

at

Mcintosh

Shows What Can Be Done
In the Valley; Finds Ar- -.
tesian Water at 100 Ft.
(Soeelnl Cnrrripnndpnre In The .Tnum-iMcintosh, N. M., Oct. 19. The

pioneers in the Estancia valley
have done a wonderful work to
pave the way for the full development of Its splendid resources.
They came to a strange, beautiful
country that' promised much. Hut
It took hard work and sacrifice
to discover the relation of climate
and soli to crop production.
Among the pioneers that have
tried out the possibilities of the
valley is Rev. R. E. Farley, His
farm today at Mcintosh Is proof
of the merits of the Estancia valley. His alfalfa, Just cut the last
time this season, turned off more
than a ton of pea green alfalfa to
the acre. There are stacks of alfalfa and oats, shocks of Indian
corn, and piles of bean straw. This
Is feed for his registered Hereford
rattle, Holsteln and Jersey cows.

IS

YOUR

BLOOD

OF

Jersey red hogs and other live
stock.
The garden still has a variety of
beets, turnips, onions
products:
grown from late planted seed, chili
an I big cabbage firm as the Hock
of Gibraltar.
Tliero are remains
of earlier crops that add variety
to the farmer's table.
But Mr. Farley is just beginning
to take advantage of what nature
Ho saw
little seeps
provides.
along the draw that runs through
his farm.
Ho poked into these
seeps and developed tiny springs.
A stray oil geologist came along
one day and locuted a dike with a
sea of underground water extending back to the Manzano mountains. So Mr. Farley set up a little well drill to search for artesian
water end found it at about one
hundred feet. Now ho is planning
a big well, building a diversion
dam, and mapping out .1 storage
reservoir further up the draw.
The shalU w water belt, extends
south to Willnrd on the Santa Fe
Late arrivals appreciate
railway.
this water resource and are preto
develop water for Irriparing
gation through pumping or artesian flows.
The demonstration that Mr. Farley and others have made of the
possibilities In the Estancia valley
will bring about the development
of one of the finest farming districts In New Mexico. By proper
cooperation of the people already
there this development will come
soon.
t
It Is estimated that the Gold
Coast and Ashantl could supply
over 60,000 logs of mahogany and
cedar a year If tho internal communications were better.

FREE

WASTE

PRODUCTS?

Many Human Ills Are Due to Waste Products in the Blood
How Nature Shows Her Danger Signals.
The human system is forever f easra, and lias restored health.
striving to ret rid of the waste mat- strength and vitality to untold
ter which accumulates. It Is a life numbers o: men and women who
work that goes on forever. When were wealt and
waste products remain In the sysIf you, or any one of your famtem and get 1n the blood, they
cause sickness and poor health. ily, arelooknotout enjoyingtho perfect
waste
for
health,
Nature then needs l.e'p.
products which have accumulated
If your face Is pale and drawn; in thegystem. Get rid of them
If you rre under weight; if you
they wreck your health.
suffer with rheumatism or skin
Get S. S. S. from your drug
as
such
sores,
eruptions,
store and use It according to direcpimples, or boils, you may know tions. Give yourself, or them, a
that your blood and general system chance to enjoy
lifaagaln.
Is filled with these poisonous waste
Our Medical Director, a specialare
products. In this condition you disin
ist
blood
disturbances, wfll be
an easy prey to all kinds of
to advise you about how to
eases because your rtrength and glad
correct
trouble
(without
vitality is "below par" you hav- charge). your
adviro has hclpcl
en't the power to fight off disease. thousands. His
Write him about your
8. S. S., through its blood purify- case. Also ask him to send you his
ing and system building qualities, illustrated booklet, "Pacts' Annul
aids nature in throwing off these tho niood" free. Address Chief
It has Medical Director, Swift Specific
poisonous vaate products.
proven this by the fact that it has Co.. 724 S. S. S. Laboratory, Atrelieved thousands and thousands lanta, Ga. S. S. S. is sold by all
of cases of rheumatism, skin dis- - druggists.
run-dow-

be-fo-

a,
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the threatened railway
strike,
Santa Feans have begun stocking
their pantries and cellars with groceries, despite the assurance that
the city has on hand sufficient
flour for 60 days' bread supply.
The state had 403 motor trucks
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Santa Fe, Oct. 19. Fearing en- scattered over the state that probforced hunger strikes will follow ably can be used In the event that

SANTA FEANS FEARING
STRIKE HAVE BEGUN TO
STOCK THEIR PANTRIES

REG

15 II SYSTEM

OF

Returns From
Increases in Many States, American
Instead of Augmenting
Russia; 20 Million Lives
Lost Since 1914 From
State Revenues, Have the
Effect.
Execution, Famine, War.
Opposite
(By The AMoeiattd

nml

Chicago, Oct. 19. State taxation
of mining properties was given
special consideration today at the
National Mine Tax conference be
ing held here in conjunction with
annual conven
tho twenty-fourt- h
tion of the American Mining con
gress.
M. W. Krelgh, chief of the tax
division of the American Mining
congress, in defining the purposes
of the conference, declared that
the "greatest wate In the mining
Industry today Is that resulting
from the total loss of enormous
tonnages of ores which could be
mined at a profit If it were not for
high taxes. "
Increased taxes In many states,
nstead of augmenting state reve
nues actually reduce the volume of
taxable property, make valueless
rock of an enormous tonnage of
orc( and thus destroy vast present
and potential sources of revenue,"
he declared.
A. O. McGregor, Blsbee, Ariz., a
consulting engineer, in addressing
the congress, pleaded for better co
operation between capital and, the
workers. "We need higher wages
for the worker in terms of what
the wages will purchase, which
between
means better
capital and the worker In the re
dtictlon of the labor required In all
Industry per unit of output," he
said: "We must recognize varla.
tions in our measure of value. Tho
value of gold through the ages has
had wide fluctuations, as measured
by living standards and commodl
ty prices. This variation In the
yardstick of value has been a
stumbling block In our industrial
and social progress long enough;
It Is time we understand It and in
telligently allow for it."

CLEVELAND FIRM BUYS
HIGHWAY DEBENTURES
Santa Fe, Oct. 19. Otis and
company, Cleveland, Ohio, today
accepted the $800,000
formally
highway debentures Issued by the
state highway department for
The debentures, which
$814,400.
were issued against expected revenues from automobile licenses, the
gasoline tax and other sources, are
payable, half on July 1, 1922, and
half on July 1, 1923.
EXECTTIVE8 WIIJj CONFER.
St. Louis, Oct.. 1 9. 'Executives
of every railroad In the southwest
are etfpected here Friday, for the
conference to discuss the prospective strike, it was announced

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality
We state it as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chesterfield are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.

.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Chesterfield

(By The Associated FreM.)

New York, Oct. 19.

Astounding

MM

r.

AD

TMLOMXDrAT

nr-oj-f

TO . TUT , OH
FASHION PARK.

Austro-Hungarla-

X

P--

ed, he conservatively estimated the
loss of life in Russia since 1914
from famine, execution and war,
at 20,000,000.
Systems of Prisons,
"My figures and my story may
seem ridiculous," Captain Kllpat
rick said, "but during my prison
life in Russia I talked to several
thousand prisoners generals and
aristocrats, as well as politicians,
business men and peasants and I
think I know what I am talking

.U19

......127

122
98

..........660

Totals

"

115

98

144
180

112
119
131

12
720

Santa Fe (Boatright).
Boatrlght .......... 134 133
...154 167
Rollin
Barton ........... .165 157

PA

Smith
Evans

.

..........18
.148

162
152

.739

761

710

Totals Vl MI'l
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PLAIJ.BACK ULSTERS
THE

PAR-KERR-

ENGLISH DOUBLE TEXTURE WEAVING IDEA

Y

IS ADOPTED IN THE

ULSTER SKETCHED.

PAR-KERR- Y

PLAID

BACKS ARE NOT ONLY SIGHTLY BUT ADD EXTRA WARMTH

AND LONGER WEAR. FASHION PARK RECOMMEND

PAR-KERR- Y

PLAID BACK OVERCOATINGS FOR ROUGH USAGE.
'

'

'.

DOLLARS
AND MORE

FORTY-FIF- E

,

M.

MAIIDELL

CLOTHIERS,

' Phone

'

Inc.

153

116 West Central Avenue, Albuquerque, N. .M.
'

'

"Fashion Park Clothiers"

"

Don't Forget

.is

-

Next Wednesday
4

'

610
164
104
168
142
142

AMJSN BESTS HIFSTOX.
Oct 19. Kennle
Philadelphia,
Allen, Kansas City, defeated Thomas A. Hueston, Lot Angeles, 125 to
68 In the first game tonight of the
national pocket billiard championship tournament. Allen had a high
run of 84 and went out in thirteen
Innings. Hueston's best run was

mmmmmcmmm

13.

The EDEN Electric Washing Machine is still selling for $119.75 under the former price
of $170.00. Just a saving of $50,25 and you get one year's free service.
Come in and see them demonstrated in our salesroom, or better so, have us to bring
it to your home and do your next week's washing free without any obligation to you. Remember this price of $119.75 is for a limited time and when the sale is over the price goes
back to $170.00. ' Now is the time to get the best washer on the market and at a great
reduction in price. ;
..
-

-

.

Call 98 Today and Have an Eden Washday Next Week.
'
.

;

JKf

'

Mttle Blngh Dhu, a real East India Prince, lsjioming to Albuquerque Saturday. October 29, with
wild animal circus. The youth finds American crowds a source of
n
the Al Q. Barnea four-rin- g
interest. He admits that he dreads returning to his native country next winter mainly because he
wed
a
selected
then
for him by his father, the Maharajah of Maharanee. The prince is
girl already
lauat
f nly 14 years old, but they marry 'em young in hla native land. He frankly confesses that he would
in
United
the
knows that his bodyguard will make that impossible.
refer
but
remaining
States,
I
never-ceas-f-

Tou're bilious! Take "Cascarets"
tonight to thoroughly clean your
bowels of the conattpu'.Ijn poison
j

which la keeplna? you dizzy, head- achy, half-sic- k
and upset No other
rainaruo or pnyslc la so pieaaani or
moves clogged-u- p
bowels so nicely,
so .fully; and Cascarets co'. only
ten cents a box. .

ft:
1

The soviet government ia notlv
ing more than a system of .prisons
operated by the extraordinary com
mission, and over this commission
Lentne and Trotzky reign.
No
wnere in soviet .Russia is there a
shop, restaurant or industrial plant
tn operation. The only mills that
run are those turning out soviet
paper money. The entire population is ruled by a scant 800,000
communists.
'In Moscow alone there are D0
000 government cples working and
it is almost certsin death to utter
a word against the government.
executions go on like the fall of
Niagara. I have stood In my prison
cell and heard the work going on
hour' after hour with nevcr a let
up. When I first was placed in
prison the majority of my com
rades were aristocrats and mem
bers of royalty. When I came out
they were all gone killed. I have
sawn logs with beautiful, aristo
cratic young women pulling the
other end of ihe saw."
Wore Treated Brutally.
Captain Kilpatrlck was engaged
In a typhus survey in villages on
the south front of Wrangel's offen
sive tn the section north of the village of Perikop. When returning
by train his party waa attacked ty
a detachment of Budenny's cavalry. AH their clothes were taken
away and they were treated brutally, he said. His secretary, a
young Russian woman, and his In
terpreter, a'so a Russian, were captured with him.
They were driven through twenty miles of snow and sleet and were
forced to do Red Cross work
among the Budenny wounded in a
He said
number of engagements.
they had barely enough food I to
keep alive. They were then placed
In a box car and
traveled eight
days, with but a morsel of food a
day, to the grand headquarters of
Budenny.
Had Dinner With Budenny.
"General Budenny is a simple
living fellow and he treated me
very decently," Kilpatrlck continued. ''We had dinner with him
and discussed his work. 'I attribute
my success Budenny told me, to
the fact that I teach my soldiers
that they always win and never
lose.' He refused, however, to
pass on my case and we were sent
to Kharkov, general headquarters
of the southern bolshevist army.V
After a series of terrifying experiences in soviet prisons, he finally obtained his release in August.
Captain Kilpatrlck said he would
make a report to the state department officials at Washington.

Scott
Grave
Campbell

1

'

about.

Spahr

THEY WORSHIP THESE IN THE JUNGLES OF INDIA

tbx jommjorac or a

n
Thousands of
prisoners of war, many of them
taken by the Russian armies in
1914. still are held by the Soviets,
Captain Kilpatrlck declared, but
their number is fast dwindling
through deaths from starvation
From figures obtained from certain persons holding high offices
In the soviet government, he add'

ht

'Pi

tBtnex witbovt

cvsTOM

prisons.
Captain Kilpatrlck, under twen
ty years sentence at hard labor,
was
released
August 7. last,
tnrougn efforts of the American
relief mission in Russia. He re
turned to the United States Mon
day.

The Santa Je club led by Boat-rigtook three straight games
from the Santa Fe team headed by
Kelley, at the Y. M. C. A. alleys
last night. Following are the
scores of the match:
Santa Fe (Kelley).
184 169 130
Strange

of Turkish and Domestic tobaccosblended

Hugh H. Williams, corporation
commission chairman, stated he
believed
the federal government
would take over the railroads if
this step was necessary, bat added
he believed conductors, enginemen
and other skilled trainmen wrt
entitled to all they were getting.

TAILORED AT "FASHION PARK

reports of conditions in soviet Rus
sla were given in at statement to
the Associated Press by Capt. Em- mott Kllpatric:. of Unlontown, La..
who waa captured by General Bu- denny's cavalry command In Oc
tober. 1920, while doing American
Red Cross work and suffered for
more than l.ine months in soviet

B0ATRIGHT TEAM AT-M. ALLEYS BEATS
KELLEYS 3 IN A ROW

CIGARETTES

the railroads fall, but It was stated
today at the state house no plans
have been worked out for putting
them in service as carriers in the
The
event of the emergency.
trucks were procured from the federal government chiefly for use on
the roads.
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HIGH TIDIES ARE

October 20, 192lV
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A Ibuquerque Gqjs &
"At Your Service."

Electric Company
Phone
,

98

"
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BEAUTY CHATS
.

By Edna Kent Forbes.

Thursday.

knife, clip off the dead skin that
grows too far down. Repeat this
treatment once or twice a week
and watch how your foot improves

TOE NAILS.
Yesterday we were talking about
the nails. I'm afraid in our consideration of this important Item
we are apt to forget that the toes
also have nails, and that these
should be kept In perfect condition. Most of us spend such scanty leisure as we possess on the
places that show most!
But surely any woman can steal
20 minutes a week, or ten minutes
twice a week, to look after the feet
and to nails. The results In comfort will Justify the time spent,
even if pretty toe nails are hard to
achieve.
One wealthy
society
woman has her toe nails cared for
dally exactly like her finger nails,-,
and has each nail carefully polished, As she has plenty of time, I
do not blame her for I think Its
sense and not vanity that prompts
her to have her feet as pretty as
her hands!
The feet should be soaked In
warm soapy water for ten minutes
So the nails can be cut easily. Cut
them straight across, short, and
clean under each nail. If the bis
toe nail Is too thick, rub it down
with a piece of wet pumice stone
it will improve its looks and your
comfort.
If the natls are yellow
from the friction of a shoe, rub off
the yellow with the pumice.
Loosen the cuticle about the
edge of the nail with a cuticle

In

prettlness!
If you want to be quite vain,
polish the nails with your manicure buffer!
H. Girl: Tou are 20 pounds
overweight.

ivi agazme

Swimming,

like

all

Woman's Missionary society of
Lead Avenue Methodist church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Sanford
Roberts in Old Town at 2:80 p. m.
Mrs. Nye Martin will entertain
at afternoon bridge.
Woman s Home and Foreign
Missionary society of the Presbyterian church will meet at home
of Mrs. A. G. Shortle at 815 West
Copper avenue, at 2:30. p. m.

Woman s Missionary society or
other healthful exercise, will build
the First Baptist church will meet
up the muscles, while It consumes at
of Mrs. M. D. Schumaker
the fatty tissue. It will only tend at home
224 South Edith street at 2.40
to make the person thin when it is
carried to excess.
El Club Otra vez will meet si
Bobby; Mrs. H. H.; M. E. S.;
of Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
Eileen; K. A. H.; Mabelle; Alice the home 423
South Third street
Mabry at
B.; Hasel D.; Betty; Mrs. G. B. K.: at
8
p. m.
There is not space at this time to
publish either the pilocarpine, or
the henna tonics for the hair, but ROSWELLITES OUT IN
I shall be pleased to mail the inFORCE WHEN BATTERY
formation if you send a stamped
addressed envelope. This suggesLEAVES H)R FT. BUSS
tion also applies to those asking
for cream formulas.
A. M.: In shampooing hair as
Roswell, N. M., Oct. 19. War
oily as yours, a teaspoonful of days were revived for a short time
household ammonia may be used on Roswell Sunday afternoon when
to each quart of hot water.
Battery A left for the encampWorried; Constant Reader: For ment at Fort Bliss. Seventy men
Information on the care of the and officers left with.Roswell's
Capt. W. H. McCul-loug- h
bust, kindly send a stamped adwas extremely well pleased
dressed envelope.
with the
Smoker: Women are so nervousgiven the orly constituted that few of them ganization by the business men
can stand the
of who so freely allowed theimmento
Even strong men, who leave at one of the busiest times
smoking.
smoke excessively, sometimes get of the year. Battery A has been
what is called "a tobacco heart.' organized since last May and has
not received Its equipment, except
harness and saddles. It is expected
permathatahey will receive their
nent equipment at Fort Bliss and

flame, the can exploded, and Mr.
Combs coat was burned off before
the blaze was extinguished. While
his injuries are painful they are
not serious. Mr. Combs is a dairyman, and was preparing for the
morning milking.

By JANE PHELPS.

WINTER SET HAS
LEATHER GLOVES,
MUFF, BAG, STOLE

CHAPTER 117.
I couldn't help speculating upon
the change In Juanita's attitude.
What did it mean? Had she realized that Dick would get away
from her, her influence, when they
stopped working together, and to
prevent had feigned the sympathetic friend who was willing to
sacrifice her own ambition to fur-

LITTLE

BENNY'S

WTE BOOK,

NEWSPAPER FIELD

a

XV.
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TV
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I was mad at my sister Gladdis
on account of her having told pop
to look how derty my hands was
wile we was eating suppir and
pop sent me up to wash them and
wen I came down agen the mash
potatoes was all gone, spoiling my
hole suppir on account of me ony
having had 2 helpings before I
was sent up, and after suppir
(Jladdls went to the movies with
Mr. Perkins and I went up in her
room to look for revendge, thinking, G, I know, 111 take the stopper out of this bottle of perfume
and hide it and the smell will all
leek out of the bottle and Gladdis
wont be able to find the stopper.
And 1 started to pull the stopper out, ony the more I pulled the
more it stayed in. Being a glass
stopper with a sharp top and Bharp
edges making it hard to pull, and
my fingers started to hert like
eny-thin-

me thinking, Heck, this
a heck of a stopper, heck.

Is

And I tried to get it out for
about a hour, and Jest wen I was
going to glvo it vp in diskusst wat
did it do but come out Jest as easy
as If it could of did that in the
ferst place. And I left the bottle
there and hid the stopper in my
room, and I was in bed wen Gladdis etarted to come up stairs, and
I herd her and quick snuck over
In my pldjammers and listened behind her door to heer wat she
would say wen she smelt the smell
leeklng out of her perfume and
dident see tho stopper.
Wich prlttv soon I herd her say,
Did enybody spill eny perfunje
heer? Wll for Peets sake,
that awfill stopper is out at last.
Ware in the werld Is it? O well
I dont care, 1 hope and pray 111
never see it agen, Ive bin trying
to get it out every day for 3
months.
Me thinking. Aw gosh, wat the
dooce, good nite, after me getting
And this
my fingers all sore.
morning I smeared glue all over
the bottom of the stopper and put
it back in the bottlo agen.

1,200 PEOPLE

ATTEND
FARM BUREAU PICNIC

(Special Correnpondenrs to The Journal.)
Koswell, N. ,M., Oct. 19. Twelve

hundred people enjoyed the annual
farm bureau picnic held at East

Grand Plain school house Saturday.
It was a county wide affair and
one of the biggest events the farm
bureau has ever had. Not only did
tho farmers have a good time but
there was a distinct note of optimism among them. There were
Mock Judging contests
for boys
who
are
agritaking the
cultural work in high school and
for those who are not,
Edmund

McKlnstry and Ganneth Preston
tied for first plane, and Owen
Phillips won second place In the
contest for high school i boys. In
EndsStubbornCoughs
the class for those not taking the
in Hurry
high school v.'ork, James McKlnstry was first and Robert Monica,
For real efTmrtlTMinM, thla old
second. All these boys live In the
htwnw made rrmrfiy ha no eqnal.
vicinity of Hagerman. There were
KMilr and cheaply prepared.
talks on corn and cotton, a big
feed at noon, two baseball games,
and the juvenile band, furnished
You'll never know how quickly a
by the Roswell Chamber of Combad cough can be conquered, until you
merce, furnished music throughout try this
remfamous old
the day.
edy. Anyone who hns couched all
will
all
and
the
that
say
night,
day
immediate relief given is almost like
MAGAZINE FEATURES
It is very easily prepared,
magic.
a be
FARM DEVELOPMENT
Into a pint bottle, pnt 2 ounces
Of 1'incx; then add plain granulated
(Spell Correnpoiideiice to Th Jnnrnnl. sugar syrup to make a full pint. Or
Roswell, N. M., Oct. 19. "Farm you can use clarified molasfles,
Development Number" is the title or corn syrup, inRtead of sucar honey,
of the October Issue of the Ros- Either way, the full pint saves syrup.
about
well Way, a publication
issued
ot the money usually
monthly by the Roswell Chamber spent for couch preparations, and
of Commerce. The issue contains gives you a more positive, effective
twenty-fou- r
pages, a number of remedy.
It keeps perfectly, and
half tones and has a series of ar- tastes pleasant children like it.
ticles on the farming situation.
You can feel this take hold instantly,
One points to the splendid road pf soothing and healing the membranes
progress ahead, opened by the new in all the air passages. It promptly
plan of rotation which is now be- loosens a dry, tight cough, and soon
ing practiced in Chaves county. you will notice the phlegm thin out
Another calls attention to the In- and disappear. A day's use will usually
np an ordinary throat or chest
teresting dairy sentiment, ahother break and
it is also splendid for bronto cotton, and still another article cold,
Is entitled "A Typical Week With chitis, croup, hoarseness, and bronchial
asthma.
the County Agent." The Rssivell
Pinex is a most valuable concenWay Is now in its second year and trated
compound of genuine Norway
Is doing much to carry the true
pine
extract, the most reliable remfacts about New Mexico to the peofor
throat and chest ailments.
edy
ple of the east, as well as to brine
To avoid disappointment, ask your
into closer harmony the people of
for "21, ounees of Pinex"
druggist
southeastern New Mexico.
with directions and don't accept anyelse.
Guaranteed to give absothing
Fifty thousand rose plants, val- lute satisfaction or money refunded.
ued at $13,000,
were recently The Pinex Co., Ft. Wayne', Ind.
shipped In a refrigerator car from
Richmond, Ind., to Santa Barbara,
'
Calif.
Try a Journr Want Ad.

a

home-mad-

Miss Soester . Anthon.

wiwumifiOTi

It was the was, That Is the way
in which Miss SeeBter I. Anthon
explains how it happens that she
is city editor of the Yakima Daily
beRepublic, a newspaper running
bring It back with them. The bat- tween 10 and 20 pages i.rn
tery has a strong football team
four masculine reporters
and expects to play several games as well as a woman society editor.
Five
weeks..
two
next
the
The city editorship is a position
during
ldom
hundred Roswell people were at in the newspaper world
the station Sunday when the bat- hold by a woman.
W
was
Miss Anthon
reporter
tery left on a special train.
when the war came antl was prottmo.
DIARYM-Aeditor
atthat
moted
CHAVES CO.
te'eity
She directs the work of getting ho
BURNED
IS SEVERELY
local news for a city of 18,539 and
a county of 65,000 for a paper with
of over B.000.
Roswell, N. M., Oct. 19. Gaso- a circulation
When she received her masters
line and a lighted lantern came
the University of
near claiming another victim Mon- degree from Miss
Anthon entered
Combs, Washington,
day morning when M. A. was
sethe teaching profession and taught
southeast of here,
living
verely burned. He was pouring
can
gasoline out of a
before daylight, with his lantern
wind
The
sitting a few feet away.
carried the gasoline vapor to the

ther his?

five-gall-

two-thir-

-

io,TjyMa-

Free
All This Week
This
Tube of Pepsodent.
Simply present the coupon. This
test will prove a delightful revelation, It will show you the way
which millions have found to
whiter, cleaner, safer teeth.
This offer is for one week only. It
means much to you and yours.
Act now.
10-D- ay

'Wmw

high school. After
oi opinion with the
school board, Miss Anthon gave up
teaching and entered the newspaper field. She is a Phi Beta Kappa,

in the Yakima

a difference

It was a clever move.
Dick became his own optimistic
self again, and worked Indefatiga-bl- y.
Once when I said that he
should not work so hard he reminded me that since Juanlta was
not working with him he felt duty
bound to show her that he did better work when alone.
"It is the only way she will be
convinced that I do not need her,"
By LAURA A. RIRKMAN.
he had added. He meant need her
In
other ways
help in his writing.
h'l
he seemed to seek her more than
lated sugar and let cook until the
MORE GOOD PICKLES.
ever. Once I overheard him say,
tomato Is tender and transparent.
"I cannot repay you In any other
stocks her Seal airtight at once in hot, sterwise
The
housekeeper
sweet
sympathy, your
ilized jars.
' way for your
preserve closet shelves with a
to give you
belief in
Spiced Pickled Grapes: Slip the
what time I can spare." I had
goodly number of pickle jars. For pulps from the skins of 7 pounds
so
not heard what went before,
she realizes that she can serve het of grapes. Put the pulp In a galdrew my own conclusions.
family more cold meats and mors vanized saucepan over the fire and
JuarUa had changed her tactics
If she has a delic- let simmer till very soft (about 15
meat
almost I
entire'y. She flattered, him.
on the table to "help minutes. A very little water should
ious
pickle
She
wa about to say, cajoled
out" the meat course. The follow- be added at the start). Then press
!.rDeared to anticipate his desires
the stewed Kranes through a sieve
ing are recommended:
when he was around, and was con- Cabbage Relish: Soak separate- fine enough to keep back thetoseeds
j
the
stantly planning some sort ofj
1
add this sifted pulp
and
ly, in brine overnight,
quart of
working j
4 pounds of granpleasure for the "hard
chopped cabbage and 1 quart of skins. Also add
him.
called
1
she
as
author,"
(Chopped green tomatoes. The brine ulated sugar, 1 plniof vinegar,
Dick had once more commenced
4
teaspoon ground nurmeg, 1 table-2
should
made
be
by
cup
using
a serial story.
of salt for every quart of cold wa- spoon ground cinnamon and
"I will send it to some magaiter. In the morning drain the teaspoon ground cloves. Let this
zine. 'then if it Is accepted and 1
turn into
vegetables and add to them the simmer for 2 hours, then
can get a publisher I will put it
Jars and seal at
1 pint chopped whits hot, sterilized
following:
a
out In book form," he said when
onion, 1 cup minced red pepper, once, (If the waterbe bolls outbut
he began it. Juanlta had run over
added,
1 cup granulated sugar,
4 tablevery little more jnay
a few moments before, and Dick
need
not
do
spoons white mustard seed, 1 ta- grapes are watery and
had Insisted she stay to dinner. 1
blespoon celery seed, 2 tablespoons much).
By ELOISlS
seconded his invitation, although
e
Chutney: Stone and
salt, 1 quart vinegar, and 1 cup of
I desperately wanted to tell her to
Mix well, chop-- ' 4 ounces of raisins; put 2
The season is fast annronchlnir minced green pepper.
go home and remain there. How- when novelties will
let stand 2 hours, then boll up and large onions and 1 garlic 2through
be the all
ever, it was no part of my plan to
simmer till the tomatoes look the meat grinder. Crush ounces
ror
let
articles
sale
odd
and
felt.
let her know how I
little things will be sought on yellowish and clear. Turn into hot of mustard seed and put this seed
rallied
Juanlta
I
dinner
and raisins.
During
every side for Christmas
gifts. lars which have been "sterilized" with the garlic, onions
Upon remaining a widow.
Muff
sets, .hand bas. (that is, boiled 10 minutes in clear Now pound all these Ingredients
"One as attractive as you are and and scarf
2 teato
them
smooth, adding
gloves have always been most water) and seal airtight at once.
must have had many chances to acceptable
of
Tomato-Peppas gifts W women and
Pickle: Put the spoons of salt and 8 teaspoon and
remarked.
I
core
marry,"
Pare,
girls. How much more acceptable following vegetables through the cayenne pepper.
them.
"Naturally," she confessed, "but
weigh
1
2
quarts of green dice tart appios, then
1 must marry the man I want, not then would be a set mads un nf meat grinder:
be 1 pound of them
all of
articles.
Such a set tomatoes,.!
quarts of red to There should
iust for the sake of getting mar- has beeathese
Boll
apple in
diced.
this
prepared
S
London.
without
matoes.
in
Not
peppers
red
ried. And I am hard to please." only is itdeveloped
because of the seeds and 3 large onions. Mix well, the preserving kettle with 2 cups
She shot a quick glance at Dick combination unusual
4
of
sugar
pound
of all these articles. sprinkle with 2 cup of salt, let of vinegar and
are tender
through languishing lids.
until the apple-piecDut it is developed in leather which stand overnight and in the morn"Juanlta believes in taking hap- is
It through
quite out of the ordinary.
ing drain thoroughly. Now put the and transparent. Press
add
piness where she can regardless
stole, muff, bag .and gloves mixture into the preserving kettle, a sieve, return it to the kettle,
of others." I said to Dick, then re- areThe
come to
let
1
the
mixture,
made of white washable leath add 1 quart of vinegar,
pounded
teaspoon
we
had
conversation
peated the
er and black suede block trim- ground cinnamon, -i teaspoon of boiling point again, then seal In
had on the subject, and which had ming.
The set was seen recently
cloves and 2 cups of granu- - hot, sterilized Jars at once.
shocked me.
at the shoe and leather fair held ground
"She would never willfully hurt in London's
hall. Such
anyone I am sure," Dick replied a set would agricultural
delight any school or
absentmlndedly.
miss.
college
"Don't be too sure. Dick!" she
Knitted sets"
also be had
responded lightly, "I am one of the but the leather may
is a decided
sort that always got what they
want eventually."
"But not always when you want
it!" I broke in.
I knew she SDOke truly. Whe
- "Some
things are the better for she
to accomplish anything
waiting," she answered, "and I she wanted
was a marvel of patience.
I
have a great deal of 'patience."
had noticed it often, and at first
had envied the trait in her. I was
too impulsive, too apt to "go off a
USSBv sjbssmbVbbVBbVMHbVA
PAT Off
tangent," as Dick expressed it.
Nothing more was said on the
took her
subject, and when-Dic- k
home and remained an hofir or
more although It was late, I was
fits. U.S. Immimimmmmammmmmmmm
so distressed I completely forgot it.
But a few days afterward it recurred to me. She had said she
always secured what she wanted
I could not doubt
Without Lydia EPinkham's thatsometime.
she wanted Dick. Would she
50c
him sometime?
Not if I
Vegetable Compound, Says get
could help it
25
I, also, would cultivate patience.
Newburgh
I would be as sympathetlo as she,
even
I found it hard to
My
trouble make though
Newburgh. N.
Dick understand
was a weak back and I could not walk He gave me so little ofmyhisfeeling.
time,
two blocks with was so preoccupied, so bent upon
out being tired spending all of his leisure on his
out. I read of story, save what he gave to Juan
Such'
a Good
that at times I doubted if he
Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's lta,
existed.
realized
I
Vegetable
I soften wondered at Dick
Compound in a the change in him. A continuousat
and internal agitation seemed to be
newspaper
decided to give it
him into someone
a trial Now I can Sransformlng
the Dick I knew.
do my own work He seemed to be possessed of an
and walk with extravagant romanticism, which I
ease. I always laid to the effect of the story he
a romance.
Afterkeep the Vege- was writing,
table (Vimnnnnrl ward ofI sensed it was only the efJuanlta
fect
her
personality,
in the boose. It certainly is my best
Intense I ever have seen,
friend and I could not keep house with- the most
.
him.
I have recommended it to upon
out
Now that she was no longer .Ms
and
many
always shall. You may partner in work, she wan transuse this letter if you wish." Mrs. formed
into the alluring, petulantEdward Pitts, ,2 High St, New- ly idle, fascinating woman of the
N.
Y.
world.
She would gaze at htm
,
burgh,
a look, utter abandonment in
It has been said that "backache is with
her eyes, the while she uttered
an invention of the Evil One to try some
that I
women's souls," but even so, it is could commonplace remark
make nothing of.
more often a symptom of a female
I was sure that for her I did not
trouble which sooner or later declares exist. I was a nonenity. She had
itself. Day after day it drags a laughed at me when she talked
woman down and night after night with old Mary. I was slmpty a
prevents restful sleep. Such woman sort ot impediment that, for the
should follow Mrs. Pitt's advice and time, blocked her way. But her
would effect my removal.
try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable patience
'.
But while I smiled, and hid all
Compound. It contains no narcotic this
in my Innermost soul, I was
or harmful drags. ,,
far from happy,
v
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Not for Women Only
To millions it is bringing whiter teeth
teeth-cleanin-

Efental science has for years sought wsys
to combat that film. The wsys have now
been found. Able authorities have amply
proved their efficiency. Leading dentists
everywhere now advise their daily use.
The methods are embodied In a scientific
tooth paste. The name Is Pepsodent Its
use is fast spreading the world over.
Tube
To let all know it quickly, a
is being presented to anyone who asks. Thus
thousands of new people daily are learning

cluded.

See and feel it act
The results are not uncertain. You can
lee and feel them. Some are almost instant
A ten-da- y
test is most convincing.
Tube.
Present the coupon for a
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.
Mark the absence of the viscous film. See
how teeth whiten as the
disappear,
Watch the other good effects.
To millions this test has proved a revelation. It has shown them the way to prettier
teeth, to cleaner, safer teeth. One does not
(
return to the old ways when he sees what
this new way does.
film-coa-

Combines five effects
It

But Pepsodent does more than fight film.
fights the acid which is a great tooth de-

stroyer.
Each use of Pepsodent multiplies the salivary flow. That is Nature's great
agent It multiplies the starch
digestant in the saliva. That is to digest the
starch deposits which may otherwise remain
and form acid.

tooth-protecti- ng

"bswb

pat. Off.

REG, U.S.

Dentifrice

New-Da- y

Endorsed by authorities, advised by leading dentists every
where, and supplied by all druggists in the large tubes.

The delightful results
One conspicuous effect is to beautify the
feeth. Another is a feeling ofv cleanliness.
Men who smoke will see great changes, It
Is film that absorbs tobacco stains,
But it Is most essential to the children.
Young teeth are most subject to film and
starch attacks. Dentists advise that children
use Pepsodent daily from the time the first
tooth appears. Under old methods, very few
children escape some tooth destruction.
t
To all this test Is important Cut out the
coupon so you won't forget to make it Pre-.seit this week.
nt

Present the Free Tube Coupon

706

HIGHLAND

BRIGGS

PHARMACY

PHARMACY

222

TUBE FREE

10-DA- Y

this week to

Mouth Wash,
As
Lavoris

ts

its delights.

Thus film causes most tooth troubles. And,

The

It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva.
That is Nature's neutralizer of the acids
attack the teeth.
combats
the film wherever it adheres.
It
It leaves the teeth so highly polished that
film cannot 'easily cling. Pepsin is also in-

10-D-

The ordinary tooth paste does not effec
tively combat ft Your tooth brush has, left
much of it intact And that clinging film
may do ceaseless damage.
Film absorbs stains, making the teeth look
dingy. Film is the basis of tartar. It holds
food substance which ferments and forms
acid. It holds the acid in contact with the
teeth to cause decay.
Millions of germs breed in it They, with
tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea. Also
of other serious troubles, local and internal

DENTISTS RECOMMEND
Zepyrol

Now ways to combat it

Your teeth are coated with a viscous film.
You can feel it with your tongue. It clings
to teeth, gets between the teeth and stays.

Y.-"-

the Use of

i

You must fight film

KEEP HOUSE

Coupons redeemed at this store we will
Alberite Tooth
give one of our regular
Brushes for cents.

despite the tooth brush, all those troubles
have been constantly increasing. Some have
become so common as to be alarming.

This new way of
g
sppeals to
women. It brings them prettier teeth. But
men alio enjoy it, and children must use it
to properly clean their teeth.
Millions now use it, largely by dental advice. The glistening teeth you see, everywhere now show the results of its use.
Everyone needs it, as this simple test will
show. See the results it brings in ten days
and decide that for yourself.

GOULD NOT
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e
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THE WOMAn HE HAMMED
?CANITA BOASTS.

rage

WOMAN ON CITY
DESK IS ODD IN

'

after-effec-

Page Five

Present this coupon, with your name and address filled
Tube of
It is good for a
Pepsodent
In, to any store named.

ay

E. Central Ave.
Your Name.

Phone gtji

Listerine
Glyco Thymoline
'
Lilly's Dental Lotion

30

Fourth Street and
Central Avenue

Address

..... .v.

t

....... ... . . . i

residents should mail this coupon to The
Pepsodent Company, 1104 So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago,
and the tuba will be sent by mail.
OfdrOMtabeteatamOr.
Journal, Albuquerque, jr. Me.
Out-of-to-

FREE DELIVERY

Together With Your Tooth Paste

Phones 23 and 25

it

The Brig EsPharmacy
FOURTH and CENTRAL'.
23-PHO-

TV0

MONEY-SAVIN- G

PROPOSITIONS

With Each 50c Tube of Pepsodent
We Offer a 35c Paragon Tooth Brush for 10c

No.

1

TO BUYERS OF

PEPSODENT

No. 2 With Two 50c Tubes- of Pepsodent
-

FREE

We Will Give
One 35c "Paragon" Tooth Brush

'

FREE

NES-25

v "If It's Advertised,

We Have It,",

Free Delivery

HIGHLAND

PHARMACY

Phone 30

H

SANTA FE GIVES

STEPHEN

STATE

WITWESS STJUID

01

II

M

III

BE HALF

BOOST

A

A
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L
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The Amncialrd I'rom.)

Ala.. Oct. 19.
Birininpham,
Rov. E. K. Stephenson, Aietnociisi
minister rharsod with seeond de- prree murder in connection ,witn
the killinir of Father J. K. Coyle,
a Catholic priest, testified in his
own defense
' Father Coyle.today.
it has lieen alleffcd
was shot hv Mr. Stephenson because of the lntter's belief that
his daughter Kuth was being
weaned away by the .Catholic

church.

the

On

day

of tho

shooting,

the witness said, he believed she
had run away, but he was
sho had married Pedro

Gussman, a Catholic.
Kev. Stephenson testified that
he had not intended Roinu to the
rectory until ha had seen Father
Covle sittinR on the porch. The
priest struck him, he said, the
blow following ilia characterization of Father Coyle as a "dirty
Aon" on beinsr Informed that the
priest had officiated fit the marriage of his daughter to a Catholic
A second blow from the priest
knocked him clown, the witness
continued mid asserted that while
down, he was kicked in the side.
"The priest put his hand toward
his pocket," Stephenson said. "I
could not see whether he had n
pistol or not. 'When he did this

I fired."

WIRELESS MESSAGE
FROM HOUSTON, TEX.,
TO CITY

RECEIVED

An invitation to the people of
and to the mayor
Albuquerque
of the city to attend the Houston,
Texas, .fair and exposition was received by wireless here last night
over the wireless apparatus of the
c
fiuuth
shop, 417
High street. It was dispatched to
John Oldaker, whose call is
"5 A T."
The message, 'n part, reads:
"To the Mayor and Teople of
tho City of Albuquerque:
"The mayor and all of Houston
prreet you and invite you to the
Houston
fair and exposition.
November 6 to 12 inclusive. We
we
may expect you."
hope
Duo to interference from stations
asked to stay out. much trouble
was experienced in getting the
message.
Radio-Electri-

"New Mexico Is remarkably rich
natural resources," states the
new edition of the folder Just issued by the Atchison, Topcka &
the
Santa Fc railway, describing
state. It continues:
' ''Tim ofnto im vnrietv nf tonog
raphy: lofty mountain ranges, high
nlnlcnua nml me.sn.fl lironrt nlnlnS.
and river valleys. Tho climate is
sunshiny and healthful. The soil
The native grasses
is productive.
are rich. Virgin forests cover many
million acres. The mountains are
treasure houses, full of metals ana
coal. Great
minerals, including
rivers water fertile valleys.
is
Just
beginning
"Development
in New Mexico.
It is t'.ie purpose
rtf
flriwi. in rlnRcrlhe Tiinnv nf
the opportunities here awaiting the
homeseeker ana tne investor.
is a
Throughout tho booklet than
,noltli f infnrmfiftnn
78,401.920
half of the area of the
acres are In private ownership.
Tho irrigated acreage, according to
the 1920 census report, is 043,343
acres, an Increase of 17.7 per cent
In ten years; but existing irrigation
Of
ii.r,..L-nnnflhlp
irrigating
693.812 acres. 'The water resources
still unused may by development
o
add 3.000,000 to 4,000,000 a'
the Irrigated area.
The state has 17,739,000,000 feet
of merchantable timber according
to report of tho forest service. In
nun
ltfillt ClKniy-llv113 000,000 feet of lumber.
nfln miles
of
47
hiis
Tiio ninto
roads, of which about 7,000 miles
are stat? roads and 24.000 county
roads.
The number of public school
buildings in the state last year was
1,4 52 and the value or an scnuoi
The total
prnpcrtv $5,432,r.04.
was 81,399.
to th
devoted
is
Much space
indicating
agricultural resources,
found
the variety of conditions
within the state.
A large edition has been printed
n
and will be given a wide ctfeula-UMn1... tlin nnlnn ixntinn depart
ment of the Santa Fe. Immigration
at the present tlrn l not neavj
v. mtnv tnrmfrics nrn being re
ceived from people who want to
uuumwrm
know about tne roma
of which New Mexico is an important part.
in

nt-- a

a
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STATE COLLEGE

ASPIRIN

S

IS

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

FOR

'PEP

enr

Maqee, Who Suggested Pep
Day Cele'ration, W:ll Be
Chief Speaker;
Sports

and Barbecue.
Take Aspirin only as told in each
package of genuine liayer Tablets
of Aspirin. Then you will be following the directions and dosage
worked out by physicians during

21 years, and proved sate by millions. Take no chances with sub-

stitutes. If you see the I Bayer
Cross on tablets, you can tak
them without fear for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia. Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache. Lumbago and for
Pain. Handy tin boxes of twelve
tablets coat ffw cents. Druggists
also td! larger packages. -- Aspirin
Is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monscetlcicldcster of
Salicyllcacld.
"

"

folks' Invitinpr them to visit State
College on rrioay iur sent out
by
has been
celebration,
.
tne ruiiiiniin:? "it iWa olnmnl -1)4.
celebraof
the
in
sociation
charge
Carl C. Magee, who suggest- tion.
. .1.
,!.. nh.nn'nnla At the
college, will sneak at tho program.
A large crowd is expected to attend.
r

iv

IF

--

of Clarified and Pasteurized Milk from other
milks
,

Only it is safe

and better.

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
Phone

Back Hurti

?

r.:ZT

pMOTHERS

351

b

EVEKYC3DY

C?2X

UZ THEIR

HOTCSn:?HIRZ
114 WANTMHSSS4M W. CCNTML

,

.

Child-Birt-

ON

vim

i
i
DLIIUUI.

THE

Father

COMMITTfeE.

discovered
Hennepin
coal in 16C9 near the present site
of Ottawa, 111., and this appears
to be the first record of the finding of coal in America, but it was
not mined until nearly a century

and a hull later.

i

, t

.

v
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AND

mirror will reveal to you
nsinsGouraud'sOriental
Cream for the first lime.
Stnd 15c (or Trial SU
FERD. T. HOPKINS & SON
New York

Tlint Kcarfnl Hendache,
Australians are for the settling
If it is caused by a bilious attack
of 1,000.000 English tillers of the
soil upon a million farms in Aus- take three of Chamberlain's Tabtralia, through creation of a fund lets and be well tomorrow.

STRIKE

The Scientifically Built Watch
Waltham Eauity Watch
Nickel Screw Back end Bezel CaM
10 size 7 Jewels $i

Central.

of Illinois

j

'ri

t

z
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Chicago, Oct. 19. In the event
the threatened railroad strike is
called the roada are prepared to
"do our utmost to move necessities,
utilizing to the fullest possible extent all, the
available,"
Chas. H. Markham, president of
the Illinois Central railroad, declared today in an address before
the American mining congress.
Mr. Markham said tho present
trtinsportation
tangle' was due to
the fact that 99 public bodies have
a hand In fixing the rules, Income
and expenses V the roads and
that they have no volci in the
expenditure of more than 97 per
cent of their operating costs.
"The remedy," he said, "is to
place once more in the hands of
railway managements under competent and broad minded supervision the control of operating costs
I
such a way that responsibility
may properly be fixed upon the
managements for the operation of
their properties."
Have Taken Losses.
The railroads, he said, have
taken their share of losses In the
present period of readjustment, despite the fact that they were not
permitted to profit as other industries had during the period of high
prices, because their earnings we:-fixed by the government.
"Wiith a consciousness of their
obligation to the public service,"
he Baid, "the managements ot the
milrnada of the country have re
cently announced that they wilM
ask the labor board lor a runner
reduction in wages, the entire benefit c: w ilch they propose to pass
along to the public in reduced
This puts tne snu.-Hn- n
freight rates.
nn tn the nublic which exer- cises the balance of control on the
railroad labor board. If the public wants reduced rates, Its
on the labor board have
tho opportunity to secure them oy
reductions as
granting such wage rates
will make reduced
possiDie.
cost
the rail
"Unskilled labor'
more
last
of
year
tho
roads
country
than $1,301., 000, 000. Other Industries have been liquidating labor
costs especially the wages of unskilled lnbor. It is utterly unfair
that the farmer, for instance,
should have to pay freight rates
sufficient to make it possible for
the railroads to- employ labor at
three or four times the price which
the farmer Is paying for exactly
the same kind of labor. '
The Issue Involved.
"It Is important that the public
understand clearly the issue involved in the order for a general
forrailway strike which has been labor
mulated
by the railvay
is
proit
brotherhoods. .The thing
is the deposed to strike against labor
board
cision of the railroad
authorizing a reduction of approxiwhich
in
cent
12
wages,
per
mately
the railroads put into effeqt July 1.
There is at present no other possilable grounds for a strike. The
bor brotherhoods propose now to
defy the law and strike."
er

man-pow-

IRA

A. ABIIOTT.

Mass.. Oct. 19. Ira A. Abbott, who was associate
died at his
justice of New Mexico under its territorial government,
He was first appointed to the New Mexican
home here yesterday.
was
1900
in
and
reappointed by Presi
bench by President Roosevelt
dent Taft, serving" until 1912." Previously he had served as Justice of

Haveihill.

the district court here. He was

76
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years of age.
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my The A ir i tprl
Paris, Oct. 19 (by the Associated
conferPress.) The Washington
ence mu.st be made a sucress; the
peace and tranquility of the world
requires it, said Premier Briand'
In an address today at a luncheon
n
Tress assoof the
ciation.
Franco
Declaring
always had
been a lover of peace and had
sought arbitration whenever arbitration was podhhle In disputes, he
said that peace now rhould be organized by reducing tho military
burden lyiig on countries, which
like France, had Facri fired blcod,
money and everything during the
war.,
P.ut France's security, he continued, prevented her from sharins
in a "peace of mysticism."
"While I have the honor to bo
the head of the French government," he said, "I Khali use every
e'fort to consolidate ptace to extend the peace so as to facilitate the
task of our enemy of yesterday in
modernizing his country, In adapting It to the definite ideas of peace
and to tho loyal and elementary
conception of the probity between
peoples which consist of respecting signed engagements and exePri-w-

President of Realtors' Organization Tells Members
How They Can Aid in Relieving Unemployment.

Anglo-America-

Afwlnted lfres.l
Chicago, Oc. 19. Methods by
which realtors' may lend creat assistance to President Hardlnsr an
Secretary I'oover. in their efforts
to relieve unemployment and stimulate action in the building indussent
try were outlined In a bulletin
; tho 38;)
today to the presidents
hoards :.i the
local real estate
United States ry I. B. Hiett. presi-o
dent of the National Association
Real Estate Boards.
"Activity in the bulldins Industry
hunwill- provide
mployment for "Mildreds of thousands," he said. wasr-s
in
aid
a
day
lions of dollars
would be used to buy products em-of
brhu
farm and factory and so women
In
ployment to men and,
other fields.
"Persuade your local authorities
to establish a 'special committee
Instruct
on building activities.'
your committee on federal
to survey the building
publicity
Turn the' light ot In
mainon any lines that persist
and
prices
taining unjustifiableavailable
to bear
bring all pressure
for proper ; eadjustmcnts ot selling
n wi innn mpn nnd
Urge DUimmg nnu
savings banks officers to provide
(Hy Tin

watch is called the Waltham
And it is positively the
watch
value ever presented for
greatest
twelve dollars. We are speaking of
watches, not pocket clocks.
It is a seven jewel
Every "part" made
under the roofs of the great factory at Waltham.
time-piec- e.

And accurately made, for accurate telling of time.
Every part of Valtham standardized quality.
This is the watch that makes the foreign maker
wonder how we do it. It is a mighty fine timeAn ideal watch
keeper. Dependable, long-livefor rough service. Yet good looking and friendly,
year in and year out.
The Waltham "Equity" costs little, but gives
much. It is quickly and economically repaired. A
watch value that is unequalled anywhere.
Ask your jeweler. He knows all about it.
Write for a valuable booklet that is a liberal "Watch" education

situ-atlo- n.

P!'

i
iini tnr ronstruction
not
If sufficient capital is and
obtainable, organizein buildingof ices

work

your
loan associations
to
Use publicity to urge the publicthat
deposit funds In Institutions
loan for building."

ADJUDGES. STAGE LINE
GUILTY OF CONTEMPT
(By The Associated Press.)

Gal-brai- th

ld
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NEGRO SAID TO HAVE
ADMITTED HE KILLED
GIRL
D
SEVEN-YEAR-OL-

19.

Louis Lively, the negro who Is said
to have confessed he killed
Matilda Russo, at East Morris-towlast June, was brought here
today from Brldgeton and placed
in jail. Ho was
earlier In
the day at Vlneland after shooting
.
.
a policeman.
Prosecutor Kelsey said tonight
Lively had supplemented his earlier confession with a statement
Implicating his wife. She took no
part In the actual killing, the negro was quoted as having said, but
has known since the night of the
crime that he slew the girl.
Mrs. Lively was arrested shortly after the child's body was found
and held as a material witness.
n

d.

Sent free upon request. The Waltham WatchCompany
Crescent Street, Waltham, Mass.

WALTHAM
THE WORLD'S WATCH OVER. TIME

What ymwr liii lifn Ihry mil Watlhtm Watchn
quality Speedometers and
Makers ef the famous Waltham
ts
used on the world's leadmt cart
Automobt le 't

Hats- Hats don't make the man, but they
surely add to his appearance.

SCHOOL SYSTEM
300 pupils In

Here you'll find the best

the

An Increase of
city over
public schools of the was
reportlast year's enrollment,
ed to Klwania club members by
the
John Milne, superintendent ofvocacity schools, who gave the
luncheon
club
at
the
tional talk
cuting them."
Milne spoke on the
yesterday.
educational system In New Mexico
The first woman missionary to in
general and in Albuquerque in
South America, Miss Martha Watts,
who was sent by the Methodist particular.
The first bond Issue of $60,000
Episcopal church, south, In 1881,
30
ago to erect the
founded a small school which has floatedschool years
In AlbuquerVerved as a model for the entire first will be buildings
off by December
paid
que
Brazil.
of
school
system
public
1 of this year, Mr. Milne announced. He said that the schools
had asked for a maintenance
fund of $238,155 for this year and
levy of $44,318 for
A CLEAR COMPLEXION for a specialimprovement,
payment
permanent
on bond interest and for sinking
exHe
also
fund
Ruddy Cheeks Sparkling Eyes plained purposes.
the county school tax
Most Women Can Have
system.
Secretary H. P. Robinson of
Dr.
a
tho club made a financial report
Edwards,
Says
of the recent district convention
Ohio Physician
of Kiwanis clubs here. The club
Dr. F. M. Edwards for 17 years treated offered votes of tnanks to all who
In making the convenassisted
scores of women for liver and bowel ailIt was voted to
ments. During these years he gave to tion a success.
his patients a prescription made of a appoint a committee Which will
with
civic organother
cooperate
few
vegetable ingredients izations in an Armistice day celemixed with olive oil, naming them bration.
Dr. Edwards" Olive Tablets. You will
The silent boost was a can of
know them by their olive color.
cocoa given each member by B.
s
on N. Boulo of the Gross Kelly comThese tablets are
the liver and bowels, which cause a nor- pany. The attendance prize of a
d
mal action, carrying off the waste and check for $5 given by Fred
was won by D. B. Sellers.
poisonous matter in one's system.
If you have a pale face, sallow look,
dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue, head- 6 NURSES TAKEnIlL
feeling, all out
aches, a listless,
AFTER EATING CANDY
of sorts, inactive bowels, you take one
of Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets nightly
REPORTED RECOVERING
for a time and note the pleasing results.
Thousands of women, and men take
(Bj The AasoflHted PreM.t
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets the sucChicago, Oct. 19. six nurse's at
cessful substitute forcalomel now and the East End hospital rendered
then just to keep them fit. 15c and 30c, critically 111 by eating candy anonymously sent one of them, were
said tonight to be well on toward
Postal Inspectors and
recovery.
police worked on slender clewa to
A typewritidentify the sender.
ten note which accompanied the
home made candy to Miss Helen
Hosenfeld, said it was a rresent
"from a patient who Is an ardent
admirer of yours." Two brothers,
said, by Miss Hosenfeld to have
Soolhinq And He&linq
been attentive to her, were arrested tonight in connection with the
poison case. . One was turned over
to postal inspectors and the other
was held by the police for questioning. ...
All Important cities and towns
common
In Wisconsin now maintain voca-tional schools, at which part-tim- e
attendance of all employed children between fourteen and seventeen years of age is compulsory,

,

ot

junction
Arizona by Attorney General
on June 28, last.
The court informed the attorneys
would set a date shortly
he
that
when PenMUee
after October 24 on
three of fleer,
would be imposed
of the company and one diiver
whom he .declared the testimony
carrying
showed had charged forover
cerfreight and passengers
of the
violation
In
tain highways
court's order.
The decision marks completion
of another Btep in the
war between rival stage lines
here which has resulted in. hearcounty suings before the Yavapai before
two
perior court and also'other counsuperior judges from
ties as well as several hearings
the state corporation commission.

ari-este-

TALK ON PUBLIC

n

Prescott, Ariz.. J.Oct. 19. Super-lSweeney today
Judge John
Union btate
adjudged the Jerome
contempt or
Une. inc., guiltyit of
an inviolated
court "in that
of
granted to the state

(By Tho Associated Prew.)
Mount. Holly, N. J., Oct.

HEAR
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.
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BID CHIEF

Twelve Dollars

.

e
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There is no difference
in the "taste" or "looks"

hH

of $160,000,000 to be ,ralsed In
equal proportion by Australia and
great Britain.

(By The Associated Press.)
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We Are Prepared to "Do Our
Utmost to Move Necessities," Declares President

(By The Atmncmjed ITeM.)

London, Oct. 19.
Following
closely upon the British governto aid in
ment's determination
solving the unemployment situation by the extension of large
credits, and the declaration that
no Briton is to starve. Premier
Lloyd George, in parliament today,
outlined the government's policy
on trade and unemployment.
He
declared that the situation was the
result of the worSci war and that a
good understanding between nations, together with trade rehabilitation was the essential remedy.
In outlining
the government's
to alleviate unemployproposal
ment, he declared:
Ivaec Is Vital.
Tence and a good understanding among nations is vital. Let us
get out of the atmosphere where
if you talk about a German without a frown you are no patriot.
Trade cannot start in such an atto
mosphere. If you intervene
make peace your motives are misGreat
Britain
if
understood; but
will not do it. who will? We want
to see the nations begin again the
tasks of peace."
The speech was a plea that the
country is suffering from results
of the war, and a declaration that
restoration rests upon the revival
of industry and rehabilitation of
the purchasing power abroad, and
that a revival in trade depends
largely upon the bringing about
amons
of a good understanding
nations.
VneniPloyinent Problem.
He spiritedly Justified steps the
government had taken to meet the
unemployment problem. He said
tho government
proposed conditionally to guarantee interest on
25.000,000 for
loans aggregating
use In capital undertakings providing employment or for the purchase of material for. manufactur10,000,-00- 0
ers, and also to allocate
of relief
for the assistance
work, and later establishment of
a f"rid for workers' dependents.
The premier argued that in the
nroblom of unemployment, relief
work was unsatisfactory nnd the
dole Rystem worse. He admitted
that to try to stimulate trade
abroad would involve the government in some risk, but he declare!
It was better to tMe the risk than
The government
to stand still.
therefore had decided to extend Its
exports scheme to other countries.
Including the dominions.
Trade With Hiissln.
with RussiaJ
Referring to trade
he said there had lieen no restricto such
side
British
en
tions
the
trading, hut that the total trad"
for he first eight months of this
3.150.000
year had been only
which showed that there was not
an unlimited field in Russia for
British or any other enterprise.
Concerning guarantees of inter-ea- t
on loans raised by any dominor
ion rr colonial
governments,
anv foreign government or local
enterauthorities, for essential
prises, such as electrification nnd
waterways, which would provide
In the
Immediate
employment
United Kingdom, the premier
of
totnl
the
liability
that
the government wonlfl bp 25. 000. k
000 and that a eynmitteo ef nrm
of high authority and knowledge
would be created to administer the
,
scheme.
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WILL

THEIR BEST

DO

SAYS IN SPEECH

There are branches of the falva-tio- n
Army in more than half a
follows:
and colonies,
hundred countries
Dear Home iolks:
and divine service is conducted unAs the girls say, "iow, listen:
It
direction in thirty-on- e
October 21. next Friday, is the der
day.
big day. Pep
The following have accepted inOne Massachusetts cotton mill
vitations and will be there: One produces GOO miles of cotton a day.
e
seniors iiu"hundred twenty-rith " MPnior
I.UU anVll
rji raiw nifeii fv...w"
classes from the Deming. Alamo-gordRoswell and Hillsboro high
schools also the chambers of com
i""'"merce ol tnose
places; mfrnm
..
the When the
.
siuuent iuuuy aim fnnnlt,,
,j
kidneyi do not properly do
chamSchool of Mines:T."l the
Texas
their work or purify the blood stream,
.
,
the
Pnqn.
DtT Ol iumiiirn.w v.
'
and other waste product and poisonous acids reAdclub
Rotary, Kiwanln.
...
.... .
a
nrawi,
f n nr main in the system and cause backache,
oi
r.i
organizations
pains, lumbago, tore musMfcliem and staff, General Ilowze rheumatic
stiffness, lame
joints,
and staff, General tirown aim man, cles,' swollen
back and similar symptoms.
the entire national guard of New
enMexico, of 600 men who are
c.a mped at Fort
uiiss ami wuu
come from Ainuquerque, vrw
Santa Fe. Mountainair, Deming,
Las
Eoswell and
Alamogordo,
.
.
ik.. wttVi n hlff mlll- - regulate and restore the healthy, norma'
and
Mills
Anson
action of kidneys and bladder, bringin '
tnry band; Genera
Neison A. Miles and their party; clean blood and better health, with freeevery merchant and business house dom from ochei and pains.
of Las Cruees is
J. Gorge Hudtfins, Bennington, Vt.. writes;
closing at noon rep uJi nas ""'
''Lest fall I was attacked with lumbago and
tv- boardi of education tenehergiven
or suffered untold sftony. 1 had u severe pain
nnv
i
my back and at timea could not dms ct
the serosa
nnd re is myself. I was advised to take Folr:
pupil of the public schools of
Kidney Pills for my trouble. After faking" ther
county to ne excustu
lew days the pain in my back left me and
in fact, if the home folks of Dona tors
have not had any lumbago si oca that time, a!
Ana cuumy ntiri.u
that was months ago. I re common
though
ever
will be the biggest celebration
Volmy Kidney I'ills to all who have lumbugg."
held in tne state.
Sold everywhere.
Now listen, again.
The celebration will be at tne
Degm
college next Friday,at ana
11 o clock
with a pep meeting
editor
C.
Carl
Magee
addressed by
of the Albuquerque Journal, me
suggestor of Pep day: fenern
Howze Governor Mechem, Colonel
Wlllson, President Kent mm
At noon the biggest bnroecue ever
buns,
had. with fifteen beeves,
.trca fro to every- visit
a
Then
bodv, will be given.
I
to the grounds and buildings of the
pacollege, a thoroughbred stock anI I
For Thr Generntlona
l
rade, and at 3 o'clock the great the Jl
Hev Md
nual football game between instiRoswell
Military
and
college
tute will be played. At night alln
dance at the gymnasium for
who want to stay.
Farm work is over and crops in, seta
U
the water is out of the ditches, the 0TOM
you
weather is fine; it's ma for
to
kids
HOTHI1IHOOB
TMI lM, Mil
the
and
WHIT!
rOI OOKL1T
old
and the
lady
the IMDriCLDRfaUUTORC'r
take a. dav off; you owe it to are
college arid the visit r who
coming, 'o contribute by your presence to the occasion.
We'd put it stronger if we knew
Almost
how. We can only eay that nobody
Uabelievable
at Pep day will be more welcome
than you home folks.
You can hardly realize
So crank up the old flivver, fill it
the wonderful inv
with neighbors and "conn and git
provement to your skin
it." What do you say?
and complexion your
Yours for the college the farm- ..
....
1

ILO it

HMEflElL

E. PREMIER

65,000
Approximately
are in use on American

s

iES IT

ABBOTT

EiOiE III

Has Printed a Llovd Georqe, in Parliament,
Minister Accused of Slaying Railroad
Outlines the Government's
a Catholic Priest, DeclarLarge Edition Which Will
Be Given Wide Circula
es He Was Knocked Down
Policy on Trade and UnU.
S.
tion Throughout
and Kicked in Side.
employment.
n
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Knox,

Mai lory.

'A

style and shape to fit every face.

Priced 35.00, $6.00, $7.50 to $16.50

E. L. Washburn Co.
Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers

n

wonder-worker-

Can-fiel-

d

1

RES! HOL

DO YOU USE
Any of the Tire Sizes Listed Below?
.

32x4, 33x4, 32x412, 33x4l2l 34x4l2, 36x4V2
We are cleaning out some odds and ends In such make aa
Republic, Fraijklln, McGrnw. Mason, Brunswick and Diamond.
Onr prices on tbcm represent a real saving. These tires are all 'firsts." Every tire tears the manufacturer's name and scrlul numher and Is fully guaranteed.
-

COME IN AND

LOOK THEM OVEIt

QUALITY TIRE CO

Third St. and Copper Ave.

Fhone

188.

Household
Ointment

Keep a jar on
hand for

skin hurts
rashes, chafings

'

cut&stings,burns
The ointment
for the family

The

.

eight-ho-

'.','.

day for agricul-

tural workers will be an Impor- tant topic of discussion at the an-- i
nual conference of the Internation
itil labor office of the league of
nations which Is soon to be held
in Geneva,

watch

:

Sunday Morning Journal for Bargain In
ARMY GOODS AT

The Liberty Army Supply Co.
Across from V. M. C. A,

117

North First

t
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FIVE
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UNEMPLOYED

county has reported five new efe
of typhoid fever according to the
weekly report of tho state health
bureau. While other cases are also
reported around the state, the disease Is apparently being controlled
well everywhere.
Following Is tho
report:
Chtekenpox Bernalillo, 3; San
Miguel, S; Santa Fo, 1.
Conjunctivitis rona An '., 1.
Diphtheria
Colfax, 2: Eddy, 1;
McKlnlpy, 4 j Quay, 1; Run Miguel,
6: Santa Fe, 7; Union, C; Vr.lencia,

s

NEW CANDIDATES

STAND T

ziLX:?

Situation Is Worse Than
Any Time Since the End
of the Napoleonic Wars,
Says Prime Minister.

TO

E

PYTHIAN ORDER

(By The Associated l'ress.)

CRAFT MEN

INITIATED

IN

HA I

TYPHOID FEVER
pfclnl CorrMpnnrlmre to The Journal )
Santa Fe, Oct. 19. Dona And

ARE

,750,000

STATE WILL ASK
AUTO LICENSE ON

NOTICE: Ifs your fault if you
get ordinary corn flakes. The
superior kind is sold under this
name only- -

MOTOR BOS LINE

E

Pass Resolution Asking

Ex-

ecutive Board of Rail Employes to Demand Rescinding of Two Orders.

the work of
ganlzatlon began
forming a grand lodge of the order
yesterday morning in the Knight
of Pythias hall.
The opening prayer was made
after
by Rabbi Moise Bergman,
which City Attorney Will A. Kele-he- r
delivered the address of welcome. Joseph Pies next spoke on
behalf of the Knights of Pythias.
He expressed an appreciation of
the work of Mrs. Mary M. Hicks
of Colorado, who made the form-ln- g
of a grand lodge possible. Mrs.
Minnie Bunting made the response,
and gave the grand .temple degree.
The chief business of the day
was the election of officers. They
are as follows: Ella Clark; of Columbus, past grand chief; Fanny
Blakemore of Albuquerque, grand
chief; Sadie Snyder, Clayton, grand
Grace Smiley, Socorro,
senior;
Emma McKinney,
grand Junior;
Demlng, grand manager; Tommy
Rose, Roswell, grand mistress nf
records and correspondence; Mary
Heltsman, Raton, grand mistress
of finance; Emella Pies, Albuquerque, grand protector; Annie Fra-ze- r,
Dawson, grand outer guard;
Reglna Wenkle, press correspondent, Albusucrque; Bertie J. Bradford, Dawson, and Fanny Mackel
of Las Vegas, supreme representai
tives,
A banquet for the members of
the convention! was given IaBt night
at the Doris Tea Room. About fifty were present.
Following the dinner, subordinate work was carried out, wherein
the supreme officers exemplified
the work of the order to the candidates, who were later Initiated.
Both men and women candidates
were Initiated during the exercises
last night.
The supreme officers will meet
today to finish their work, after
which they will prepare to leave

Pajre Seven

George Roslington to Appear
Before Judge McClellan
This Morning ''in Case;
May Stop Service.

Resolutions urging all rail emhas been
George Roslington
ployes unions to stand togother cited to appear before Judge W. W.
and act solidly and expressing a McClellan at 10 o'clock this mornbelief that the executive board of ing to answer to a charge of
the rail workers department should violating the motor vehicle law
demand from the United States of the state by
to secure
railn.id board that it rescind its licenses for thefailing
cars on the
decisions 147 and 222 were ttnani motor bus line which runs bemously passed at tho Labor Temple tween Albunuerquo
and
10.
last night by a mass meeting of along tho North Fourth points
street
Malaria Santa Fe, 3.
snon
men.
crau
tne
iocui
pavement.
Malta Fever Chaves. S.
The
considered
is
action
impor
to
Orders
the
investigate
City
Measles Santa Fe. 1.
tant since this is one of the larg Electric
company's
compliance
d
Santa' Fe, 2.
est shop towns along the Santa Fe with the motor
vehicle
were
law
1.
Pellagra "ianta Fe,
The decisions to which received yesterday at tho sheriff's
system.
Ran Mlgrel. 1.
Pneumonia
objeotlon is made are those effect office and the office of the city
Puerperal Sep. Rocrro, 1. Miing wage reductions and over-tim- e
police. Mr. Roslington is president
Scarlet Fever Eddy, 1; San
rules.
of tho company.
2.
guel,
was
Tho
action
of
the
Scientific, economical and maximum production
body
came following a reThe
Tuberculosis Bei allllo. 8; Linwired last night to A. H. Norris, quest latter
of AI Methieu
of the
coln. 3: Chaves, 1: Grant, 32; Quay,
mokes the coet of Post Toasties the same aa
who ia representing the Santa Fe Mathiou Tire company that
the
1; Santa Fe, 2; Union, 1.
system at the Saturday meeting in street car company bo forced to
Typhoid Bernalillo, 2; Catron,
ordinary corn flakes. Order by name.
Chicago.
secure licenses.
S; Colfax. 2: Pnna Ana. 5; Quay,
The meeting was addressed by
Mr.
has
stated
that
Roslington
C. F. Grow and R. S. Roberts, who
Santa Fe, 2; So1; San Miguel,
the
considers the trackcorro, 1.
are of the railway employes de less company
cars as any other street car
1;
Berna'.lllo.
Whooping Cough
pailment of the American Fedcra and that state licenses would not
Santa Fe, 7.
tion of Labor.
be
for his Fourth street
Tho wire to Mr. Norris follows cars needed
under that decision.
If
"The local federation of shop they could
VOTR TO STRIKE.
not be considered ns A Good Word for Chamberlain's
19.
crafts in mass meeting here tonight street cars. Mr.
Oct.
la.,
Davenport,
reIs
Cough Itemed y.
Ninety-fiv- e
unanimously adopted the following ported to have Roslington
per cent of the votes
Those who have used this prepstated that they
resolutiot. which they request our would not bo
nf packing houso employes here
aration
know from their own
and
longer.
operated
representatives to present at con
favor a strike, according to J. B.
The state will be represented at experience that it is a medicine of
ference to be held In Chicago on the
Mulady, president of the local
hearing by tho district attor- real worth and merit, do not hesiSaturday:
union.
ney's office here.
tate about speaking a good word
"Whereas, the existing situation
for It. Edward Lewis, Minoa, N.
in the railway industry is most
Y writes, "I have tied riinmbcr-Inin'- s
critical and whereas efforts are 900 PACKING PLANT
Cough Remedy for twenty
now being made by high govern
EMPLOYES
WALK
OUT
years and it has never failed to
ment officials to divide the soil
cure
me.
It is by far the best
darlty of the sixteen railroad or
(By The Associated Tress.)
cough medicine I have ever taken."
ganizations by cunning ana aipio
Estimates on Arcolas Promptly Furnished.
Ottumwa, Iowa, Oct. 19. Nino
matic intrigue, tltercuy attempting
The first experiments in the use
to weaken the power of the group hundred workers walked out at
tho
of
vesJohn
oil
Morrell
fuel
as
for
comHair
Phono 990-210
North Third Street
and hoping thus to aceompnsn
Packing
Coming Out;
Stops
sels were made in London in tho
pany here this afternoon, accordtheir defeat, therefore be it
this afternoon.
to
P.
S.
Maldonn, local union early eighties.
"Reaolveer, that it is the opinion ing
Thickens, Beautifies.
The
workers
of this body of workers that all representative.
walked
out
MAINTENANCE MEN AND International
a disagree tnnnr
after
presidents comprising over
conditions
me
working
tne
and
board
of
executive
wages
railway
SHOP MEN ON PENNSY
women in the trimming departemployes department should be in of
ments.
Thirteen
hundred workers
LINE NOT TO STRIKE Chicago and acting in their official are
capacity as executive board mem house.employed at the packing
res
Immediate
the
demand
bers,
(By The Associated Fress.)
cindlng of decisions 147 and 221!
Philadelphia, Oct. 19. The of
the United States railroad labor CAPITOL EXTENSION
railroad
tonight board
Pennsylvania
e ectlng wage reductions
made public a telegram purported and over-timMAY BE ERECTED ON
e
rules, and be it
to be from tho executive commit
tee of the Pennsylvania
DON GASPER AVENUE
system further
in
of
view
the
"Resolved, that
Manufacturers and Distributors of
Brotherhood of
division, United
organizations whose
of Way Employes fact that allare
Maintenance
(Special Correspondence o The Journnl.)
on
rati
membership
employed
and Railroad Shop Laborers, to ways have had adverse decisions
Santa Fe. Oct. ID.
tho effect that that body had de rendered against them, that the in ber of commerce last night went
elded to take no part In a rallroa
on
terests of all can best be conserved houserecord for builrllnr? fh .to to
strike. The telegram, signed with
extension, authorized by the
concerted action of the execu
the names of the general chairman by
tive officers of the sixteen organi- last legislature, outside the
and other officers, read as follows zations, and
state grounds, on the ground that
Jobbers of American Radiator Co.'s Products
'We the officers of the Pennsyl- "Further, that upon failure or the grounds did not afford "any
yania
system
division, United the U. 8. labor board to imtie-diatel- available, suitable
Ideal Arcolas Always Carried in Stock
Tho
snare"
Brotherhood Maintenance of Way
th ultimatum chamber favored placing the addi
with
612
North
Phone 1518
First
Street
comply
buys a bottle of
Employes and Railroad Shop La demanding the rescinding of thee tion on lion uaspar avenue, east II
at any drug store. After
borers, assembled at Wilmington, obnoxious decisions that all mem- or the Btate house.
one application you can not find a
Del., wish to inform you that T?e bers of all of the sixteen organizaparticle of dandruff or a falling
are taking no part in the proposed tions withdraw from the service 'f
hair.
Besides, every hair shows
I
strike, and will notify employes on all railway systems at a tlni3 to
new life, vigor, brightness, more
the Pennsylvania system covered be determined by our officers as
color and abundance.
by our regulations to remain on will best v nserve the interests of
their jobs."
the membership and that all work,
ers remain away from the eerlce
drainnere.
esof the railways until satisfactory
Another proposal was for the
1
! 1 1 1
e
A
tablishment within nix months of A
adjustment of the present difficulno
j
Out
ASUlHia
t
taalQ
10
each
secured
for
be
ties
fund for worker
may
dependents.
of this fund the unemployed workevery one of the organizations
ers who are receiving unemployed
Bright eyes, a clear skin and a
Do you frown when your mirror
pro
"W. E. HORNW, president.
benefits would receive grants tofull
ot
IimiI
reflects
end
health
facial
some
kin
glaringly
blemish,
youth
flM t.
may
of their
'W. S. PATTERSON, Secretary." body
jV
Telephone Your
and wish for a quick and easy way oil ward the maintenance
be yours if you will keep your
M
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wives and children. These grants Free Trial of a Method That Anyone
Heetint
Engineer
clearing your skin?
maximum
R
I!
P.
would be subject to a
.Jiiif
JjL
system in order by talcing
Can Use Without Discomfort
today. He can
There' a skin beairtifier a delightfully
I
limit of nine shillings a week at a
tellyou how little
or Lots of Time
fragrant, tinted cold cream, known ai weeklv rate of five shillings for
k
ARCOLAvillcost
Black and White Beauty Bleach. When
1
We have a method for the control of Asth
one shilling for each
IJL
ft?
wed in connection with Black and White the wife and
and how quickly
and we want you to try it at our expense.
would be ob- ma,
The
child.
grants
1 1
and
the
of
case
is
standMt
No
reaultiara
Soap
whether your
Cleansing Cream,
long
it canbe install
tained by a compulsory levy upon ing matter
or recent development, whether it is pressurprising.
into
the
chronic
unemployed
or
contributors
Asthma,
Fever
ent
at Hay
you
CAPTAIN
Black and White Beauty Bleach clean surance fund as follows:
should send for a free trial cf our method.
tht complexion of pimples, blackheads, tan,
the employ- No matter in what climate you live, no matter
each
for
Two
pence
sallowness
liver
makes the
freckles,
what your age or occupation, if you are
spots,
and three troubled
skin soft and smooth. Black and White er and the employe
with asthma or hay fever, our
The world's standard
for the government.
(or kidney,
method should relieve you promptly.
Soap is an aid to Beauty Bleach keeps pence
We especially want to aend it to those
FOR
SEASON livet, bltdder ana uricremedy
acid troubles, the
the skin in perfect condition. Black and
where
forms
all
of
cases,
hopeless
apparently
enemies of Hie and looks. In ns since
White Cleansing Cream removes all dirt
inhalers, douches, opium preparations, fumes,
and impurities from the pores makes the
1696. All druggists, three sizes.
"patent smokes, etc., have failed. We want
skin soft and velvety.
to show everyone at our expense, that our
At a meeting of the fo 'tball Look lor the mm. Cold Modal on mir
method ia designed to end all difficult breathBlack and White Beauty Bleach 50c;
Dos era accept no imitation
and all those terrible squad of the university ' Ail Tues
ing, all wheezing,
Soap 25c and Cleansing Cream 25c and
paroxysms.
Oreenleaf wa
50c, are sold and guaranteed by ail good
Frank
day
night,
to
la
a
too
This
offer
free
neglect
drug and department stores.
The Rev. C. C. Higbee, recently single day. Write now important
and begin the method elected to the captaincy of the
Write Dept. D, Plough, Memphis, Tenn. assigned to Albuquerque as pastor at once. Send no money. Simply mail coupon team for its 1921 season.
for a copy of your Birthday Book and of the Methodist
Greenleaf's election had hei n ex- - Cuticiira Scap Is Ideal
church, South, below. Do it Today you do not even pay
postage.
leaflet which tells all about Black and has arrived in the city, accompanppcted, since this is his fourth year
White Toilet Preparations,
of varsity football with the TT. N.
ied by his wife and '. ur children,
FREE TRIAL COUPON
Baby's Daily Bath
M. squad. He has been one of the
three girls and one boy. They mofrom Carrlzozo, FRONTIER ASTHMA CO., RoomKS-- Y. mainstays of the line for the past
tored through
Niagara and Hudson Sts., Buffalo, N.
three years, and was named all- where Mr. Higbee was stationed
Send free trial of your method to:
southwestern tackle last fall. Pis
last year as pastor. Their furniwork in the pme with Colorado
ture, which was being transported
college at Colorado "Tings last
by motor truck, was expected to
arrive last night. Within the next
Saturday was given especial comat
will
be locate!
mendation by the Colo.-adfew days they
Springs
Para-iyphoi-

3- -

DANDER!

"Dan-derln-

London, Oct. 19 (by the
In
Tress.) Tho situation
England, as regards trade and un
employment Is worse than at any
time since tho end of the Napol-coni- o
wars, declared Prime Minister Lloyd George In the house of
commons today, In outlining the
government's policy on these two
subjects.
At present, he Bald, there are
1,750.000 persons unemployed and
added that the greatest unemploy
ment, to the extent of 17 per cent,
was In tho metal trades.
Ho declared that tho cause for
this situation could all be summed
up In one word war.
rinn of Alleviation.
As a part of the government's
of
alleviation, he said, the
plan
government proposed to ask parlia
ment for an appropriation of
another 300.000 to enable
men to emigrate to the domin
ions, whither he said 60,000 ai
ready had settled with government
assistance.
Turning to the question of trade,
Mr. Lloyd George said there were
undoubted signs of revival in some
of the most important industries
of England, hut that also there
were .very important industries
which were not showing signs of
revival. Ho said it was true that
trade was beginning to move, but
that a man would have to be very
sanguine who could predict a return to normal conditions at- an
early date. He added that- the
government proposed to America
the export credit scheme.
It
Mr. Lloyd George declared
was obvious that neither the excould
porter nor the importer
build upon "an acrobatic basis of
It was proposed, he
exchange."
to
said, to raise the guarantee
traders from 85 per cent to 100 per
cent and to fix ft maximum for
each firm to be determined by an
He said the
advisory committee.
first proposal of the export credit
scheme was that it should apply
to countries whose credit was practically destroyed by the war, but
that it now was proposed to extend
includln3
it to other countries,
those of the British empire.
CV.st of Production.
The premier also said the cost
of production was too high and
that a second difficulty was that
of raising capital for some enterprises. He declared the government proposed to assume power on
certain conditions, to guarantee
the the payment of interest on
loans to tho ariount of 25,000,000
to be raised for purposes of carrying out capital undertakings,
the
providing employment or for
purchase of materials for manualso
The government
factures.
proposed, he Bald, to allocate
of
assistance
10,000,000 for the
relief work,., forestry and land
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This is ARCOLA Week

papers.
for
The captaincy of the tea-this season was left vacant when
t,
captain-elecDwight McClure, the
failed to return to school at the
opening of the semester.
i

Many dealers' stores are keeping open evenings so that
you and she may see ARCOtA together

MILITARY MOVEMENT
REPORTED
AGAIMST
PORTUGESE REGIME

ftili

I

WmM)
WmUMmff
W22?$.V2T4li

KjlWi
W$mm

(Br The Associated Press.)
Txmdon. Oct. 20. A military
movement 'against the Portuguese government broke out in
Lisbon
yesterday (Wedr
according to a Vigo disto
the London Times.
patch
The troops seized strategic
positions in the city and environs.

Flavoris to coffee

wml
M
II

CO.

what happiness
is to life, The
more happiness

I

'

the better
the more flavor

thebettercoffee:

'

II

London, Oct. 19. The Portuguese government ha -- eslgned ae
a result of a successful military
movement without bloodshed, says
a Reuter dispatch from Lisbon.
A new ministry will probably be
formed with the
. M. Coolho. as premier.

PHOENIX TEMPERATURES
HIGHEST IN 26 YEARS
(n.T Tbe Associated Tress.)

Phoenix,

Ariz.

19.

Oct.

Tem

peratures hert for the last three
days has been higher than on any
the
corresponding datee during
twenty-si- x
years ' that t"i Unitel
States wei.ther
ureau has been
' the temp
keeping a record
In this city. Testerday and
today the highest temperatures recorded were 100 degrees while cn
Monday thj thermometer went to
98. The highest previous temperatures for these day
were: October
17,. 93; October

1,

97.

18,

94;

Engineer is
YOUR Heating
open house this week

There is nothing more refreshing for baby than a warm bath
with Cuticura Soap. If his
skin is irritated or rashy gently touch any irritation with
Cuticura Ointment after bathing. Cuticura Talcum is also
excellent for baby's skin.
aaebluirrMkraTaD. t'MrM'WknUa.

SoldaTenr-whar- a.
ratorla.Dp.lS,MalduiS,Mau."
Oinanant26and 60a. TalramZbs.
raSoapgc.
Soap shavos without snug.

ARCOLA Week. You and she
are invited to go together to see

,

Accept your Heating Engineer's

ARCOLA.

invitation. You will see a heating
And what does thi3 invitation outfit different from any you have

mean?

ever known. ARCOLA adds from
two
its cost to the
It means money in the bank for valuetooffive times
home
just as IDEAL
you. For ARCOLA will reduce your Boilers your
and
AMERICAN
larger
fuel consumption, room for room,
Radiator
far more
add
systems
an average of
as comthan
their
co9t
the
value of
to
hot-air
furpared with stoves or
naces. You can put into the bank larger buildings. It burns any
one third of what you have been kind of fuel and under the ex
pert direction
into the fire.
-

,

one-thir- d

--

Albuquerque
Plumbing and
Heating Co.
A. L. Staehlin, Prop.'
511 W. Central Phone 179

October

For a Weak Digestion.
No medicine can replace food,
but Chamberlain's
Tablets will
help you to digest your food. It
U'tiot tho quantity of food taken
that gives strength tnd vigor to
the system, but the amount digested and assimll. tod. If troubled
with a weak digestion, give Chamberlain's Tablet a trial. Thousands have been benefited by their
use.

connected with the kitchen tank,
heats your water as well as it heats
x
your whole house.

putting

It

.a

of your Heat-

means a
house ing Engineer,
instead of a house hot in J spots it can be deand cold everywhereelse. It m eans livered, set up,
all the hot water vou want for and putto work
washing and bathing. For ARCOLA. f at once.
warm-all-ov-

er

"AM

Sec ARCOLA Today ot Toatglit
The red and yellow card at tbe right If the sign ot a Heating or Sanitary
Engineer (you used to call him Stearafitter or Plumber) who can snow
you ARCOLA. Look for it in bit window.
It will pay you to consult him twice year as yon do your Doctor or
Dentist. To have him examine and report on your heating and plumbing
com little. It may ave you a great deal. '

I

I
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.Price on Areola Installations Gladly
Furnished

AMERICMRADlATORrOMPANy
Makers

402 17th Street

of the famom

IDEAL Boilers

and AMERICAN Radiators

Denver, Colorado

.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal
'

AN INDEPENDENT

'

NEWSPAPER

the hope that his sight may be restored. And his
longing for vision is so intense that he fears to entertain "hope, lest he be overwhelmed by the bitter
ness of disappointment if the physician falls. He
sometimes thinks that he sees things dimly, but
warns himself to bo on guard and not let himself
be deluded by his imagination.
The former senator believes that if his vision Is
restored the process will be like tho movement of
the hands of a clock so gradual that the different
This is unllki
steps will hardly be distinguishable.
the way In which the fiction writers bring back
vision to their blind heroes, but it is not devoid of
dramatic possibilities. If the treatment should bo
succqpsful, it will be interesting to learn Mr. Gore's
impression of the things that he will Bee for the
first time. Many remarkable things have come into
the world since he lost his sight. It will be to him
virtually a new world.
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"The Morning Journal haa a higher circulation
rating than Is accorded to any other paper In New
Meico." The American
Directory.
Newspaper
The only paper in New Mexico Issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
WINNING CARRYING TRADE.
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use, for
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
Chairman Lasker of the shipping board points
the local news published herein.
out that building up a merchant marine is not to
October 20, 1921 be done by wishing. "Obviously, we cannot gain
THURSDAY
trade on the seas without displacing the existing
trade enjoyed by foreign ships," he said. "And
MORE ABOUT TOE TRIBUNE LIBEL SUIT.
these foreigners are ever at work, silently but sureThe Journal is in receipt of fuller information ly, in their national interest for which we cannot
than was contained in the press dispatches con- blame them to undermine the possibility of an
merchant marine.
cerning the decision in the libel suit of the City of American
The opposition of foreigners should be an incen
Chicago against the Chicago Tribune. Our Interest
In the matter grows out of the present effort in tive to American enthusiasm for every constructive
Mr. Lasker
New Mexico to curb the freedom of the press endeavor of the shipping board. As
deof
the
country
well
the
future
prosperity
says,
of
libel suits brought against
through the medium
in estab
achieved
of
Buccess
on
the
degree
pends
the Journal.
desirable
As these suits were originally brought against lishing a merchant fleet. It is not merely
us we had no serious objection to them. It was that we sell surplus goods abroad and carry them
in ehlp4of our own. It is nearly imperareally, a rather personal matter between Messrs. to market
do so, for the trade war upon which
we
tive
that
Raynolds and McMillen and the Journal. We wore
seems to be embarking makes it absowilling to leave the matter to a jury. If we had the world
be insaid false and malicious things concerning these lutely essential that every possible economy
stituted.
to
we
were
be
held
gentlemen
willing
responsible.
Mr. Lasker deplores the impatience of some
We refrained from all discussion of the facts, pendand the Indifference of others. He calls
Americans
ing a Judicial decision.
of Kansas, the miner of Arizona,
But the amended
complaints are different. upon "the farmer
These gentlemen evidently did not know In the be and the Industrial worker of Indiana" to recognizo
Is in a measure de
ginning Just how they considered themselves libelled, that his continuous employment
of
production to for'
surplus
upon
carrying
pendent
own
in
their
although they were sufficiently certain
the miners and
Can
the
farmers,
markets.
eign
minds that they had been injured to justify beginworkers of the interior be made to see the
ning some kind of libel suits. They sued us for factory
one libel to begin with and for a different one In point? Their awakening fhould be easier than It
would have been a few years ago. The war has
the amended complaints.
"iAt pressnt they wish to complain that the Jour- broadened many viewpoints.
nal classed them with a "gang" In New Mexico and,
by inference, charged them personally with all the
A former American diplomat sees the Balkan
evil deeds we have ever charged against any mem on another war verge, but everybody is so fed up
ber of a gang. So they wish to bring every cdi- - on precipice struggles that the Hhow inny be a
torial utterance of the Journal for eighteen month.' frost.
in issue. To read those utterances to a Jury woull
require weeks. Such suits would weigh us down
with the expense of the litigation. If these men!
can maintain such a suit there is no reason whv
anyone who conceives that his name has been ron- I EAT II.
nAffteri rpmntetv nr infprentlnltv with the "irnn""
I am
for
cannot maintain a libel suit, claiming that nil
the white winds to come,
waiting
dust
White with tin?
have charged against the "gang" Is imjiutfd to him.
That has withered under hoofs and feet,
Fifty suits, as easily as two, can be maintained
blow
their sleep
White with the mountains that
against us for these same utterances, If such a conInto the sea.
I nm waiting for the white winds to come.
struction of the law can be established. It can he
Lifting their hands as whUe women clad for
seen that such an Interpretation of the law would
the i loon:
permit any newspaper to be smothered into silenc
And soon, ah soon.
by the sheer expenses of the litigation.
Lifting my heart to be nslies and wind.
Louveine A' r in Poetry.
,.; Because of the power which it would give to
crush newspapers, the Chicago Judge held that
cities could not maintain libel suits. He decided
that any interpretation of the law which would
coerce newspapers into silence is contrary to a
THEY'LL BE DISARMED ANYWAY.
sound public policy. Listen to these quotations from
If the Moorish tribesmen don't hurry they won't
,
decision:
hip
to the disi have three men left to send as delegates
armament conference. Indianapolis News.
the
action
in
not
is
with
'This
genius,
harmony
t.
anYrlt BtiA ntitftnt
nt mil Inntltiitlnna
OR FOR BERGDOLL'S RETURN.
Those 3,500 persons who think they've lived a
; "It fits in rather with the genius of the rulers hundred
years are the ones who've been waiting for
who conceived law not in the purity of love for Mr.
Washington
Bryan to bo elected president.
Justice but in the lustful passion for undisturbed Post.
power.
SURE PROFITEERS LIE.
.
"It will, therefore, be unnecessary to consider
Profiteering in pruneH is said to lie somewhere
the. other questions involved."
between California and Chicago. Which is as near
as most profiteering investigation gets. Pittsburgh
Judge Fisher took up Attorney Kirkland's first Dispatch.
,
and principal contention that the action was not
maintainable, that to allow a recovery would violate
the freedom of the press guaranteod by the con4

5

VERSE OF TODAY

v

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

stitution.
.,
It was to this point that he devoted himself
almost entirely and upon this argument that he
based his decision.

"Stripped of all elaborate argument," he said
in this connection, "the fact remains that, if this
action is maintainable, then public officials have in
their power one of the most effective instruments
with which to intimidate the press and to silence
their enemies.
"It is a weapon to be held over the head o!
every one who dares print or speak unfavorably
of the men in power.
"It is not the sanctioning of falsehood, it is the
protection of tho right to speak the truth, the exercise of which right would become very hazardous
if actions such as this could be maintained. For
fear of publishing an occasional falsehood accidentally, men would refrain from telling the truth.
"The court has no more sympathy with newspapers indulging in scandal and defamation than
have the most bitter assailants of the press. But
the remedy is not to be found in new laws suppressing publication.
"Such laws would merely result in suppressing
the only remedy for the evil publication of the
truth even of the press.
"Fortunately," he said, "while the good the press
is capable of rendering, if unafraid, is without limit,
the harm it can do has Its own limitations.
"The press is dependent for its success, for its
very existence almost, upon public confidence. It
must cater to public sentiment even as it labors to
build it up. It cannot indulge long In falsehood)
without suffering the loss of that confidence from
which alone comes its power, its prestige, and its

reward,

PANAMA AND MINGO.
(From the New York Times.)
One main difference between the labor conditions at Panama and in West Virginia does noi
occur to Mr. Gompers. His idea seem; to be that
the Panama canal was built to provide wages for
labor unionists primarily, and ho does not see that
the attitude of the government toward the unions
In
must differ from that of private employers.
Mingo county the coal mine are privately owned,cmto
owners
but the unions seek to compel the
There are
ploy none but unionists.
working in the mines there, and the workers are
not heard in complaint of conditions of employment. But the unions seek to regulate the conditions of employment and resent the enforcement
of law. It Is difficult to establish there the law that
all citizens have equal rights to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness by earning their livelihood
in their own way.
There can be no such difficulty at Panama.
There all citizens are equal in the view of the administrators of a public utility owned and operated
Organized labor is ill advised
by the government.
in opposing the open shop in a matter which promThe quesises a saving of t 5, 00,000 to taxpayers.
tion of economy Is less Important than the question
of the equality of all men in government employment. President Roosevelt settled that personally,
and his anthracite commission made an unanswerable declaration regarding the recognition of union
labor to the exclusion of other labor. It suits Mr.
Gompers to enlarge upon the enormity of employing cheap alien labor instead of dear union labor.
But the iniquity of operating the Panama canal In
the most expensive manner rivals it. Mr. Gompers
thinks the country is "affronted" by the discharge
of 7,000 unnecessary wagj wa.ters and tax eaters,
6,000 aliens to 1,000 Americans, and by the proposal that the canal employment shall be open to
all men under conditions fixed by the government.
These conditions of employment will be subject to
fair criticism, but the country will be affronted by
opposition to the reduction of the costs of a public
expenses ancv
enterprise which does not earn us no
lament over
havlna- cost a half billion. There Is
cost of construction, but whoever is responsible for
undue cost of operation is on the wrong side of
public opinion.
C

-

"On the other hand, the harm which would certainly result to the community from an officialdom
unrestrained by fear of publicity is Incalculable."
The Journal holds with this judge that defamation of private character should be sternly punished.
For that purpose, and no other, libel laws should
exist Whenever such laws can be used by officials,
members of invisible government, or powerful
of special privilege, to intimidate newspapers which discuss public evils, official or unofficial, it is Indeed contrary to "the genius, spirit,
tod objects of our institutions."
Will the libel law bs so construed as to put in the
hands of an unofficial, invisible but
government, ths power to destroy the freedom of
the press to discuss publlo wrongs?
Whether Messrs. Raynolds and McMillen are
seeking such an interpretation of the law wittingly
The legal conseor; unwittingly, is immaterial.
quences, in case their contention is upheld, would
b destructive to ths constitutional guarantee of the
freedom of the press. Designing men, seeking to
perpetuate undisturbed, their pernicious power,
could avail themselves of that decision.

Bedtime Storieb
For Little Ones
By Howard B. Darts

THE CASE OF SENATOR CORE.
'
One of those dramatic situations
novelists and scenario writers are so
realised in the case of former Senator
sines boyhood, he is now undergoing

of which the
fond is belnp;
Gore. Blind

treatment
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Denver Livestock.
Denver, Oct. 19. Cattle Re
2,800.
Market dull, 15c to
ceipts
25o lower.
Beef steers, $4.75 $
5.75: cows and heifers, $3.00(ii)4.75
calves, $6.00c 9.00; bulls, $2.75)
4.50; stockcrs and feeders, $4.00

60c

(Copyright

TiMtL )

ed, were helpful to tho bulls early,
but appeared to be altogether
Ignored later.
Corn and oats reflected wheat,
but kept within a narrow
There was an active i.emand from
shippers for corn to load and hold
Provisions were governed largely
by the course of grain.
Closing prices:
Wheat
Dec. $1.03H; May,
11.0814.
Corn Dec, 451c; May,
Oats Dec, 32c; May. 36c.
Pork Jan., $15.00.
Ijird J.m., $8.62; March. $8.85
Ribs Jan., $7.45; May. $7.82

Phone
(Bj The Associated frnl.)
WANTED
Washing ana Ironing; reason19.
New
The
stock
Oct.
York,
1921.
McClure
by
Copyright,
able prlcei. Phone 918-market today gave no positive out
Newspaper Syndicate.
STOVES POLISHED and act up.
5.75.
ward manifestation of the more
Bedding Co., phnne 471.
Hogs Receipts 500. Market 15c
UNCLE WIGGILY AND JACKIE'S
WANTED
to
25c
To buy two Whlto Plymouth.
of
lower.
the
Dulk,
railroad
Top, $8.50;
encouraging aspects
HONE.
Rock cockerels. Phone 2317-8.25.
16.26
situation.
Dealings were moderate and
Sheep Receipts 10,000. Market IF YOU WANT anything hauled,. call
"Where's my rheumatism crutch
Mitchell
Transfer, phone i058-Jsteady to 25c lower. Jjimbs, $6.60
covering in certain branches
if you please, Nurse Jane?" asked short
or tho list, Pullman for example,
feeder Foil PAINTING, paper hanging, tint7.50; ewes $2.25(9 3.75;
Uncle WlgRlly one morning as he was offset
lambs, $5.75 7.00.
ing and furniture refinlshlng caW 66.
was ready to hop from his hollow In other by professional pressure
WANTED
quarters, notably steels,
Washing and ironing to taka
stump bungalow to look for an ad- leathers, rubbers
1U5 Kast Coal, phone 1505-home.
and chemicals.
venture.
ARTESIA BALL TEAM
Declaration of the regular divi
WANTED
Your garbage. Phone
"Why, Isn't It where It always dend on Pullman for (he two quaror write C W. Hunter, general delivery.
NEW YORK COTTOX.
DEFEATS CARLSBAD
is?" asked the muskrat lady house- ters not only cancelled yesterday's
HAULINU ot
all kinds. Scavengerlng
keeper as she tied her whiskers in
and tranaferlng.
723 East Iron, phona
recession, but left a substanNew York, Oct. 19. Cotton fu (Special CorrMpondtnee to The Journal )
.
a double bow knot, for she was go- sharp
tial net gain. Other equipments tures closed
Artesla. N. M., Oct. 19. The Af WANT."1
steady. Dec, 18.3
ing to dust the parlor.
and most of the steels were heavy.
chest; must
to be reasonable; statsoedar
"Thai's the trouble," went on however, in
May, tesla baseball nine journeyed
of poor Jan., 18.08: March. 17.89;
else and price.
defeat
and
administered
Carlsbad
Mr. Longears, as he twinkled his statements foranticipation
A.
care
J.
Address
17.10.
W.,
Journal.
the third quarter.
17.50; July,
to the team of that town In a re- WANTED Money to loan on
s
pink nose sideways. "If I always
Halls and oils made a variable
sen
turn game of the
LIBERTY BONDS.
real estate: 12,000, 13,000, 15,000, 16,000.
kept it In one place I could find it gain, in no important case extendries. Artesia won both games, W. H. McMUUon, 206 West Gold.
more easily. But I left it on the ing beyond one or two points. Spe
New York, Oct 19. Liberty traveling off with the long end of VtEl.DINU AND CUT'l'INU ut
cialties of the types represented by
piano, and "
9 to 2 score in the last game.
also welders' supplies and carbide for
"And I lifted it off and put it in Virginia Iron, Conl and Coke and bonds closed:
$91.64; Clrst 4s, theThe
the umbrella rack," interrupted National Cloak and Suit preferred, $92.60; second 4s, $94.20;
game was played before a sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1947-first
Good size second hand doors'
for
both
rooters
WANTED
Nurse- - Jane.
of
"I haven't seen it were decidedly strong on limited
large crowd
Must be In good con
$92.78; second
and windou-s$92.24; teams. Carlsbad opened the fire
since, but I'll help you look for it, transactions.
Sales, 600,000 shares.
works by scoring in the Initial in dition. Beat prices for cash. Phona
$94.54; fourth
The only feature of the call third
Wlggy."
1381.
So the muskrat lady housekeep
money market, which opened at $92.42; Victory
$99.38; Vic ning. The score was tied In the MAX UAHUA1N bTOHB.
at Sib buutn
second frame. Brown, stellar Tex
er hunted all over the hollow 4H per cent but dropped to 4 per tory
$99.40.
First, will par the highest prices for
as league twlrlcr, was in the box,
cent
was
at
the
abundance
of
noon,
so
did Uncle
stump bungalow and
shots and
your
clothing,
.
opposing the Artesia sluggers, but
offerings, these being augmented
NEW YORK MONEY.
was not very effective. Bralnpra, furniture. Phone IS8.
by another inflow from the inRUG CLEANERS
terior. Brokers reported offerings
New York, Oct. 19. Call money star shortstop of the Columbus MATTRESSES renovated. J3.60 and tip.
club in the American association,
of two and three month money at a
furniture
repaired and packed. Ervin
4
and
Easy.
High
ruling rate,
narked one of Brown's fast ones in
shade under prevailing quotations
Co., phone 471.
and a better demand for short per cent; low and last loan, 4 per tho third with two men on bases. Bedding
KIN lljri INU It Is
KODAK
to 4 per cent. Two more runs were scored by the bETTElt
cent; cloning bid, S
bank acceptances.
batter. Return postage paid on mall
same
in
team
this
the
British
Time
of
loans
valley
upper
preRegardless
order. The Barnum Btudto. til West
Steady. Sixty and
mier's pessimistic utterances in the so days and six months. 6
Every Artesia player con Hentral. Albuquerque, N. U.
to Btt frame.
nected with the horsehide for a KUKNieuRE repairing, upholstering, bed
house of commons, sterling ex- per cent; prime mercantile
paper, safe hit: a total of fourteen hits and picture frames, bronslng, enamel
change rose substantially over yesio or per cent.
forthe club. Niel, big center rieia-e- r ing, car cushions, hall cushions. Satis
terday's depression and German
secured four hits out of five faction guaranteed. J. H. Austin, 1203
marks were appreciably better, deFOREIGN EXCHANGE.
.
of North First, phone
trips to the plate. The work
spite the demoralization
reported
or tne WANTED
Bralnerd
and Manda,
Careful Kodak finishing.
from Berlin. Other European reNew York. Oct. 19. Foreign ex
Twice dally servlcs. Remember, satis
mittances tended toward firmness, change Irregular.
league, was high class
Great Britain Northwest
Send your finlabtng
faction guaranteed.
for the local nine.
but Far Eastern rates, especially demand,
cables,
to
$3.91;
$3.92.
s reliable, established firm. Hanoa
Fessler was the individual star
Shanghai, reacted on the further France demand, 7.20; cables,
Master
Hanns.
Photographers. decline of bar silver.
7.21.
demand $3.90; cables, for the Carlsbad nine, securing one
His
Some Liberty Issue
hardened 3.91. Italy
bases.
three
and
hit
stealing
FOR RENT Office Rooms
Belgian
demand, V.08;
materially and other domestic is- cables, 7.09. Germany demand, steal home in the third was sensao
RENT Allraclive
oriice, steam
4
.
sues were mostly better.
tional. Only five hits were se- sou
Among
Holland
de
cables,
water
furnished.
and
heat, light
y
f
international issues several Euro- mand, 34.10; cables, 34.16. Norway cured off Martin, Artesia twlrler. Wright
opposite
postofflce.
building,
were:
The
for
the
batteries
game
pean municipals strengthened, but demand, 12.45.
Sweden demand,
FOR
RENT Office rooms; heat an3
Mexican 4s and Bs were weak, with 23.20.
bono,
Denmark
demand, 19.10. Artesia, Martin and Kuykendall;
water; above Matson's store. Central
Cuba Pane 7s. Total sales, par Switzerland demand. 18.66. Spain Carlsbad, Brown and Stewart
avenue. Inquire J. Korber's Auto de
Wigsily, but ni'ithiT hide nor linir value, JIB, 375, 000.
partment.
Greece demand,
demand, 13.22.
of that rheumatism crutch could
One week of manual and agri
4.35.
13.62.
Closing rrices:
Argentina
demand,
CARPENTERING
28
they find
American Can
Brazil demand, 13.00. Montreal, cultural labor is in future to be
"Can't you get along without American Smelting & Ref'g., 36
included in the year's work of PETTIFORD TUB ODD JOB MAN.
It?" asked Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy.
for
boys
school,
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 36 Tl
every Bulgarian
Anv kind of work.
Phone 17.J.
"Well, my rheumatism Is pain- American Tel. & Tel
108
and girls alike.
NEW YORK 5IETALS.
WANTED
Odd jobs carpentering, paint
9
ing mo this morning," answered American Zinc
roof
ing and
repairing. Phone 145S-the bunny gentleman.
"Hut if 1 Anarorn'.a
38
New York. Oct. 19. Copper
OR
ROOF
FOR HOUSE
PAINTING:
had something to lean on I'd bo Atchison Copper
85
LEGAL NOTICE
Steady. Electrolytic, spot and nearwork:
reasonable prices.
all right."
36 U by, 13c; later, 13!J13c.
Baltimore & Ohio
1020
T.
Brown.
South
Brosdwsv.
George
OF EXECUTRIX.
BINi
"I'll fix up the broomstick for Bethlehem Stool "B"
Tin Firm. Snot and nearby, In NOTICE
BUILDING or having your
the Matter of the Estate of John BEFORE
40
3S4-you," offered the muskrat lady. California Petroleum
house
our
$28.25; futures, $28.62.
call
repaired,
figures
Nlcklas, Deceased.
S'o I'lin wound
a soft dust
HI
Iron Steady, unchanged.
iiik Canadian Pacific
may Interest you; no Job too large or too
Notice is hereby given that smalt.
26
around tile sweeping end of the Central Leather
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70 4.76. SoDhie
of the
broom.
S34
Zinc Firm. East St. Louis de- estate Nlcklas. Executrixdeceased,
l'utting that under hi." Chesapeake & Ohio
of John Nlcklas,
MATTRESS RENOVATING
23
paw. I'ncln Wiegily limped forth; Chinaco. Mil. & St. Paul
livery, spot $4.70 3 4.75.
has filed in the Probate Court of ATI It CSS
241
leaning the wooden handlo part Chino Copper
Antimony Spot, $5.00 5.25.
INNOVATING, Si.bQ and up.
her
New
Bernalillo
Mexico,
County,
on the ground.
Crucible Steel
furniture repairing, fur- Rug
Foreign bar silver, 69 c,
final report as such Executrix and nitur cleaning,
6 Vn
"It's (Unmet an pood as my red, Cul a Cane Sugar
Mexican dollars, 53 c.
packing. Phone 471. Ervin Bed
the Court has appointed Thursday, ding Company.
12 M
white mill blue striped crutch," Krie
the 17th day of November, 1921, as
"1
the bunny gentleman. Croat Northern nfil
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
laughed
the day for hearing objections, if
34
TYPEWRITERS
"Hut 1 would like to know what Inspira'ion Copper
anv
be to the approval of
4fi'i
became of that. I suppose some Int. Mer. Marino pfd
1't.vVUl I EHb A n makes overhauled
Chicago, Oct. 19. Butter Mar- said there
final
and
the
discharge
20
report
J
44
Ex- of the minimi children may have Konnecott Copper . .
chine.
ket lower. Creamery extras,
Albuquerque
Typewriter
said Executrix.
95 i
and repaired
Ribbons for everr rrm- taken It to jump rope with."
Mexican rotroloum
firsts, 3542c; seconds. 31 of Witness
44c;
of
seal
803-122 South Fourth.
my hand and the
change, phona
22H
34c; standards, 39c.
"Oh, W'lggv!" said Nurse Jane. Miami Copper
Probate Court this 15th day
18V4
"What tin idea!
I'll find that Missouri Pacific
Receipts said
Eggs Market higher.
1921.
f
71
October,
44
ordicrutch when 1 sweep."
47c;
New York Central
4,820 rases. Firsts,
CROLLOTT,
73
Hut che did not, and though ev- Northern Pacific
torney Is T. J. Mabry. whose post- nary firsts, 4041c; miscellaneous. (Seal)Clerk ofFRED
Said Probate Court.
34T& 43 IS 44c; refrigerator extras, 32
office address is Albuquerque, N. M.
ery day during the next week she Pennsylvania
12
.
NOTICE.
and Mr. Longears took turns look- P.ay Consolidated Copper. ..
(3 33c;
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Seal)
refrigerator firsts, 31
68
.
32c.
Last Will and Testament of David
Clerk.
ing for the rheumatism helper, It Treading
44
ReSteel
&
Market
easier.
Deceased.
Tron
could not be fonnd.
Weiller
HARRY
Potatoes
F. LEE. Deputy.
By
Republic
2"
Sinclair Oil & Refining
"Well, I'll give up find gnaw l
ceipts 117 cars. Wisconsin and To Ida Weiller. Albuquerque, New
NOTICE OF SUIT,
77 Vt Minnesota white, $1.750'2.OO cwt:
a new one out of a cornstalk." Southern Pacific
Mexico: Cathleen Weiller, AlbuNo. 13052.
19
Dakota white, $1.50 01.85
said tho bunny gentleman, which Southern Railway
South
querque, New Mexico; Congrega72
New State of New Mexico. County of
he did.
tion .Albert, Albuquetque,
Ftudehnkcr Corporation
cwt.; sacked Red river Olios, $1.85
Pfaffen-hofeBernalillo. In the District Court.
39
1.90 cwt.
2.00 cwt; bulk, $1.76
It was about a week after this Texns Company
Mexico; Mathilde Well,
63
Kuzuoka,
Pauline Well, Frank
Plaintiff, vs.
that I'nelo Wlggily was hopping Tobacco Products
Alsace;
Amalla Rico Kuzuoka, Defendto
All
to
KANSAS
PRODUCE.
a
of
and
CITY
all
.119
woods
Marmoutier, Alsace,
Tnion Pacific
when,
through thf
ant.
77
Whom It May Concern, Greetsudden, he heard a cry of:
T'nlted States Steel
To the Above Named Defendant:
51
Kansas City, Oct. 19 Butter and
I'tah Copper
ings:
"Help! Help! Help!"
Tou are hereby notified that a
rabthe
You are hereby notified that
"My goodness," thought the
poultry unchanged.
43c; alleged Last Will and Testament of suit has been filed against you in
bit gentleman, as he twinkled his CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Eggs F'rsts lc higher.
seconds unchanged, 30c.
David Weiller, deceased, late of the the said Court and County by the
pink nose anxious like. "Pome one
is in trouble. I must help that
County of Bernalillo and State of above named plaintiff, in which
Chlcngo, Oct 19. Wheat dropor
LIVESTOCK MARKETS,
the ped today to new low record prices
New Mexico, was produced and the said plaintiff prays for absolute
is, if It isn't the Fuzzy Fox
read In the Probate Court of the divorce on the grounds of abanWoozie Wolf. I'll look through for 1921.
Lloyd George's speech
And you are further
the bushes first."
on unemployment was followed by
Chicago Livestock.
County of Bernalillo. State of New donment.
19. Cattle Re- Mexico, on the 13th day of October, notified that unless you enter or
After peeking around the cor- selling, that turned the market
Chicago, Oct.
y
cause
'Aig-gllto
be
Desirable
of
entered your appearthe proving
ner of a lollypop tree. I"n;ii
yearlings 1921 and the day
sharply down grade. Closing quo- ceipts 14,000.
saw only Jackie How Wow, tations wero heavy, 114 c to 2c net and few best handy and prime of said alleged Last Will and Testa- ance in said cause on or before the
to heavy steers steady; others and she ment was thereupon fixed for 14th day of November, A. D. 1921
the puppy dog boy, digging in the lower with December $1.03
Top Thursday, the 17th day of Novem- judgment will be entered in said
dirt of the forest.
and May $1.08 to $1.08. stock mostly 15c to 2SC lower.1.702$1.03
o to
c oats finished venriines. $12.00: prime
ber, A. D. 1921, at 10 o'clock In cause against you by default and
"Why, Jackie! What's tho mat- Corn lost
beef
bulk
the relief prayed for granted.
for
c
call
did
steers,
$9.40;
off
and
forenoon of said day.
to
lulpV"
ter? Why
you
the
provl- pound
unchanged
The name of the plaintiff's attorGiven under nv hand and the
asked Uncle WIgglly.
slons- unchanged to a decline of steers. $6.00 9.50: bulls steady to
"Because I need help!" lurked 37c.
strong; calves strong; stockers and seal of this court, this 17th day of ney is John W. Wilson, whose
found
D.
address is Albuquerque. N. M.
1921.
the biggest
"I've
Jackie.
The chief selling came during the feeder steady.
October, A.
Market (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
bone in all the world, but I can't last half hour, and found the marHogfs Receipts 16,000.
Clerk.
ket practically without support. slow, 10c to 25c lower than yestercounty
dig It up alone!"
"I'll help you," offered Uncle The east and the northwest were day's average. Light and light In the Probate Court of Bernalillo By HARRY F. LEE. Deputy.
Is
mo
whero
butchers.
it
$8.008.25: top early,
WIgglly. "Show
especially prompt in taking to the
Countv. New Mexico.
4 248b
Jackie."
bear side. Shorts had covered $8.35: bulk light and light butch- In the Matter of the Estate of John
(REPUBLICATION.)
puppy freely in the earlier trading, and ers, $8. 00fi8.25; bulk 275 to
NOTICE
PUBLICATION.
FOB
"Right here," replied the
D. Corhan, Deceased.
butcher sows, $7.26 7. B0;
"I've uncovered one end as a result there had been a decid
chap.
Notice is hereby given that the Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land6.
a
$6.25
sows,
such
bulk
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct,
of the big hone, but it's
heavy packing
ed rally from the extreme weakness
undersigned was, on the 29th day
1921.
long one we'll have to take the dirt which had developed in tne last 6.65; pigs lOcr to 13c lower; bulk of September, 1921, duly appointed
Notice ta hereby given that Baloma
off the whole of it before we can few days. When profit taking by desirable, $8.00 8.25.
ot Montoya
estate
of
the
Administratrix
y Chavez, of Alameda. N, M..
OpenSheep Receipts 45,000.
get it out."
shorts had about ended, however,
D. Corhan, deceased, by the who, on December 7. 1917, made homeJohn
Jackie pointed to sometning no other uylng orders were in ing very slow. First sales fat native Probate Court of Bernalillo County, stead entry, No. 034338, for K'4 SE'A,
$7.50
7.75; and
white Just showing through a hole sight. It was at this juncture that Iambs to packers,
BE'A, Et, 8B'4 NW'i BE'4,
having qualified as such Ad EJ, SWH
the puppy dog boy had dug in tre word of the Lloyd ueorge speecn westerns at $8.00. steady to 25c ministratrix,
27, township 9 N., range 6 E.,
all persons having section
sold
N. M. P. meridian, has filed notice ot
early: talking claims
ground with his paws, and then attracted attention. Then values lower, best not
said
of
estate
the
against
r
to make
proof, to
Uncle WIgglly began to make the descended rapidly, and the close big, 25c lower on feeder .lambs,
decedent are hereby notified and Intention
establish claim to the land above dedirt fly.
was almost at the bottom level.
same
to
to
the
Althe
S.
required
U.
present
before
scribed,
Commissioner,
Kansas City Livestock.
"My! This is a big bone, Jaekl-undersigned in the manner and buquerque. N. M., on November 14, 1921.
Mr. Longears,
Kansas City, Oct. 19. Cattle
boy!" exclaimed
law.
namea
as
time
Claimant
within
witnesses:
the
Qulrinn
prescribed by
when he had dug quite some time,
"Oh, what a dandy big bone I Receipts 19,000. Beef steers steady
Coulter, Jacobo Medina, Auguatln Alfaraa,
FANNIE D. CORHAN,
to 25o lower. Top yearlings and (Seal)
and still there was more of the found!" barked Jackie.
Nestor Pachecho, all of Chllilll, N. M.
Administratrix.
"Bone!" laughed Uncle Wiggily, medium weights, $9.75: other sales,
A. M. BEROBRB. Register.
long white thing under ground
Dated October 4th. 1981.
as he took a good look. "That's $4.269; calves steady to strong,
than outside.
NOTICE OF SUIT.
About Colds.
"It's a dandy bone!" barked my rheusiatism crutch that I miss- practical top on vealers, $9.60;
No. 12996.
Just because you have had many
Jackie.
"Here comes my brother ed two weeks ago. The bad Fox heavy and medium, $5.506.50;
of
of
New
State
colda
and always recovered from
Mexico, County
Peetle! He'll help us dig," he add- must have burlqd it here ,and the stockers and feeders
steady to
Bernalillo. In the District Court, them, you should not presume that
But dampness took off all the red, weak; best Panhandle stockers,
ed, and along ran Peetle.
vs. colds are not dangerous.
It is not
Plaintiff,
even Jackie, Peetie. and UncH white and blue barber pole strifes, $6.90; other sales, $4.50 6.25; Enrlqueta Ribera.
Defendant.
the cold Itself but the serious dis
WIgglly, dig as they did, could not making it look like a bone. Ha! most cows. (3.25 4.00; grass heif- ToCarlos Rlbcra,
to be
Defendant:
to
are
Named
eases
canners
leads
Above
It
that
the
that
ers, $3.B0B.00;
mostly
seem to get all of the bone out.
Ha!"
Tou are hereby notified that a guarded against. Pneumonia ofcrutch!" around $2.26: cutters, $2.753.00;
"Your rheumatism
"Here comes Sammle and Susie
suit lias been filed against you In ten follows a bad cold because the
Llttletail, my rabbit nephew and whined Jackie. "Ho! No wonder Texas stock heifers, $5.00.
7,000.
Market the aald Court and County by the cold prepares the system for the
Hogs Receipts
niece," said Uncle WIgglly. "They it took us so long to dig It up.
10c
20o
we
to
had a lot of opened
lower, closing above named plaintiff, in which tho reception pnd development of ths
will help us dig." Well, Sammie Well, anyhow,
active to botn packers and ship said plaintiff prays for absolute pneumonia germ which ot erwlsei
and 8usle did, but still that bone fun."
And so they had. Uncle Wig- pers, lOo lower than yesterday's divorce on the grounds or abandon- would not have found lodgment. It
was partly burled in the dirt.
ment and failure to support. And is the same with many other germ
Bulk 185 to
"Wo need more help," said Un- gily gave the old crutch, that the average.
cle Wiggily. "Hero comes Old Dog Fox had buried, to a poor lame weights, $7.80 7.95; bulk mixed you are further notified that unless diseases. You' r.re most likely to '
7.85
bulk
sore
had
of
;
who
a
7.70;
sales,
you enter or cause to be entered contract them when you have a
Pcrcival."
loads,
And, surely enough, pig gentleman
who have colds
$7.2 5 7.9 5; packing sows and pigs your appearance in said cause on cold. Children
there was Perclval. Big paws had foot, and everybody was happy.
or before tho 26 th day of Novem- should be kept out of school un- So if the sofa pillow doesn't steady to weak.
Tcrclval, and how he made the
13,000.
will
be
D.
till
A.
when
1921, judgment
Sheep ber,
dirt fly! Soon after, with his help, hide under the mantlepiece
they recover, '"'et rid of every
Sheep Receipts
and with Uncle WIgglly, Jackie, the rocking chair wants to sing it steady. Most fat ewes. $4.004.26; rendered in said cause against you cold as quIcMy as possible. In
Peetle, Sammle and Susie digging to sleep in the cat's cradle, I'll tell fat lambs steady with yesterday's by default and the relief prayed other words take Chamberlain's
as hard as they could, the white you next about Uncle WIgglly and close or lOo to loo lower than yes- for will be granted.
Cough Remedy. It can be dependThe name ot the plaintiff's at- - ed upon.
Jack Frost,
terday's general market; top west'
thing was ell uncovered.
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Reports of improved domestic mill era, $8.25; feeding lambs steady,
Ing demand, together with talk early top $7.25.
that the rail strike might be avert
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HOME '
Five rooms, modern. Including
heat; fireplace; built-i- n
tures; completely
furnished;
large front porch; back porch;
east front.
This house la located In a good location In the
Highlands and can be bought
on very good term.
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By George McManua
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LEVERETT-ZAP-

OWNER HAS liEFT CITY.
This excellent home muat sell

TAKE
THE ICE OUT
TO MAKE.

I

--

THERE.ANT
ICE?
.

-

?S-

I

ROOM FOR,

mis week. Priced at $l,noo less
than it coat to build' it three
years ago. Lot 100x143 feet, all

"

tinceq, trees, snunnery, etc.
This house was hullt for a linmn,
all double-glacsnnicely arranir.
ed, fireplace, fruit cellar, vapor
heating plant, located in garage,
also laundry tubs in garage. No
smoke or dust In house. This
must be seen to be appreciated.
A dandy home for someone.
ri

A

!mi.

GOOD BUY

Four rooms, modern;
Fourth ward; good

In

close In
sized lot

ANOTHER FIXE nOME.
Five rooms, bath, new, hot air
furnace, nice basement; nicely
located In Fourth ward. Furnished or unfurnished, flood
terms. Owner muat go to

Price is only $2,750, and can
make gome terms.

FOlt RKNT,

!Mlih;in(K
house,
furnished .

apartment,

.$65.00

furnished

Several

rent.

J60.0C

apartment, with
porch, furnished
MS. 00
Lowlands.
house, unfurnished, close in
$30.00
apartment,
furnished
apartment,
furnished

$70.00
$32.50

WANTED
$6,000 on good first mortgage.
Tell us what you want wa may
nave it.

I

BEAT THIS BARGAIN
furOne property consisting of
nished apartments; also
store. Total monthly income, $180
For quick sale, $7,000.00. Termf
ACKERSOI. & GRIFFITH

T, KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE,
loans and Insurance.

210 W. Gold.

I'lione

--

B07--

ASK US

Double

F0B

bale

frame cottage. I noma,
"ath, glessed porah on eactr side, completely furnished;
rtnta for ISO a
month! East Central.
cement block bungalow, modern, bnlt In features, fireplace,
furnace; Fourth ward.
11,100 Five-roowhita atueoo bungalow,
modern, largo rooma, hardwood floors,
fireplace, furnaoe, corner, fine location;
Fourth ward.
Some fond ranchei for sale.
Bouaea
and lota In all parta of the city, Busl-ne- a
property and business opportunities,
FLF.INCHEH,
REALTOR,
lira Insurance, Automobile
Insurance,
Plata Glass, Burglary, PublleN
Compensation Insurance.
Surety
lit Boulh Fourth (It,Bonda, Psoas 674.

FOR SALE
modern stucco house,
sleeping peaeh, twe
n
built-i- n
porches,
features, well furnishod, hardwood floors, hot air furnace
heat, garage.
FOR SALE
Good ranch property, from one
acre to 3,600 acred, with ot
without dairy or range stock
Five-roo-

rlassed-i- n
ucrcened-i-

A

Realtors

J20 S. Fourth

Phone 414

About that home you long to
own, or may be It is a vacant
lot. Wa have them in all sizes
tnd locations. Look here;
Highland, $750, easy
term--

BRICK-450-

DOWN

0

.

Six-roo-

furnished,

Lowlands, $4,250, Terms.

four rooms and

sleeping porch. Modern. Lot 60x
142 feet; garage, coal house, shade,
fine location. Going at $3,500. Step
lively, ,
J. P. GILL,
Real Estate.
US 6. Second.
l'hono 723--

Phono

flCDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the Weet) render! audden aervlca on Kodak finishing
to peupie who demand quality. Work
:n before SI a. m. mailed eama day
Work In before I p. m. mailed soon next
day. Addreae work to
THID BED ARROW,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want a repreaentativa in TO'JH
territory.)

459-- J.

Sl W. Gold.

$4,000,

Good terms.

Furnished

$4.-75-

Wanted $5,000, $2,000 and
.
000 on first mortgage,
city
property.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
REALTORS
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
309 w. Gold Ave. Phone 670
--

FOR SALE
Sweet Potatoes, cheap In case'
a
lots. .
in every way
324 North Third street,
First-claB-

PHONE

FOR RENT
ion hunt i'h
ed. 1309

Martin Co.( Realtors,

Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Locns.
228 W. Gold.
rhono 158,

BUNGALOW

furnished

Inc.

A

2o

O

DOUBLE HOUSE

160 Foot railroad
frontage
north end,: $i,qoo. Terms.

Va-ca-

lot 80x142, Highlands. Positively the best location for medium rental cottages in the city
$750 cash.
lots just
outside the city north of Mountain Road, $300, $400, $S0O, $20
Cash, $10 a Month.
W. C. THAXTON,
T05 W. Mountain Road,
1 to 5 p. m.
Phone 761-to i a. m.
ot

NEW

Three rooma and porch on each
side, close in and on a valuable
lot. Priced to sell, "Why not make
your noma pay lor Itself?
APARTMENT HOUSE
We can offer easy terms on this
large modern brick apartment
house. It's wel
built and in
apionclia condition. Let us show it
to you. Tou ar bound to be

HOUSE

3. A. HAMMOND
824 East Silver

" REAL HOME"
Seven rooms, bath, built-ifeatures, large front and buck porches, garaKe, etc. In the Fourth
ward. $4,500. Easy terms.
n

J, D, KELEHER
Realtor.
West Gold.
Phone
,
I

Sir

410.

Mcdonald

&

Real Estate and worsitam,
Insurance.
SOME FINE RANCHES
Phone 0IIO-JOS S. Third.
22 acres,
fruit
house,
5 rooms fui
nlshed, glassed In porch trees, everything to run a ranch,
large frunt porch,
lawn, 1 V miles from
at a bargain.
etc. Good location fireplace,
mid priced 16 acres 5 milescity
from city, good
FOR SALE
terms.
with
right
house, cheap,
New extra well built
H. F,'

NEW

BRICK HOME

Five rooms, strictly modern,
hardwood floors, built-i- n
features, furnace, garage. in Luna
district, for only $5,250. Good
terms, Hurry If you want it
WANTED MONET '
To loan, $2, OOP,
$2,600. Can
place at once.
R
iii MprMnorion
1VIUU111511U111

204 W, Gold.

Doolrti- -

noauui)
443-mono

J.

HOME BOARDING HOUSE
804 South Third.
Near Shops.

Opens Monday, Oct. 24,

furnished

houses

for

We Insure anything Insurable.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Lots Nice Level Lots Lots.
Why are so many buying them?
Because: They are restricted.
Uecause: There is no healthier
4
place to live.
Because: The mountain scenery
changes every hour of the
day.
Because; It's a savings account
and investment.
Because: The reasons are numberless.
Go see the beautiful city and
note its growth Then pick your
lot. Only $10 cash and $10 pei
month.
Have you seen the plans we have
to build you that brick bungalow for $3,775 on the easy payment plan?
Quit paying renttoday. Decide
to own your own
home.
Several
furnished
houses tr

rent.

Second and Gold.

Phone 640.

five-roo-

$14 W. Gold

QILMORE
Phone

bungalow,

W. II. McMILLION
208 West Gold

442--

$25 Down and $25 Monthly FOR SALE

Miscellaneous

hardwood

floors,

features, basement.
lawn, garajre. Furnished or unfurnished. Terms. LtoeatPrt
811 WKST MAIWJjl'ETTE.
I'lione 19 70-built-i-

n

'

I41I-H-

cheap.

Foil

PACIFIC SHOP

u

south

-

FOR SALE

A few choice lots in University

Heights, at a bargain.
J. H, PEAK,

J,

7t.
with 3
Interest will build or buy FOH BALE Tnresnir.g machine,
f. o. mm ill, city.
you a home. Call at our office
itRV
UyDDV 8 MIL. UEST J.N TOWN,
for further Information.
fhone
11X South Fourth
HELP WANTED
Phone J35-- J
vValer mutoi.
SALE
inquire
WESTERN AGENCY
Horning Journal office.
'
AMERICAN HOME BUILDERE
WANTED l'urty with mower to cut
FOR SAl.E 5x7 plate camera a.nd"c-u(Incorporated)
41
acrca alfalfa. Phone
fl
E.
Silver,
Inquire
R. L, WOOTQN. President
II reed taby carriage,
FOR PALE
Steward, man capable
S

FOR SALE
modern bungalow, $5,250
brick,-porches, ,14,750
frame, larfe lot. ,$a,D5li
- Rm, frame, furnished. ,
13,(00
KOJi RENT
modern, furnished (65.00
porch, furnished. .135.00
- Km. furnace, ota
jiiO.OO
ROLLIN E. CUTHRIDCiK,
Phono 1023.
814 W. old.

FURNISHED

Three rooms, bath, porch, lights,
one block
lot,
Karagc.
from car line. Ownor gone. Immediate possession.
Price, complete, 32,100.00. half cash.

A HOME

581.

Dwellings

Sevic,

FtATUHf

--

double brick, fine lot
with shade and lawn, double
garage. A 2Q Investment. You
will have to hurry If you get
this one.
Six-roo-

Furnished or Unfurnished
In Fourth Ward,
.
Foil large rooms, bath, two
porches, corner lot 50x142, garage, trees, outbuildings, chicken
yard and houses, sidewalks, city
water, lights, fine furniture
Immediate possession. Price un-

tNft

OPPORTUNITIES

STEP LIVELY SNAP

A, L,

Shelley Realty Co,

J.

$4,000

y

one-roo-

A dandy brick,
D.'

& CO,

F

REALTORS.

1

HZZZZTO

WELL WASN'T

t

TT

1

;

,

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JOHN W. H1I.SON,
Attorney.
IT and ID, Cromwell Building.
uf Heme It,
Phone 1163-J- .
taking eompleto charge ot kitchen.
I'HVUICUNa AliU bt!ONS,
jjlilress Bon sill, care Journal.
ANTED Good
blacksmitl
out oi UK. H. I. Bl HIO.N,
town position Apply etatlng eaperl.
Diseases of tae Blomaeh,
ence, i'ostorflce bo
Suite, 9. Barhett Building.
(39, Albuoueraue
w am i,u
I
Handy man, one familiar Hi, 8. C. I.AKKE,
with taking care of furnacee. Apply
Eye, Kur, Nosu snd Throat.
Barueu Sulltllng.
Manager, Albuquerque Sanatorium, Do
I'hone 131,
not telephone.
.
Office Uours
a. m., and I to I p. m.
I
to
H
WANTED
3000 cotton pickers, at .ncei
" "
II to J1.60 hundred; steady wjrlc till rK. MAfti).tiiT;T tAMTVwiioHl,
February; all short staple oo'.mn; nt, Office Grant Bldg., Ituom li. Fhone 111
Residence ll!l jast Central.
rain, mild climate, good aohjols) good
Phone e71.
opportunltlea to right parties. Growers
do not pay transportation.
Rmd.ill Hen.
derson, Secretary Farmers' Alliance La- DR. ALFRED I.. TMET.1N,
bor Bureau, Blythe. California.
Dentist.
Phone
Third.
?. llVa Soulh
I''eraula.
Dental
ISvenlug.
Open
W
collar girl, Ex- ANTtD.Eiperienctd
celslor Laundry.
WANTKD
W. M. SHERIDAN, M, D,
Girl to help with housework.
105 North Maple.
Prnetlce limited to
WANTKD
cook.
Experienced
Apply GETilTO. CR1NA.KY
DISEASES,
Mrs. Weinman, 70 West Copper.
AND DISEASES OF THE 8K1N
WANTED Maid for general housework. WassermaD Laboratory In tonaec tlnn.
Apply mornings, 801 North Fourth.
Chlcns Itnnk Hlrtg. Phone 88(1.
WANTED Kitchen matron. Apply Har- wona nine' Hononi, 405 N, Fourteenth
W'ANTED
(llrl lo do housework: root
cafijiENr
lob for right party. 1105 South Walter.
Chiropractor.
II and ID Armljo Building.
WANTED A competent gtrl for general
housework. Apply mornings at 115 8. M. H. KMIK, U. (!..
seventh.
Phone Connections.
Chiropractor.
WANTED (ilrl for general houeewnrk. 20 Wsit Caotral.
ktMu 19 snd 99.
to stay nlghto. Mrs. Roy MeD,na,d.
W A NTED Position
lo N, Eighth.
WANTED (llrl for general housework: WANTED Housework. Apply Hoi 8."
rour to rive rrours each day. Apply
Walter.
H.HSC
iron.
WANIJSD situation by first class
WANTED Good elderly t ijiun to ascook; half-dayPhone 1I17J-sist with housework. Call at 414 2mt WANTKD
NUR8E waute pr.vato nurs
Santa Fe.
ing or nospitai work. Apply 119 Sjutij
WANTED Girl or wonmn .or aenvrul Edith.
housework; small family.
In WANTED situation of
Apply
any kind, In
person, 524 North Bycamnre.
atore or office. Addresa P. R. s . earn
Ame-lca- n
WANTED
girl for general Jtturnal,
housework; good home for rieht nanv. WANTED Janitor
or house cleaning
Call 114',, West Central, 11 to 5.
work, floor waxlnr.
J. w. i.nwe.
WANTED American girl for houuwork Phone 197S-ana cooking, for family of twi: Uni VOUNd MAN, a'Be SO, desires work" ss
versity Heights; good hours; good wages.
bonkkeeper, typist or cashier; will
Phone 19,15-work ressonahle. phone 1890-fv'ANTED
Spanish girl, who oaa been W AUDIT- - CHECK, OPEN. C1.08B and
to high school, for several hours
ZANU.
WILLIAMS
Keep Doolta.
wesk In evening, 50 cents per hour Ad- room
I Mellnl building. Phone T01-dress Abney, cere Journal.
I WANT one more office to clean; my
EARN BOARD
Room and 110 month
is me best.
Ask Judge Field.
while attending eohool: catalogue free. or service
Slmms & Bolts. Call Bert. Phone
Mackay Business College. po Va South 097-Mnin, i.os Anirelrs.
liy young man, work a
WANTED Middle aged Danish latly: WANTEDtruck
farm,
drlvinx. cleric In art,- amiable, absolutely trustworthy: neat. store, or
e
work. Phone L.
good cook, American or Danish dishes; T. 8.. 240O-J-any
desires employment part time, or would
care for small children or convalescent. WANTED Position by licensed stationary engineer; can do millwright work In
Only Caucaslana answer; references. ''Exconnection. Address Frank IL Beyar, 710
care Morning Journal.
pectant."
East Iron, Albuquerque,
few

1 422--

"M

Walter.

1'iano, good condition.
West TIJeraa, phone 14H6-J- .
DENVER POST delivered
your door,
oao jter monin. t'none )94-! uk
Lady a ooat suit, size Iii;
aiso iur ann mmr, fnone iig-w- .
V- I SALE Windsor ooal range, six lids,
gooq conmiion, I3i. 620 West Silver.
I OH SALkiA talking poll pivrott, and
cage, uittner House, J19', Sjutn First,
FOR SALE Thirty-gallo- n
barrels, new,
tiAI--

a

South Waller, coil In roar.
Best Table in Town.
A Crevoisler, proprietor, Jewel6FOR JIENT Mcely furnished house
er, has moved to 318 West Cen-tra- l
sale
1
Cen-with garage.
Wcat
tot
Inquire
avenue, to more commoditral.
ous quarters on account of hit
FOR RENTFurnlshe
FOR RENT Room.
nouse In high
7rapidly growing business.
lands; two rooms and aleeplng porch
For RENj Nice front room". 1:0 suulh
Phone 14M-J- .
wHiter,
FOR RENT Four-roocottage,
FOH RENT Good two-rooapartment,
In Highlands.
A. B. Mllner.
FOR SALE
411 N. Blath.
furnished.
each. Southwestern Junk Co.
West Central ave.
IIS
FOK
0110 tent, oil atove, oven,
RENT
Two
rooms
iuii
and .ath; fur-- iuh bAi.E
call
J. L. Phillips,
FOR RENT FlvM-ruofurnlan J lo.ust,
ou
brick
home,
cot-patwo wagon covers, folding
nisnea. 41Q noutn Arno.
180 per month.
11.5
FOR RENT Rooms
East bllvir,
North Edith. Phone 2401-R621
REAL EST ATM,
cnairs.
East
Central, 9:30 to 11 only,
FOlt RENT One nice front room, 60S J
phone 1561-110 S. Third. .
olt SALE Modern furnished bungali
FOR SNOW WHITE CLOTHES and no
Phone SM-vvrai pnju.
I47a-FOR RENT Ranch home, 15 per month FOK KENT Mgely furnished room. 20
corner
lot. Ownen, 1)24 South
garaael
spots try the Mansano Company niutng.
r.ortn Hintlr.
FOU RENT Room and
831
,
North
Inquire morntnee only,
aleeplng porch",' waiter.
FOR SALE N'lce fresh eggs, 70a per
FOR RENT Several unfurnished rooma.
BlKhth, phone 180K-adjoining bathi use cf planoj no alck, FOR SALE
furnished
brick
710
B Central.
iz bout it Edith.
dosen, at Ely's Poultry Tarda, 123 South
RENT By November 1,
house, with large ileeplng
J .J
porch. jsigtiin. phone llfij.
For Rent-Roo- m
j.
with Board FOR
mnuern home, beautiruliy furnished: FOH KENT Furniahed room tor lady, nr.
young woman will eh a re Coy pnone itj-j- .
SALE Used tractors,
FOR
no
l and
home
montn.
or
eot
604
sick
with
per
West
children.
fiu
south Ka.th.
FOR RENT Room
Marble.
with board. 21
congenial girl; references FOR SALE Two-rooturnisiied anus
with gang plows.
Hardware Depart
South Broadway.
i.nti.n.
47HW.
FOH RENT OR SALE Attractive new FOR RENT Two furnished rootna. J7J7
and acreened-lflee ing,, ,
sleeping
porches;
K LO,
ftutuar
j,
west central, piiune 1749. J.
FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n aleep-In- g triclty and city water; lot 51x7, 1119
J'LA r.N board and room for $10 week.
bungalow; three rooma and aleeplng
FOR SALE Wayne gasoline muoto, two
1930 South Second.
pnrcn, unrurnienea. 115 West Roosevelt. FOH RENT
porch; gentleman only. 2:4 Soulh South Elm.
18
rooms.
Furnlsnea
Walter
str ke;
2272-.St.
gallon
tank. Brx
Phone
1667-J.
Bouth
four-rooFOR
two-rooRENT Modern
Walter, phone
FOR SALE New
FOR RENT Sleeping porch with board
furnished 97B, city.
house,
WOODWORTH-N- iy
furnished; two large porches; high- - .;..,;TT.:
rurnlshed. "nioe
and room, (erase. (21 South High.
u Kt.Ni tarront Dea. roum, U3
Uuuse, I5D8; 1100 cash, rest like rent;
10
FOR
SALE
oil
elean
coal
wtll
Moms and housekeeping apart
Ranne,
lands;
stove, bed
also bent resident lot in city, 79x160:
cam, fvl Boulh Third.
give long lease. !hone 1478-ROOM
AND
BOARD, also eleepini
924 South
and sprint,, and rockers.
week; or month.
FOR RENT Frlce reduced,, clean and fOH RKHi Three furuiahed " rouana ments, by day,
81) I'hone 1.14-W- .
Kdith. Phone 937-porch. 301
2S17-Walter, phone
South Third.
OR SALE By owner, five-roonicely furnished four rooma and funny
modern, 1011 North First,
(rauiu
MCELY furnished room with board enclosed
FOH
A
XMAS
PRESENT, for ehopping
sleeping porch. 212 South HIbIi FOH RENT Fruut room luiluuie lor tw FOR RENT Nice large room, at'eem
stucco; has replace, built-i- n bookcase
private family; no aick. 10S7 Forrester.
and travelling needs, a handy bag la
neat, hot and cold water; young lady china eloset, lawn and trees; Third waul
n
RENT Mce
oottage, 307
geniiemen. fll wurtn Fifth,
a oanoy peg. Fhone 82T-FOR RENT Room and board. IU pt FOR
New brick house.
only.
llOt-1717
Phone
Gold.
Eaat
West
126
Haacldlne.
month.
Broad
"J
per
.
Liu.1
week. 728 South Bdlth, phone lUe-W- ,
fS59-Bicycle Co., 830 Boulh Second, phone 7.1(1. FOR RENT Four furnished rooma for Phone
FOR BALE By owner, new bouse, 10D. uuk ruutt uun before tue season
housekeeping, 608 Boulh Walter,
FOR RENT Front room with all con FOR sliENT
FOR HENT-l.a- rge
opens; fifty shotguns and rifles ts
room
small
root corner lot: shade tseea. outbuild.
with
Several
furnished
collages,
rrom,
1I
West Gold.
venlences, and board. (11 South Broad
For RENT Bed room for one or two room, adjoining, bath, large acreened Ings; Ideal for oov.s, chickens, rabbits; select
aome modern with glassed-isleeping
way,
aleeplng porch, private entrance; suit- - terms. 1109 South Elm.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. There
iauia; lowlands, fnone 3007-porches, on car line. Apply 1218 South
vie
two
le
iot
one
FOlt RENT Front room, five wlndowe. B tilth,
Mrs.
Phone
A.
hut
Five-roogentlemen.
only
110
FOH SALE
water heat;
place to obtain It. Albu
ii.iaHtii rooms;
modern stucco
furnace heat, garage if desired. 1207 FOlt RENT
sick; no children. 414 Weat Mllv.r - B Hall. 724 East Oold. phone 8272-house, screened-l- n eleeping porch, back querque Dairy Association. I'hone 951.
October lath, furnlsheS
E. Central.
R)R
RENT Ideal room, north, east and and front porches, bath, lights and gas. FOR SALE Complete I. C. S. drafting
four-roohouse, large sleeping porch, For RENT Two furnished rooma" for
SOUtn
exposures:
Southeast .l.onln. By owner, 929 South Arno.
anO
FOR RENT Room
outfit; practically new and s real bar
s.iara, wit
garage; . University
housekeeping. Apply 617 West Silver.
I'lrone
Heights,
pnrch private homei best residence dis- FOR SALE Near car line
board, no H26-aleeplng porch; flrst-claUK REN f One
and school, gain. Addresa Drafting, care Journal.
housekeeping room; trict! gentleman nreferredi ftAsllrlvAlu tin
East central,
four-rooalso aleeplng rooms. 60 BmuiIi gecond,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished now
house, batrr and sleeping FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and coi- MIKAMONTK3
ON THE Id USA
tage cheese: also fresh milk In gallon
porch, garage. Phone 1J0I-eaping
very modern, glassed-i- n
FOR KENT Two furnished rooma" for
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular peraone.
Kwayne'e Dairy. Phone 191S-sick.
fine
for
FOB
porch;
SALE Five-rooplace
Inquire
Vnodeiu elucco lots.
RENT
light
; no sick.
housekeeping
601
South
Apartments
Phone S400-J801 S. Erlth.
house, two large
flit III,
porches, garair-- i FOR SALE A few selected Navajo rugs
RENT
iOR
Desirable
bed
terma
If desired. By owner, 1110 West
close
FOR RENT Sleeping porch and
and uermantown
FOR RENT Five-roopillow tope d root
house, close In, FOR KENT Neatly
room
furnished
New Tork avenue,
rrom reservation; good designs; bargains,
ot w. coal. apaumem,
'Oj
room, adjoining bath, with board. Pri
trictly modern, double gatage: no chil
atcam heat; close In. J17 South Third FOn
1005 East Central, phone 1419-vate home. 1636 B. Central.
RENT Two or three-roodren, 176 per month. Inquile 1222 West FOR KEN T
unfur- - FOH SALE Four-roomodern
frame
Very
nmnea apartment. J24 West Iron
desirable furnished"
All
Wool Polo
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room wltl Central, phone 1018.J.
house, unfurnished, at (13 West Cop- FOR BALE Ladles'
100m, oonvement to meala. tut South FOR RENT
board.
West FOR RENT To healthseeker, half of
Cloth Coat, else 91: new. never worn:
'urniahed two-rooLady preferred.
Inquire 911 South Edith, bstwsen
lit
apart- - per,
I,
-"IC
0 and 7 evenings,
rrult. Phone H78-before one. value 2i, for 117.50. 1215 North Fifth
new house: modern, unfurnished, twe
eieam neal. Imperial Hotel
Sundays
riu;
RE.NT Attractive frunt
n
tia-.T- i
.mjiu, ion
modern bouse, very phone 1761-Jameson s ranch ideal looatioa tor rooms and aleeplng porch, light and Wneoiing
i
uniisned heated apart- FOt SALE
oatn; private entr.an. 401
FOR SALE Another shipment of bar
best location. West Central, In excel
henlthaeekera: few reaervatloni now water paid. 14H South Edith, phone "UML"
ment, olose In, an North Fifth.
l&os-2.13r,-pnone
cuuii,
THllaoln.
Phone 223-gains In Nsvajn rusa. 117 North Mul
FOR RENTFurnlshed apartment, three lent condition; terms If desired. Ad'
.
.
'.
t.
wti,
00,11-mceiy
rireee
Four-rooBoa
B6,
.
care
furnished
room,
V FOR
berry, phone 1730-J- , and S23 North Elm,
Journal,
RENT
In the highlands, steam FOR RENT
rooma, porch snd bath-clean, nicely
033 8.
91
snoBern ireme.
Mrs.
Fred
phone
BALE
FOR
furnished
modern
II
Ham,
A
except
on
room
bungalow:
heated
also
home
and
apartment;
strictly modern
heat; bed room of six windows; water nurtn neoena.
East Silver Avenue' nwnmn arltlln to SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
board. 103 South Walter.
FOR RENT Two-roohot
RE.NT-lw- o
apartment;
FOR
C25
rent.
for
also
South
sacrifice.
apartment
- ORAND
paid;
Reasonable cash payment, bal
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all foot
large rooms, furnlslied
VIEW RANCH
ana cold water; ateam heat. 421 South
Arno.
iur ngnt Housekeeping,
ance nae rent. Krenklln ft Co
troubles. II. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
with porch oroanway,
THE place to recuperate; modern as.
408 North Arno.
Co.. 409 West Central. Phone 1057-J- .
FOR RENT Modern four-roofour-rooFOlt
Phone H07-RSALU
eommodntlon.
New
bunga
fur
modern
FOR
RENT Two modern apartments,
"
ASBESTOS
low, furnished, large sloeping
nlshed cotteee. on South Walter. ir,(0
ROOF PAINT
porch; FOR RENT Rooms, by the week; iur
FOR RENT Front room, adjoining bath, best
unfurnlstred, !5 and 927.60. Apply 410 down
37 60;
.ace neat, ,11s ft West Sllvor, vh.ne North
sick,
and monthly paymenta. 1, A. GOOD for all kinds of roofs, II per galSixth.
board If desired; gentleman preferred water location noIn city for Fhone
HG0-lon.
children,
The Maniano
paid;
Co., 110 South
Hammond, 124 Eaat Silver, phone 1529-(05 South High, phone 1G7S-FOR RENT Two-rooor 435-W- ,
and four-roo1834-Walnut,
w
Try a built up
Booms with sleeping porch
houao, root, will phona
FCR RENT Room and sleeping porch.
apartments: rerara If desired. 1104 FOR SALE By owner, four-rooas
lest
as
the bulldlnt.
long
603
in
Boail
of
eon
four'
furnished
loo"? n
Ano Vtioat North Second.
pignianda; walla
poured
nlth board for convalescents; gentle FOR RENT Nicely
erete: two screened porches, full lot.
room house with batl. and extra large
men only; private home. Phone 8146-FOR RENT Unfurnished
apartment:
n
moderr.
beireason
FOR RENT Furnished front room with
exoept furnace: good terms:
steeping porch; rent
two rooma and aleenlnst norch. 201
rooma glassed-iMale and Female.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
FOR 8a LB Five hundred shares otfClty
able ts permanent
desirable parties.
sain, mono 1404-- J.
..eeping poroni convenient to meals, North Walnut,
with steam heat and
,
Call In pereon.
PERSONAL
41
lilectrlg Railway, below par. Dr. R. WANTED Solicitors.
1009 South Edith, Inquire In rear.
East Sliver,
BJ"
In
board. 110 South Arnn, phone 1SI7-OWNER,
modern bouse
FOR RT5NT One large and one email
U Bust, N, T. Armljo building.
Hanna's, 405 West Central.
Fourth
wood floors, fire
hard
ward,
modern
HEALTHBEEKERS Modern ac- FOR RENT We have several housee FOR hcat Two nice, olea,ri" Irousekeep-lnf..rooFOH
furnished
apartment til tllaca.
WANTED A good cook, colored pre- BGAt'TY
ram
"
and apartments te rent. OWNERS,
w,u ventrated, cloae In. North Seventh.
nn,nh., Itir..
SPECIALIST Phone 1431-nurse eervlea.
with
commodations,
ferred. Addresa Box 3S1, care
Hat your properties with us. Wt can 40 West lros,
ngnt wry Ded rooms with extrs large USB VULVA
Weat Gold, phone H14-WANTED To adttpt American baby.
Casa de Oro,
FOR REWT
ss
Ywu
for
rurnisned
AND
POOF
IRON
fooma
PAINT.
on
rent them and eave you trouble. Oober, FOR RENT Furnished roome for
fronts east
large lot with
B. M. J , car Journal.
Nice rooms with aWpl'ig
light houaekaenlnc! adulte: no sick. eiosets,
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, atone leaka. WANTED Experienced
FOR RENT
light
lawn, trees, ete. everything In excel lent
teacher
Short A Oober. W Weat Oold, phon HI,
for
784 South Second,
housekeeping;
also
modern;
Mohair
sleeping
porches with board, for convalescents.
top
work,
at
Barber
dreaalng;
Plymouth
srar
eI e
Cottage
your homoa; hair, cut,
nAPfh
rural achool. Southwestern Edueatlon-e- l
condition; terms if desired, Phone Paint i
Hra. Reed, 111 South Broadway, phone
ojo nesi Oliver.
50c; shave, Z5o. Phone S307-FOR RENT Modern apartment,
Talspar Enamels, for automobiles;
.
three 1977-Exchange,
DRttSSMAKING
FOR RENt-Plea- sant
(3
Homestead Floor Pelnt.
faO YQJl WaKT T5 XE RN SPANISH
Satisfaction 5lIU,S AND BOTS tinier '
rooms ana nath. Avsrlll Apartments,
front bad room.
Denver
the
FOR
SALE
A
suitable for two: no eioic !15 North
real bungalow, price snd assured. Thoa. F. Keleher Leather Co.
i FOR
n. secona,
RENT Room and sleeping uorch
No. I, WWtlng
Post contest.
You will be paid for SEB J. O. ESPINOSA.
place worth investigating; hard wood 401 West Central atboae 1057-Eleventh, phone 1670-J- .
Phtme 455.
FcR kENT Two iaige rooms, kitchen. floors,
building
bath, hot and cold water, for oouple
your work and In addition have a change
fire plaoe, buffet, window seat,
FOR
or laaies, witn oogra, lie norta syca URESSMAK1NG
RENT
Front
n
bed room; private
Ladies' tailoring; even
ette and glassed-ito win a nice prize. Apply Hi W. ALBERT MARTINEZ from the atate oi
slseping porch. 00 linen cloeetj every built-i- n feature of an
BUSINESS CHANCES"
more.
entrance; adjoining bath: to
in drrnses, beading and embroidering.
Weet Iron, pnone MIO-Porto Rico has come to this part of
silver.
Ideal kitchen;
large front snd rear
man; no elck ia weat Iron. employed FOR
detTiohtful slEEPINO PORCH an
BA1.U liaruaa.
RENT One small and one larger porches; atatlonarv tuba, extra numher
WANTED
We want one or two the country an account of his health.
best
luiwiiuo in HELP
furnace-heaFOR
1
t'
In
KENT
with
board.
MAKING
Furnished
town. Phone ITS.
DRESS
bedroom,
Ladles' Tailoring an
front room, mod
men or women to write fire and auto ItAUlKs We have the beat line of Coats
apartment: ateam heated. 1215 West or windows; large lot: three Urge out
ern, aqjoiqmg path; furnacs beat. 17 Rome.
ed home; reasonable; alio table board,
Mrs.
1201
In the city for mottw and business
Manvllla,
Embroidering.
bulldlngsi suitable for business or far. FOU SALE Grocery store; good Iitoat'tn, Insurance; standard, old line companlea;
Inquire Apartment S.
West Slate, phone SJOs-1420 East Sliver. Phona 1422-rtorim eecona.
age; can arrange terms. Phone 1901-- J
FbfrRENTTrurnlahed'"
cheap rent; doing good business. An- - none but producers can be used, uober, wear, mnda of heavy plald-bac- k
apartmenta
materl.
FOR
als
RENT
A
Oober. 220 West Quid.
to your measure direct from the
Short
ewer H. C. H.. jare Journal
aide ana box;
three rooms with bath. Albuoueraue
Housekeeping roome and
RESERVATIONS may now be had at PLEATING, accordion,
N. crane.
LOST AND FOUND
mall orders,
aleeplng porch, for two persons; no noiei, ziini NortB Second.
North
manufacturer, at an actual eavlng to
8AUJ-Onee- r
Ill
ton
tbs
The Murphey sanatorium. Rates: 120 Seventh:
best
buslners
children.
110
rrane Apartmema phone S14
you of the retaller'e profits.
South Walnut. ,
re
The
AUTOMOBILES,
1TOR RENT
to 121 per week. Includes private room
One
room and aleeplns LOST Brown cardboard folder confin
properties In Albuquerque,
South
Clothes Shop, Woolworth building;
Flret street. Inquire at Bavoy tit
with aleeplng porch, oonnected with bath NEW, ORIGINAL, BLOUSES, negligees, FOR RENT- - Well ventilated front room,
porch, nloely furnished for lleht house-Hotel of. FOH SALE Five
ing notes; reward for return, C,
a flight save S10 to
up
O.
Call
93x4.
furnace
good
flee.
mane
orner.
tires,
no
to
New
heat,
convenient
to
medical
General
fast
J20
IsO-lace
and toilet.
South Broadway,
Keeping.
meala;
Caldwell, box 109, phone
nursing,
dyea;
Apply
2419-Jalso Ford car.
im. ittfl eoutn Arno.
care, excellent meals, tray service. All atenciinng. ism b. silver, Phone DS1J.
FOB RENT A three-rooand s one, FOUND Lady's
In Drlverlesa fcMALL BUSINESS WANTED Must be
purse,
FOR
rooma have ateam heat, hot and void WANTED Uressmaklng, by day, or at IMPERIAL ROOMS Nloe, olean roome,
FOR SALE Ford roaUete;
or light
room furnished
oona
modern.
money-makin- g
owner
for
and
riae
will
call
Ford;
apartment,
proposition,
rates by day or areek. nnv piim 109 South First. Inquire Hotel Savoy iinvenees Kord Co., 121 NorthIdentify?
truck, 9175. 007 West Mountain road, FOU BALK
running water. Phone 401. Dr. Murphey.
my home; children's sewing a spe
Third that Can stand Investigation.
Address
Country homo, stucco house,
Mra. Baker, 600 N. Second, rn. tower, sin, West Central.
"Businese." 124 North II ii I her nr nhnns FOR SALE Ford touring car and Ford
orrice.
now has cialty.
seven rooms, steam heated, electrlo
SANITARIUM
ALAMOGORDO
ROOM AND BOARD In private, new, 14T9-710 North Thirteenth.
ten-acFOR RENT Modern sleeping room, ad FOR RENT Two roome, batli and
truck.
on
for several 130-Inquire
nreoared accomodations
Hghta;
home
to
ranch; in alfalfa and
student
with
large
girl University
more tubercular
delightful FANCY DRESSMAKING, enbroldery and
steam
heat. Avsrlll
patients;
joining pain;
glassed aleeplng porch, for housekeep nealtlry couple.
Apply 1S04 E. Gold. WANTED To buy eatab.lshed fire Insur WANTED TO BUY Late model Ford orchard.2407-R- Address Postofflce bog 177. or
climate: eloae to Nature. Ideal altitude,
phone
or
bead work s specialty, call Mrs.
starter.
two
e
truck
uuaueraue.
Phone
with
r
uriinems, wtv, Norm Beoond.
1004
roadster
a
entrances.
mcancy
in
ing!
For LOST Nurse'e pin, form of three links.
k pain
private
Mountain water, graduate Perry, apartment 6, Podge Hotel, 117
FOP. RENT Nicely furnished, well ven. raster.
4,400 feet.
Kill SALE ii aero" ranch,"!! unJe'r
vuiitcu i.fuiinrniB Aaaress Fire In 532-bearing words, "St. Joseph Hospital, surance,
nuraes. Rates ll to 120 per week. For North First, pnone iea-- 4
sso worth High, Albuquerque, FOR SALR
tilated bed room; suitable for one or FOR RENTFurnlshed.
9
BuicW touring
cultivation, 4 In pasture, r40 fruit treea.
car
small
910-three
South
Ind."
Reward.
Phone
Bend,
H.
I
N. M.
reservations write or telegraph
first-claBond-Dillo- n
4I
South
adobe house,
Third.
gentlemen,
rooma
with
Co.,
housekeeping
kitchenette; LOST Half-crow- n
condition.,
outbuildings: i
Airedale terrier, an- FOR SALE Two-etor- y
Hoover, Sanitarium Manager, Alamo-gordLivestock
FOR
SALE
miles North Boulevard road.
OR RENT Two large, airy front rooms, ground floor; no children.
415 Weit
eny.
flrr house
brick
rooming
swers
to
IS
name of "Punch:"
reward
aloo.
New
south
Nook signboard. Ph. 9409-Rhouse
Leaa.
and
wen
residence
Shady
nn
on
car line; tin ohlee.
inr
combined,
FOR SALE Some extra geoa used cara
It returned to Mrs, George Itoillnfton,
FOR SALE Airedale puppies,
cheap tlon to lurnisnea.
lot
near
business
703
children.
room
a
for
FOR
section;
North
104S-'
Two
RENT
109
Call
E.
Third,
Pacific
modern housekeeping phone
easy terms, Mcintosh Auto Co,
at (01
phone
MONEY TO LOAN
1038-misiness Duiiuing: a bargain at 99.500; west ventral.
apartmenta, one with-- aleeplng porch; LOST Remington automatlo
FOR SALE Two frem milk cows. 14t
shotgun, part terms. J. A. Hammond. S!t Ka.i
MONEY' TO LOAN
On watches,'
TOR RENT Two well furnished roome near high school; no sick. Fhone 1S80-SALE
FOR
South
1921 Hudson eport model,
Blake,
Broadway.
Tome!
Between
Osorge
re
and
Albuquerque:
Oliver.
. for
guns and everything veluaole.
houeekecDlni!
re ilianlni norch. aos iv. Arno.
turn to Harry Johnxn, 111 North Fourth.
worth
:,!00,
will sell for 11,950.
FOR SALE-Fr- esh
Jersey cow. New eiectno ngnts ano gas. 410 East Centra, FOR RENT One
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Mr. B. Marcua, 811 South First.
400-gn"
g
Phone
end
housekeep-lnsmall
receive
reward.
light
TIME CARDS
Zealand buck and bred does, 11 eaote.
eery, olean atock. nice fiTtm-en dlamoDda, watcuw
t,tt. FOR SALE Chalmera car. A-- l condl- 'ON BY TO LOAN
or well furnished bed LO:T Colts
FOR RENTFurnlshed rooms for light
apartmont,
717
Arno.
South
".44,"
Frontier, location; also dwelling.
Will e.i.isldr
tnd gold Jewelry, liberal, reliable, eon
housekeeping; bath connections; water room with board; also garage. 1010 For- nlckal-platewill sell on terms or trade for
rubber
tlon;
atock.
bos
of
or
two
In
At
SALE
North
eattie
a
or
101
AlbuFOR
Hot.Heh
Beer
around
1590-First,
North
lit
ontlal
rester, phone
snd llghta furnished. 710 West Lead.
gift
car. Call 1500 South High, phone
".44" shells: leather tan hand grin. querque. something
Pollard Brothers, Swtjtwater, small
Kolateln
hellers; one
2301-NFIUEN'TIAL loans on Jewelry,
- FOH RENT Two-fooapartment, bath", small medical case; finder return to Dr. Texas,
Guernsey cow and two Jersey cows, FOR RENT Front bedroom; private enhall
en
and
back
watches, Liberty Bonds, plane
snd
front
porches,
109
Eaat
reward.
Central;
042-FOU SALE- OR TRADE For car, a
Brewlngton.
iranoe; sajoinins bathi ts smssrsd
Lowest rates. Rnthman'e cheap. CaU
omobllcs.
trances, Completely furnished, modern
man; no sick, Jl South Seventh. .
$300 Period atyle
ouses
pbonogMph ai.d
sow and ten
Boufh First.
with gae. 1008 Forrester, phone 1979-Bnde4 to the state FOR SALE Duroo-Jerse- y
FOR SALE Furniture"""
forty.flve recorda;
only had It two
ahoats. cheap; also two Chester white ELGIN HOTEL Sleeplns rooms and FOBRENT Three-rooTo
m
flve.ro
buy
modern
wanted
month
have
nicely
reason
the
clean,
for sellinf.
good
day.
Housekeeping apartments, by
6ne steel chas-In- g
WESiliOUND Dally,
gilts snd young boar, unrelated; peril- - week
nouse; give full descrlntlo.i. Hcutlon.
OR SALE Poultry-Egg- t
furnished SDartment: modern exoeot ?OH SALE Furniture:
or month. 603V, West Central.
J. T., pare Journal.
Call I409-JTrain.
Denart.
Shady
greee furnished.
Arrive.
It: one golden 'oak stand size let and price, B. f, H , cars Jour- - Address
and water table. chair.
FOR SALE Two Bulck light alxea, 191 No. 1 The Scout..,. 7:30 pm 1:30 pm
FOR ItENT Larae front room, with heat; sleeping porch, phone 525
801 East Grand.
mSALE Squabs ano fancyjplgeons! Nook Ranclr.
nai.
South
paid; slao house for rent.
1903 South High.
table board; ratea for two; one-ha- lf
ENT
models, 1750 and IS50 Ford truck, No, J Calif. Llmlted,10:90 am 11:00 am
FOR
Arno.
SALE
stand
Oak
table.
dresser,
WANTED
We
OTR-Rif
want property to aell;
9300; one-to- n
Ford
worm drive, No. 7 Fargo Fast.. 10:50 am 11:20 am
Miscellaneous block south ot poatolfUe. 317 South FOR" RENT
ANTED Fryera, bona, turkeys, eggs;
Iron bed snd springs, and kitchen
worth the money, we can move It. 1400; Ford speedster, truck,
Furnished apartment of two table.
Fourth.
9200; Dodge tour- No. 9 Tue Navajo. .12:95 am 1:00 am
cash-- paid. Ill North Eltventh, phone
Sm West Mar
Phone 2001-See our advertisement under Real Estate
rilSNT
Parage.
F(5r
roome
front
snd
$460.
car,
Weet
kitchenette;
ing
private
Hold,
Ill
SOUTHBOUND.
J422-FOR
.'
RENT To gentleman
In good enrranoei thoroushly
oolumn; If your property were thua ad
quette.
available FOR SALE Furniture of twelve-rooclean:
WANT your used, burned, wrecked No, 29 El Paso Exp
10:10 pm
health and employed: furnlebed front Ootober
FOR SALE! Rhode Island Red chickens FOR RENT Oarage, or repair shop, 309 room.
or all to one vertised, It would move, wouldn't ltt WE
will
sell
snd
house;
by
pleoe
desirable
neighborhood
27
No.
El
car.
Paso
South Edith, a, short distance close in to two adults
Highest nrlcea uald. Ha liavs narts
Exp
and Broice turkeya. (15 Weal Roma,
jr: am
"
house le for rent.
101
South J. L. Phillips. Real Estate, 110 South for most
party;
North Second.
positively
only:
EASTDOtJND.
1451-from
car
Centrnl.
svery
2066-magwheels,
354-phone
springs,
no sick.
Third, phone
phono
Brick bungalow, corner Gold Edith.
room. 26x90; FOR RENT
netos, electrical parts and aoms real bar- No. 2 The Navelo,, 1:10 pm 9:40 pm
FOlt RENT
beautifully furnished front snd Arno.
OR SALE White Iron bed with matFOR SALE Bucke. does and frying rabgains In slightly used tires, all sizes. No. e Calif, Limited. 6.00 pm 5:40 pm
plenty light; very desirable for echoot,
bed room, adjoining bath; furnace heat;
FOR
SALE
Real
tress and springs: leather-covere- d
Estate
bits; hens and frying chickens. T10 lodge or club room lis West Cent(aL
bed
No. 8 S. F. Elgbt.. 7:25 am 9:10 am
viaauct U eras- 600 South e'econd.
gentleman employed: no elck. I0f Weat
SPECIAL NOTICE
Weat Lead.
.
davenport and invalid's wheel chair; all FUR SALE Tweuty-flv- e
No, 10 The Scout.... 7:20 am 7:l am
fool
lot. It,
'
Marquette, phons 1584-In
2033-Fhone
vysT' ceiM save yuu money u'u' wieoiruia!.
FROM SOUTH.
good condition,'
FOR SALE
feet deep, between Second and Third
Agent.
No. 29 From HI Paao 1:15 pm
MACHINES
FOR RENT Extra large well furnished
semes. Call up and get our estlmatea
on Lead avenue, 91,500, Frank Trotter.
OH BALIS Or wllL trade for Alduquer- - Ho, 80 From El Paso 7t0 am
MSTITCHK.G and plcotlng attach- front room with reasonable board, In
n
kltch-eFOR
SALE
For"
un
Chiffoniers, dressers,
MACHINES
SALE At a Yeal bargain, fourleen,'INi:
Z
repelled
que
ment, worke on any eewlng machine. private family; prefer man and wife
acre garden spot In
No. 90 connects at Eel en with No. 22 ,
OILDER8LEEV11 EI.ECTRIO Ctt
roll-to- p
Chairs,
acre ranch, on Rio (irande boulevard. Portalee,property,
desk, sideboard,
cleaned; parte and aupplles for all eseily adjusted.
N. M. ; fruit trees, 2 fine wells; for Clovla, Pecos Valley. Kans-- -, City and
IS.60 with full or roommates; nice modern h ims; belt'
Giant auto tires,
sectional bookcase, two miles out, for 2,7P0. ir sold within good
C H inetructlone. Gem Price.
meltee; ell work gueranteed.
1011
cement
Call
houso,
shade.
box
23
Co.,
W.
town.
Novelty
in
oration
C"st.
ENOINERRS AND CONTRACTORS ' rockers: everything In good used furni- the next few
Copper. Flmae
412 W. Coppar,
Jklorehead, plroae H8-J- .,
daya; worth 94.000. See A. 10.11-143S-NO. 99 connects at Helen with Vn 21
Corpus Chrlstl, Texas.
after or on Saturday. B. At.
1730 West .Central, phone 17J0-- J,
.
ture, i;s South, First,
Montoys. ::0 Korth High, olty Owaer,
frojn, Clovis
eoita aas ai4 sv,(4

Hou;s
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WANTEDS!
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rSEWING

"Wanted

Land.

-

ad

BUSINESS

FAKED LABELS
5

10

FAIL

Of our entire stock of Ileitis! Apple Butter was sold yesterday.
We will bpII It today nt the same price if stock lasts all day.
net
Glass Jam of
27c
net
Glass Jars of
liave eight
Hera Is another unusual hnrgain, today
cans skimmed Klim that will go out on the. first calls at $2.05
each.
-

m

YOUNG

KIMBALL

LOCAL ITEMS

Navajo Rugs

rSrent-teachers-

903--

123 S.

J.

BRACY'S

CAFETERIA

McConnell

SKINNER'S
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK

$3.75 size
$1.00 size
50c size..

We Are on the Job
Yonr Trunk Hauled for

$3.20

......77c

25

Transfer
Phone 642.

..39c

Co.

2i-l-

.

b.

Skimmed Milk,
Skimmed Milk,

IV'-i-Vo-

b.

.

..23c
$1.66
80c
$1.19
55c

b.

size
size

WANT

am
Albuquerque. .. 7:45 am
in Santa Fe. .10:45

Santa Fe ......4:80pm
In Albuquerque 7 :J0 pm

Phone

Five-roo-

600

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Store,
210

agar
Central

Singer
West

ALBUQUERQUE

l2
fCT
Ul--1 .

forOne DayOnly

SATURDAY

)

o

A

really do!
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I
P

1
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IVtXY

ACT AN ANMAL

BARNES'

OU LIONS
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.

.11

ALC

l,iU .W.UHHn

dx

M,

miir

TK

CVOtT

ACT

t.

AS

ATONAL

A

WILD ANMAL

ORCUS

EAmT

ON

A Sal Aa UmI Ad Extutl
I lPerforaasjBi(alid Siberian Tirol
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i
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A AN

EQUESTRIAN
DANCING

--

AC

ACT SUPREME

TUt

Hk
1

VVSaciV"

V

with the Sandstorm Jazz

624 TODAY

WE SELL FOR CASH
ALL GOODS DELIVERED
CRANBERRIES ARE FIXE,
BULK FLAKE HOMINY,

j

I

10-l-

OPEN

ImttrM

WILLY-NILL- Y

R

BIB

H

,

'

STREET

--

12

J Jti
WflifiJ

fT)
riSiT lK

I

Tl

PARADE

W4S

6

IN

R'S

11

1

GALLUP COAL

Norma Talm

1

A. M.D

'The Sign

B

B
H

the

1

The universal fuel, will burn
Little ash- - and no clinkers.
anywhere.
A coal full of satisfaction and comfort

North First.

AND DELIVTHE CITY.

""CHOCOLATE

Laundry Co.

c

SERVICE
DRY CLEANING
and DYEING

QUALITY

Blankets, Curtains and
Rugs a Specialty.
Phone 148 and 449

CREAM COFFEE
Sold At This Store.

WeSellSKJWJERJS
the highest grade Macaroni.
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Products.

vs. Sir Barton

Greatest Purse in History, $75,000 Cash; $5,000
Gold Cup. Jime, Mile and a Quarter, 2 minutes
3 seconds.
Panoramic Camera Follows Horses
from Start to Finish. Also Slow Motion of "Man
O' War."
I

FOR

SALE

BY

NOTE ADVANCE

OWNER

Four desirable lots, S. E. Corner 7th and Roma.
Price $2,000.00.
O. A. BURTNER,

FRANK TROTTER

IMPERIAL

Do Oi

OWar

Man

PHONES 5
Trucks Bring Comfort to Tour Home.

s.

IN

o

Big, Vital, as Fine as the Finest Norma Has Given
EXTRAORDINARY ADDED ATTRACTION

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
Let Our

TO 11 P. M.)

1

Presents

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

I
TTS

FROM

LAST TIME TODAY

H

A

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

B

I

size
Owing
parade and can ba seen only at circus grounds.

4

T

b-

"Ha,

RRrORMANCZSlarfSP.il

PRICES

niaamial

i'l

The Largest Elephant That Walks the I
T)!I0,,
I
Karth stands
feet Inches, which is
3V
taller than "Jumbo."
to his massive
"Tusko" I

I'TI

25c I
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.'S
BULK CAKES, just received
fresh and nice, per pound . . 35c
Blackberries, Pitted Cherries
and Strawberries, by the
i
gallon.
15c
Premlnm Soda Crackers
80c
Bulk Peanut Butter, lb.
in
Pure Sorghum Molasses,
b
cans.
5 and
30c
Comb itoncy
..$1.75
Honey
00c
Honey
lu bars Borax Naphtha Soap. SOc
50c
Lima Beans
5ilc
Blnckeyrd Peas
1 gal. Cider Vinegar
.50c
1 lb. Royal Cocoa
50c
85c
Sack of Meal
25c
Pig Bacon
25c
Ham
Pig
Star and norsesboe Tobacco. , SOc
45c
Eggs, dozen,
JUST IN 1921 nolland Milkers'

ti

AnT(JyKlJlLAlP
DOORS

EVENTS"

REGULAR

II - YRIC

If ttwTlkTTSr"WTr

1 1

"CURRENT

H
B

TANTASY

TfiTWs
U

II

g

I

EAKNUOPmS

-

TRAVELOGUE",

W

WSl

AS AN ADDED ATTRACTION FOR THE
Afd GUTTFJIWOLY
SEASON A MOST HOVEI.STVftNDOUS
GORGEOUS EXAMPLE OF ALLEGOJUCAL PAGEANTRY
MR.

A

ALAMEDA

v

THE AVIATWG UON

ONLY

THE
AT

GIRLS"

"HOLMES

H

mxL

1"
CPE
lJM
Samson
lrloLLl
IMF

DANCE TONIGHT

1

aV.

I

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

S

JU

IN ONE BIG ACT

wmr) ggg see okap,

DAY

Prize Fox Trot and One Step
of Lew
Under management
filson. Busses leave Fourth and
Central at 8:30 and 9 p. m.

J

ACTO

$50,000 CHALLENGE GROUP

ONLY REAL

Based on the World Famous Stage Play
by Thompson Buchanan

W

Jfu,

iB

Today is the last day that
you will be able to get a $5 if
reduction on any Sechrist
Pressure Cooker by signing
a coupon at Raabe and
Mauger, First and Copper.
.

!t4.V--

Pirfonnlnf Uau, Tirm. Lmpu&
Panu, RumUb, Sibviui, Grmh and PoU
Bvn. Eihute, Cirxk, Zefaru, LJUnu. Yalo, Zulna. Zobta. OitridM. Dtft, MooIkti.

g

CASH

1

dancing

city's

i

For rent, two rooms and kitchenette, bath adjoining, private
entrance,
thoroughly clean.
Close in. Two adults only. No
sick. 124 South Arno.'

STORE

GREAT

and song, and a great
city's sound and fury!
Mingling the heartbeats of
"White Way" and Wall
Street, Bowery and Avenue
Into a thrilling revelation ot
things that men and women

Is

BrjssjQ&fi1

LIST
LUMP-ANTHRA- CITE

Cerrillos Lump
'

Rolls Developed
Packs Developed
Printing, each

CERRILLOS EGG
FACTORY WOOD
Come Not Only First Served, But Best Served
Order Today.

'

215 South Second

...10c

So

to

15c
Be

219 West Central.

rnoNE oi.

158

FORGET

Wiseman's Watch Shop

The Barnum Studio

HAM COAL COMPANY

DON'T

For a limited time only we will
clean your watch for, $1.60. 4
Expert workmanship guaranteed.

Better Kodak
Finishing

Gas House Coke.

For Comfort, Convenience and Economy Use

First

......

10c
25c Children
Children. ... . . .15c
.35c
Including Tax

REDUCED PRICE
GALLUP

IN PRICES

MATINEE Adults
NIGHT Adults

Pomona, Cal.

118 West Gold Avenue.

Carnation, tall can
.12Vjc
Libby's, tall can
2'ic
12Vsc
Armour's, tall can
St. Charles, tall can
13c
Red Cross, tall can
I3c
' We Deliver
Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE
Twenty-si- x
years of high quality and low prices.

FOR SALE

OWNER

lust finished six room modern
press brick snd new
moiorn exoept heat. Ruth In
five-roo-

m

modHlghi'jnCs. Also
ern house on West Gold. Just
"nmpleting. Call at
821 W. Sllwr.
Phono llilfl-ilx-roo-

Taxi & Baggage

158

205 South First Street

,-

Because It's Rich and Mellow
We

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

FOR SALE.
brick, sun parlor,
screened back porch, garage
corner lot, 1301 East Ceu'ral
avenue, Furnisned or

APARTMENTS

ERY

MILK

J. A. Skinner

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
423 North First
Phone 421.

FOR SALE

Herrings.
THE ONLY

Automobiles for Storage.
16.00 Per Month.

401

STAGE

0

b.

KLIM
Whole Milk, trial size
Whole Milk,
size
size
Whole Milk.

--

Postoffice.

Opposite

........

Cents

Call Albuquerque

Trading Post,
VRIf"WT'l
rVlVJI 1 I 'Indian
Building

,

New house furnished, In Highlands. Small cash payment, bal
ance like rent. For Quick sale
address.
Owner, Care Journal.

2i,

y

PRODUCTION

RUGS

VV

Let Us Send a Man

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL. OFFICE

PHONE

rtiUI

Sell

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE

StSiCINNEEBS

The Highest Grade Macaront
Egg

Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

For Two Weeks Only

RAMS

We will clean your 9x12

Arizona Rambouillets

Imperial Cleaners

GUARANTEED COAL
Gallup

Large, smooth, heavy7sh earing yearling and,
rams. In carload lots or less Prices right.

two-year-o- ld

rugs for

EACH
Phono

h

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry. Gems, Laces.

Over Woolworth's Store
I P A FLIGHT SAVE
to
$10.00
$20.00

Open from 7 a. in. to 8 p. ni.
Corner Fonrtrt and ttuuul.

Phone-74-

IlllClllfl

TV

presents a
Dm-- s r$ m t
Ca

A

.

EAT AT

LAST

f rv

1 1

CURIOS
MAVAJ0

Because "yon are buying direct
from manufacturer, saving tlio
retailer's profits.

4tb St.

Adolph Zukor
A

J.

$10 TO $20

'.

Rossiter

In-

-

.

H

or

OF

A SAVING

Watch, Clock and Jewelry
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Brasfield, the Watch Man

Buys an AH Wool Suit
Overeont, tailored to your
dividual measure.

FOGG, The Jeweler
Phono

LAST TIME TODAY

loin the club. When you bring In
two watches at one time 1 fix
one freo of charges This offer
is for two weeks only. American
Swiss and English makes.
117 S. First St.
Phone 917--

$23.50

Hotel.

Between Second and Central
and University, black alligator
bill book containing money and
lodge receipts. Finder return to
Journal with contents for Identification. Reward.

ROTIIMAN'S

BATHS

Building.

ft THEATRE

$16-5- 0

.

well-to-d-

-

and

fifty-gallo-

LOST

'

Woolworth

LOST

1

SHOP

i

National Gas Maker. No More
Coal, Wood or Gas. Generatet
Gas from Kerosene Oil.
Agents Wanted. 109 V. Central

Expert-

RS

CLOTHES

man-

Free Demonstration

PARIS"

FROM

"STRAIGHT

Alvarado

T0PflY

air

UP-STAI-

W.H.Bell,

.........

pASTImt

automobile

prominent

car,
selling here under 1,400 dollars,
wishes to securo a dealer for
this territory. Good opportunity
for the right man. See

Moonshine Being So!d As
Genuine Article; Prohibition Officers Catch Five
' Violators.

Genuine Old Taylor, the 1st and
only," happy yellow label, 'n everyROBERT JONES
Coal and Booth Walter
thing, including the familiar long
SIB Marble Arenac
blue revenue stamp which reads
B7S
Pbone
Phone
Bottled Fall, 1913, Mado Spring,
1919."
But B8t. Something's wrong. No,
We
that's their mistake, not, the proofEgg Noodles, Spaghetti and 1
reader's, and "they" are the careSell
other Macaroni Product K less people who who have their
Kentucky whiskey bottle lahels
printed in the wilds of New Mex-to
ico. Enough counterfeit labels
gokeep a backwoods distillery
were
ing for several months,
Into
yesterAlbuquerque
brought
day by prohibition officers as a
part of the evidence of a raid In
Silvor City this week.
Look to your labels, if you really have the price of a drink, is tho
officers.
advice of the prohibition
Tho stuff that is soiling for
cooled.
"straight Kentucky whiskey of
topmost class" at fabulous prices,
HARRY GARSON Presents
may he the deadliest moonshine,
made with inadequate equipment,
It s
In a side road adobe house.
really not safe to rtrlnk It, the officers assure one solemnly.
Five men were arrested this
week at Silver City and Santa
In Her Captivating New Fhotodrnina
Rita by prohibition officers In cooperation with John Casey, sheriff, and Ray Grayson, chief
of Grant county. They
were all arraigned before the U.
S. commissioner on tho charge of
From tlio Brilllnttt Story By Sara Cowan, Author of "Hush,"
possessing and selling liquors in
Successes.
Cinema
Other
and
Wife"
violation of the national prohi"Why Change Your
bition act and were bound over
until the next federal grand Jury.
PALS"
GOOD
"THREE
Sunshine
Also a
Comedy
Roy H. Beer and H. D. O'Nell,
the
prominent men who operate
Central Millard parlors at Central
ADMISSION
City, andMorrls B. Hubbard, were
10c
arrested there for selling whiskey.
Children
MATINEE Adults.
25c;
They were putting out the faked
15c
Children
35c;
NIGHT Adults
"DM Tnvlnr" nnrl rinincr a laren and
destructive husTness among the al- ready slek soldiers at the army
hospital at Fort Bayard, according
to prohibition officers.
A fifty-fou- r
still, tho
gallon
"biggest yet," was seized at Santa
Rita when John Willlnm Glover
was arrested. A still of such proPhone 4 and B
the larg," Coal Supply Cc
portions Is rarely found,
est located previously In tho state
"
The Old Town
n
one.
PRICES
REDUCED
AT
a
been
having
association held their regular
on hand
apparatus and mash
last
house
school
tho
at
were seized and brought to Albumeeting
Big Shipment Just
night. Miss Irene Burke, county
querque to be held in the federal
Received from
school superintendent, was the
vaults until ordered destroyed.
Reservation
principal speaker.
John Mlekell was also arrested at
' Alberto Martinez of Porto Rico
Santa Rita on the charge of vioJias come to tho city to make his
lating the nrohlbtion act.
Jiome to seek the benefits of the
climate.
HIGH SCHOOL GRID
Pay Poll Tax at H Eh School.
'
Music and Jewelry Store
MEN TO PLAY SECOND
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Davis of 1031 Forrester avenuo, a
9I7-UNIVERSITY ELEVEN
St.
117
J
S.
First
Phone
eon on Sunday morning.
Regular communication of A.Tem-ipl- e
M.,
rinylng a university second team
Lodge No. , A. F. and
will be the problem facing the
tonight at 8 o'clock.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
high school football
failed
The city 'commissioners
squad at the 'Vnrsity field next
to hold their regular meeting last
DOINGS
The
2:30 o'clock.
at
Snturday
night, owing to the absence cf a
have
'varsity second string menunlver-slt;
.quorum.
v
Tho University Heights Grocery been scrimmaging with the
There Is nn undelivered telegram
eleven and will prove a very
the
sit
is
grocers
up
making
city
it tho Postal Telegraph office for
difficult foe for the .high school
and tuke notice.
grid men.
jf
Howard E. Shimmel has started
Four dollars, fuh wagon load
There will also be a game belimited
amount
wood;
tween
foundation
tho hich school second team
a
for
California
factory,
type
Uahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
bungalow on Vassar avenue, south and the Indian school second tenm
Mrs. John Mackel and Mrs. Pet- of Coal.
at Wnshlncton park grldlon. This
V. U. Coffee purchased a lot on irame will be held Monday evening
er Mackel, Jr., of La Vegas are
at 4:30 o'clock. Season tickets adof
Howard
Coal,
south
avenuo,
visiting Mrs. L. Heytnann
Airs.
'Fourteenth street.
John yesterday and is having plans mit tn both these games.
Last evening the heh school
Iackel is an old friend pf the drawn for n fivo room cottage.
R. C. McCall purchased a lot yes- men worked hard polishing tip
Kahns of this city. Mrs. Peter
avenue.
on
Stanford
ia
a supreme representative terday
plays and some scrimmaging has
;Mackel
"Clean-u- p
Don't forget
day" been done.
of the Pythian Sisters.
next Saturday and "haul away
rrrv pifctric shok shop
Have your
day" next Monday.
m Rnnlh
rhono Ml XV.
i
trash, tumble weeds and dead
Fw Call and Delivery.
"One Hundred and Eight' Old Ewes leaves all in a pile in the alley.
Nenr Huhlicll Springs.
f
Pntrom arc requested to place
The first cargo of bananas ever
Victor Sals, 705 North Eighth
for shelled pinon nuts well
street, Informs the Journal that shipped from Central America to orders
In
ndvnnce In order to bo promptlv
five days ago, while one of his Europe has Just been sent from
S. Spit. 3?3 North
served.
herders was driving into the city Honduras to the London market Tenth St.Fannie
Tel. 802. Mall orders
'108 old ewes, the band disapgiven careful attention.
Among the Btudents now attendduring a sand storm at
pearedand
were lost. The herder, ing the American college for girls
wight
are the daughters
jbo says Mr. Sals, went into camp in Constantinople
middle-clas- s
o
about ten miles from Hubbell of many
one
was
families
of
who have fled
It
for
the
Russia,
night;
springs
'of those typical sand storms and from their homes to Constantinople
Turkish, Sulphur and Medicated.
raged almost all night. When day- to escape the soviet regime.
Shampooing and Scalp Specialist
108
ewes
old
the
Graduate Nurse and Masseuse
light appenred
could not be found. Mr. Sals au- BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
MRS. TERRY DEAMER. Prop
508
thorizes the Journal to say that he 31!) H South First. Phone 221-West Central.
will give a liberal reward for
.
that would lead to the
We deliver any size any
recovery of the ewes.
They are branded with a half where. Henry Transfer Co.,
on
one
a
ear and
cut
straight cut Phone 939.
on the other ear.
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Phone 945. 211 West Gold.

THE

ufacturer of six cylinder

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

CLARA

A

rm'QUK RQLE V1 SHOW
CLEANING COMPANY
Windows cleaned and floorf
scrubbed stores, offices and
houses cleaned. Reasonable rates
First Class Work
P. O. Box 101. Call American
Grocery, Thoiie 2D2.
A. GRAXOXE
A

OPPORTUNITY

TAYLOR

'OLD

APPLES ARRIVED-THE BEIXKFLOWER
And Many boxes were sold. Hut have move on hand, and more
10c
to arrive. Boxes, $3.10 delivered. Lb

let's go

October 20, 1921.
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US and 440.

Sugarite

Swastika

Direct from the cars or from
weatherproof bins.

Brilliant
'

WALTER M. CONHELL

NEW STATE COAL CO.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Phone 35
Our Coal Makes Good, or We Do.
'

